okay um well
we've only got one mic going
you're getting feedback from when you
speak
exactly
will you move that speaker to that side
just set it somewhere over there
okay try to try it again eugene
yeah the last few times i was talking
about here but
in the beginning
are you still hearing it now
no no no no
great
i think we're live on youtube as well
yeah it looks like it can can't yeah
yeah the gang's all here wonderful
valerie we love you valerie debbie so
good to see you love you amy we love you
jv
oh everybody
yeah the whole crew is is here it's so
wonderful to see everyone how's the
audio guys everything coming through
okay
hi coach kathy yeah give us
give us a thumbs up
um on the video and audio
carla says echo
i got a bunch of yes though uh but
christy says sounds good
i think
you guys are going to know that
yeah
okay
[Music]
oh right yeah we need to turn this
oh no but the sound is coming off i
might have to move to the other room
okay you can hear us though
i just muted sabrina gal looking for
uh
negative negative right right there
there you go amen amen
all
right me an amen brothers and sisters
and amen
[Music]
r is eighteen one if
r is eighteen a is one eighteen and one
is nineteen surrender
surrender
surrender to the left brain ten percent
mckiesel dick ten percent
tithing
surrender the ego for god
and i call that a bargain i call that a
bargain the best i've ever had i paid a
dime and i got it all
i call that a bargain
yeah eugene i think the echo
from your end um so if you just turned
down
maybe you're you're you're well
i know and it's night time i don't know
what they're doing they are so happy i'm
covering them up and they're like
okay
sorry guys
i can't do much about the version where
doctor and
mrs doolittle
what we do a lot
we've got a lot of them okay we got
negative 48. we got sabrina gao yay
eugenio
we love you dustin and what a what a
pregame show oh my god it was it was it
was incredible to be we can't talk about
it we're sworn to secrecy but all i can
say is
pinch yourself while you still can
because what's coming is unbelievable
but we're sworn to secrecy so we're not
going to say a thing but all i can say
is
finch
this is
now now
if you put a picture of the picture okay
okay
and say you can't
test it you can't touch that light and
you can't touch it
okay okay then you then i am the light
see it all works
[Applause]
yeah and and just think everyone what
what is michael said that he does in his
private lives he does
demolition
so you have to sort of you have to sort
of see my
michael has that echo as pre-demolition
and what's coming is glorious
demolition and and a host of gematria
that only michael can do
yeah so we're getting on youtube we're
getting a really bad echo so i think i'm
gonna have to move to another room so if
you want to um
[Music]
i'll put our microphone back on exactly
so just stand by youtube team we will uh
we'll be with you in just a second
but you'll need to go back into um
your settings
turn your sound back on just how you had
it before
i'm not sure if everyone can hear us
but um
but patience did that
yeah they should do it not sure if
everyone can hear us but patience
everyone is it's going to be well worth
it and um
justin justin's doing a lot of
new things tonight to just be able to
accommodate
not only our youtube family but
everyone in telegram as well
and um this is this is a very monumental
show and this is just you know building
this to the monumental things that are
coming
um
um
[Music]
[Music]
show we've ever had and um
[Music]
you know incredibly we're all sworn to
secrecies though we can't devolve
what was dropped in the pre-game show
but oh my goodness if if
if you still can if you're still
standing and you still have you know
thought waves and and the motor
functions pinch yourself pinch yourself
while you can because because what's
coming is
glorious and um
and is going to be big and and i don't
think you're going to have to be waiting
too much longer
so
i just want to thank sabrina gal and
michael for taking that extra time
before the show to drop in and to
enlighten
uh
enlightenment and we love you both so
much and all that you're doing it's so
precious
well it's such a pleasure to be with you
both all of you the four of you
and you're international we have to
mention it's international so it's nice
to know we have global reach
yeah
absolutely
how's the volume for everyone is
everyone okay no more echo
it's pretty good
okay awesome
[Music]
okay so um uh
justin did you are you set up to be able
to play yeah what we wanted to play at
the top of the show
or we could not play anything
um
yes so i should be able to see that just
want to make sure everything's coming
through all right we've got a 5x5 on
youtube yep everything's looking good
sounds looking good no echo anywhere
thanks for y'all's patience guys yeah
just trying out a new system here
broadcasting through telegram um
it's a it's a fun way to do this but
just take some ironing out of some kinks
to get it working right
yeah we can jump straight into that
video so i'll play that right now
and colleen and i were just like
[Music]
the
[Music]
the world sets you free
[Music]
is
[Music]
[Music]
[Music]
[Music]
is
[Music]
we got the 20 percent
[Music]
[Music]
it's all
[Music]
how
[Music]
i can see myself
[Music]
is
[Music]
the truth is
[Music]
[Music]
we got the toilet paper
[Music]
[Music]
[Music]
now they tell you what to think
[Music]
[Music]
tell
[Music]
get me
is
[Music]
we got the twelve
[Music]
[Music]
[Music]
hmm
[Music]
[Applause]
[Music]
[Music]
me
[Music]
[Music]
hi everyone thank you um thanks for
everyone's patience and understanding
justin can you hear me okay yeah we can
hear you great
okay so thank you justin for playing
that and what i wanted to just quickly
share with everyone is um
is you know the band toto
um when they released total 14 this is a
band that had sold
over 60 million records so
so
they're kind of a big deal
and um
you know in in a in a reality of this
day and age where
it's really difficult to sort of market
it and sell um it's a bold very it's a
very very selfless move
to be able to
put out a song like that
now the criminals on the system and you
can't get in the system
uh with your music because it's not
gonna pass the propaganda test
that that's exactly right so so i just
want everyone to know how much total
risk
by
by creating a song like that and and
being so strong in it now remember
there's two central tenets to that song
what they're saying is that they're
saying everything
is a lie
and they're saying that you cannot
believe these liars
that the world is ranked and it isn't
it's it's level there's a firmament
because god
loves us and wants
is for us to find balance
so um yeah so with all of that i i again
hope that was um that was uh uh
listenable for everyone and i appreciate
everyone's patience in in uh allowing
that to be played because that's a very
very powerful message and um it's
obviously one of the big ones but
these these lies have to start falling
and um
you know i have something to say about
it right
go
so
justin justin or eugene can you go on to
uh jamaicanator calculator and type in
you know um how are we supposed to be
you know do that first line
and take a screenshot of it
on your phone
or take a picture of the computer screen
then download it onto the wall
are we supposed to believe the world is
run
yeah
i know what it comes to you but it's
just when people see it
it's gonna be different than hearing it
because they're gonna hear it and see it
okay you're on the wall here
side are we on right now i didn't uh
we're on your telegram channel
which one is it
justin is it a freaking world yeah
world i'm just going to make you both um
an admin
it's kind of always kind of a green dot
next to it
you're muted justin
oh yeah i was just saying i need to make
both of you guys an admin real quick
let me do that
demanding
[Music]
i am
but yeah maybe just to feel the space
that pogo comes to 70.
uh i am legend 70.
yahweh
mary m seventy proof
seventy adam and eve
seventy fig tree
seventy would that be figure
uh whatever
what i want you to use the whole
sentence
yeah
okay both of y'all are admins now so you
can post on the wall
thank
you i gotta find out how to get to the
challenge i go down
i'm
not
in the right spot to do that so sabrina
can you do that for me
um
can you read her the title
she's supposed to type in
how are we supposed to believe the world
is around correct
yeah i posted it uh negative it's uh
yeah it's on the comments okay what
number did it come to
513
513
did i miss something
[Music]
how are we supposed to believe the world
is round
5
oh shoot i thank you all the different
numbers so that's what i'm going to say
it's not going to work
dang i can't i was doing it in my head i
must have missed a word when i was
calculating it
anyway um
yeah
well there are some beautiful 513s
though negative the the truth is
revealed and the end of all wars has
been achieved
well we know we have
uh world peace coming because when
you're a part of nasara jasara you're
your own
um
sovereign country you're not in these
groups like the european union and crap
like that
and so
um
trump didn't play that with the mca
right away you know
he
kept him joined because that would have
caused a little
controversy and
and
so
all
countries are going to have 208
country uh favored trading status
and if one of them decides to go to war
well then they lose
they lose
the ability to to trade with all 208
countries
and then the people since there's no cia
and
thugs and un and
trilateral you know commission and world
bank and imf and all you know some world
power that was you know the virus on
this planet that's you know gonna come
kick your ass or keep you under control
the people are going to go overrun their
government and thump their ass to death
and
they're going to get their country back
and then they're going to fall right
back in so world peace has been achieved
people just don't realize it yet
little man right
exactly so michael thank you for saying
that once again
i know a lot of people
don't like to hear hear it when we say
it but but we we are living a movie and
there's a powerful reason for it and
the movie is scaring you
uh the death in many instances um
because it has to
um if this wasn't believable then what's
the point of
of
of giving you this movie where
you see the fullness of their evil plan
but
but the full bite of what was coming
isn't felt
so
it it's a movie
you need to deal with it and you need to
deal with you and you need to focus on
you and yourself and then again michael
coming along it's one of those what we
said when we first heard uh michael i i
think the very first day we did a show
that night
and i said that um that michael is is a
calm before the storm but c-o-m-m
that he's the calm before the storm just
like 107 was a calm when 107 was was
beautifully unleashed um for us and then
the same with michael as well
so um
it's all divinely planned what coming
is already here you just can't see it
but if you know it
and you focus entirely upon that and you
trust in the plan you see the
significance of trusting in the plan
because this is all gone
and when you trust in the plan when you
trust in god
this is winning now
we we've won
now
because we own the truth one
one
own it's all the same word
and it all happens when you live in the
now
when you live in the now and living in
the now is when you trust in god and
that's what michael
is teaching us that's what sabrina and
and you know the sacred blue tent
channel
is is teaching us as well that all of
this is is divine all of this is coming
from our divine father and divinely
inspired in that everyone who's involved
with this team
[Music]
is is is divinely inspired as well right
right through um trump 45 cyrus 45 so
um and then michael coming along with
all this gematria is just boom it's boom
boom boom
and it it's just monstrous it's just
it's incredible and it's beautiful and
for anybody out there just just in the
past couple of weeks michael's taking um
a couple of shots
um
[Music]
yeah michael i think we're getting a bit
of an i don't know what to do about the
sound justin michael i think we're
getting a better sounds good mute here
no but it's coming from your end yes it
sounds good here too
just to get muted by the way
maybe just maybe just in youtube there
there
it's actually big time people are saying
in youtube
but bottom line everyone is is just um
is that if if all you ever learned
through this movie if all you ever
learned to do is trust in god you have
no idea you've already won the game is
over all games are over and the bliss
begins because the whole point of all of
this left brain right brain left brain
right left right brain left brain right
brain it's it's the tithing the true
tithing which is which is willingly
paying the dime the 10 which is your
left brain to get god
jesus christ
to get mother mary
in
the right hemisphere of your brain and
that you
saying
i believe in the words and the teachings
of jesus christ take no thought for your
life take no thought for your life it
literally means stop thinking out of
that dying left brain
but there's no passageway from the left
to the to the third ventricle no
passageway from the left to the right
there's none you have to cast thy net to
the right you have to cast thy net to
the right at the atlas bone because
there's no other way
yeah michael i think the i think the
feedback's coming from your end so just
whenever you're not speaking if you
commute um i think that'll help with the
the noise
but go ahead i think you had something
going on
yeah and i've finished speaking about
that michael so please chime in
so jesus resurrects
he walks across
the ground and next thing you know he
sees these seven disciples fishing
correct
and
he asked them how's the fishing
and they said not good
he said throw the net to the right
side of the
boat how many fish did he catch
how much did they come where they go
that they couldn't haul the net up in
the boat one of them had to get off the
boat and drag it to shore
so there's six in the boat and one on
shore which is 61 which is red tie
which is jfk grace
and they caught 153
large fish
153 well that's the 17th triangular
number which is q which means if you
just start stacking bowling pins up 100
you get 153 bowling pins just put one
and then two and then three and then
four when you get to 17 which is q
you have 153 bowling pins
so
q is is the 17th triangular number
and they were large fish l
is 12. one two and f is six one two six
now twelve times six seventy two i am
alive seventy two
the one twenty six
just happens to be juan osaban
spelt dot one twenty six but it's nasty
john
it's gold 79 which is nasty
and silver on the periodic table is 47
which is john
and
gold and silver
are the letters a and the letters u also
besides 79
it's a and u
and besides 47 on the periodic table
it's it's a and g which is one and seven
so you have a 1
a 2 and a 1 which is second coming 121
17q
which is 138.
i am positive 138. it's happening 138.
and
[Music]
then you have 1 and 21 which is 22
and 1 7 which is 8
and 20
22 and 8 is 228.
the best
is yet
to come 2 28
the best kennedy
to come
2 28.
i'm on a mission from god
228. who would god send he'd send his
second son
john is a second son because joe is his
older brother
it's about a thousand years of peace
228. if you use a one a zero zero into
zero and it's a matrix you're gonna have
to use a for that one because it doesn't
count numbers
so
q
is 17
and you have to which is you
[Music]
when the sperm is halfway in the egg
that's the cue that's you we are q69
people 69 check mate
six now we're the checkmate
so
[Music]
6969 is 138 is happening 138. we are q
check
138.
so
[Music]
um
you have
you have a few things going on here you
have
trump saying
[Music]
he's saying we're fighting an invisible
enemy
we're fighting two things it's not a
virus
number one it's the virus on this planet
which is the bankers and the other one
is you are your own worst enemy
do you have your popcorn ready
popcorn is 79.
weakness
is 79
or 97 excuse me popcorn's 97
kennedy's 97
weakness 97 do you have your weakness
ready
345.
that's what trump said when he came out
and said
thank you 115 thank you 115.
very much 115. do you have your popcorn
ready 345 because you're watching a
movie but popcorn is
97 weakness of 97.
fear that's your problem
false evidence appearing real 233 john
fitzgerald kennedy 233
you stack the threes got 26 which is god
you can't you can't escape it
the facts are the facts
hope is 44 four and four is eight eight
seven but in the bible number 35
represents hope three and five's eight
eight is infinite because number 35 is
infinite
i'm the beginning and the end a and z 27
jfk two and seven's nine nine is most
high nothing higher than nine
alpha and the omega trump said make
america great 131.
he said make america great again was
more than a political slogan
make america great again 163 alpha and
the omega again 163
john f kennedy again 163 he never quits
163.
double-edged sword 163
one side's truth 87
suicides justice 87 law and orders 115
the anointed is 115 he is law and order
one side's truth 87
this side's justice 87 87 87 174 trust
the plan 174 1 times 74 jesus 74.
and 74 is 11. now you got one one one
father son only goes 235 president john
kennedy 235
trust the plan 174 yes john kennedy 174.
i caught the swamp 174
yes john kennedy 174 when trump swore in
to be president
and he talked about it being a
ceremony it was just a ceremony
it's it's a corporation
trump was never
the president of the united states of
america he wasn't even the ceo of the
corporation
the military came forward watch the
drill
watch it break down the words listen to
what trump is saying
the military took over this country
day one
right then there
they came forward they got their power
they turned around they walked away
right in the ceremony right like out a
minute and
40 seconds into a minute and 50 seconds
in
and then they appointed
number 19
and number 19
jfa senior
and jfk
jr
38
death 38 gold 38
the best
is yet to come 228
well the best
is 79 and we know that on the periodic
table 79 is gold the gold is 38 which is
19 and 19.
now they stole you they stole your
country in 1871
and 187 times one well that's 187.
we know they got 187 towers on harp
angels don't play this heart because
h-a-a-r-p
it's not a heart
high-altitude aurora research project
and he's using the insurrection act of
1807 germany something 187
to take their ass down
now the election was on 11 8 118 the
storm 118
which 11 times 88 j kennedy 88 because
there's your storm
so you got 88 11 x 888 trump finally got
to talk to you on 11 9
foundation
119.
when you build the whole foundation you
build all 360 degrees
trump's 45 times 8 years 360. the 36
prime numbers 151 jesus christ 151
that's the foundation on this country
and 11 times 9 is 99 most high j kennedy
most high
88 and 99 is 187.
now trump's first 15 words
which is law and order
you know
law orders 115 and he laid it
down he laid out his first 15 words
and they came to 1087 zero means nothing
187.
now he said he was going to bring power
back to the people
he didn't just bring you power
he brought you the president
mr president
happy birthday
[Music]
mr president
well happy birthday is 153 which is the
17th stronger number which is q
think mirror 153
john kennedy
jr153 which is q
they said
q was
70 military 30 civilian less than 10.
now vincent fusca
who is john kennedy jr153
well vincent puskas 137.
they said what storm mr president
after he said maybe what you're looking
at is the calm
before the storm
they said what storm is 137. mr
president 141 i have the storm 141.
but
vincent fuschka's 137 and that's john
kennedy jr153 they said to think mere
153.
they said q is 70 military 30 civilian
less than 10. think mirror 137 just go
backwards 137 vince and fusco 137.
less than 10 is 137.
and vincent push goes john kennedy jr
which is
153 which is q so it's got to be him
no
they said to think mere 153
which is john kennedy jr 153 but that's
not making sense no they said to think
mirror
mirror 91 potus 91 think potus jr is
never a potus he's out
now you got
potus
think potus
trump's not cute but he signed a dew
drop
the first 60 drops
weren't signed by anybody except for 410
20 for djt
we found that out and dropped 40.
it said 4 comma 10 comma 20.
a comma b comma c comma d comma e dot
dot dot dot dot
and we saw four is d
well
let's go a little further dumb asses
fill it out
jay we're counting on our fingers back
in those days all 10 fingers you get to
j
dj as in don john
then t what do you know you got your
fingers and your toes
all 20.
and
that's t
djt 4 10 20. well we just saw that 4 10
20 back on drop 35
and jfk is 35th president
and it signed for 10 20 djt at the
bottom
i mean it's signed for 10 20 but we all
know
michael jackson told us
a b c it's easiest one two three so all
you gotta do is just
realize that 4 10 20 is djt
and realize that's donald j trump and he
signed it at the bottom but it says
potus will be on air force one well
insulated protected
potus
who the hell is potus
that's not a question
because who is the beginning of the end
w is 23 which is i am
and h is 8 and 0 is 15 8 times 50 is 120
the truth 120 and i am the truth that's
that's him
but 8 and 15 is 23. n is 23 e is 5
n is 14 that's 19 and d is four that's
23.
i am is 23. i is 9
a is 1 that's 10 m is 13 that's 23. i am
the beginning of the end
which is 46 which is who
and they said
wait till you learn who
let me get this
frog out of my our mascot frog
46 hero 46
out of my throat
who's in my throat
not a question he's everywhere
so anyway
they said
well first of all he said it was going
to be the greatest story ever told and
there's only one way that's possible
talking about number two here
they also said we were going to
permanently eradicate these freaks not
these two
from the earth
and uh they said wait till you learn who
you've been talking to here
we've been talking to q
and president jfk is 137
that's q
so
[Music]
get ready to have your mind blown
because q anon 61 u61 oh my six one wow
six one miracle 61. you are a miracle
u61 miracle
61461 and thor
well
he's going to drop the hammer and
there's going to be some glorious
demolition 232 then the penny dropped
232 as they say in england and that
means the [ __ ]
the light 56 [ __ ]
is going to
go everywhere because it's glorious
demolition
and that means shit's going to roll
uphill
not in the military
[ __ ] only rolls downhill
this is a trump movie
and you better get used to it
trump said
[Music]
the military is good the cop's good the
military's good the cops good he said it
over and over and over the military's
good the cops get the i mean he started
off his presidency just thanking them
and shaking their hands and over and
over good good good good good good good
which obviously 41-41 king king 82
anointed 82 and um
he said uh
and freak is 41 which is king and
charlie is 56 which is light so charlie
freak is light king just so you know
which
which uh
light king comes to nice almost comes to
popcorn which comes to weakness
charlie's our weakness on this show
right here
so anyway
he's the strength of this show
and uh
so we get back in order trump's talking
about these guys being good
because he knows the bottom 95 are good
but [ __ ] only rolls downhill in those
organizations and everybody knows it
well after those cops
saw [ __ ] with these sanctuary cities
and they saw the american people not be
treated properly antifa and black lives
matter get a green light
they're a little pissed off but by
themselves the way the structure set up
they don't have any power control
well
guess what
someone's coming it's going to make [ __ ]
roll up hill
because this guy
they're going to follow the end of the
earth and trump was already
he was already
well he was already conditioning them
because ill donald trump
well he kind of likes the beach
so he put beach on his little hat there
and he said
general milly is a little beach
so he's telling the troops
that there's some beaches around
that need to be
well
[ __ ] slapped into
guantanamo bay
cuba so they can become gitmo garden
fertilizer for trees into our country
and shit's about to roll up hill because
[ __ ] is 56 and light is 56 and light
goes wherever it wants to go
and so you can just put a picture of jfk
right there and say can't touch this
can't touch [ __ ]
i'm the [ __ ] can't touch me i'm light
can't touch this
can't touch light it's all the same
and he's got a plan
i took the blow
and did it my way
now that's an american badass
but he's got a couple friends
and when you see glorious demolition
you're going to realize
that right there
is an american badass
which is aba one two one i see dead
people 121 [ __ ] show 121.
can i get a witness one 36th grade
awakening 136. can i get an amen 107
superman 107.
107 and 136
come to 243 and 24 times 3 is 72. i am
alive 72.
[Music]
you're going to see some
you're going to see some
serious
alive here pretty soon
alive
49 yes 49
live 48 evil 48 veil 48
negative live
nope negative veil nope negative evil
yep
and yep it's 46 which is zero
true american hero
174 yes john kennedy 174.
i
caught the swamp 174
yes john kennedy 174
i
am usa president 174 yes john kennedy
174 i am victorious 174 potus winner 174
jfkgr as promised 174 yes patrick and
john 174 because patrick's not dead
either
welcome to the cue age 174 a new world
view 174 when you know 174 give up to
god one saying for we shall remain free
174
we have the power 1784
we have the glory 174 power 77 christ
one
power 77 christ 77
trump said he's going to bring the power
back to people christ 77 president 110
187
the best is yet to come to 28
19 and 19
is yet to come 187.
miracles are everywhere
because miracles are used
oh wait that's sheep
ovid is sheep in latin
wait
ovid as in covet over the sheep
sure is go look it up
and you have c
and they have sheep
and then
charlie knows that 19 is ancient for
surrender c sheep surrender
so see
you
is a female sheep
which is a [ __ ]
you surrender [ __ ]
i think not
i'm not going your plan
i'm gonna trust the plan
trusted n174
michael pros174
[Music]
yes john candy174 nope not him
michael bryan prospered 2 18 john f
kennedy junior 218 nope not him
i am positive 138 donald trump 138 nope
not him
negative 83 the donald nope not him
my id says i'm 138. donald trump on
today but nope not him
my id actually says
american badass q number two
and since uh well
the last two numbers actually can be two
but they can also be 38 which is second
coming so backwards says second coming q
american badass because my whole life is
stupid coded
i just had to have the i just had the
time
which is john because 47 is time
times 47. i just happen to have john
and
uh he gave me the force 47 john 47.
john john he gave me the voice
which created all the buzz
which got all the
the ball rolling
and then he just pointed me in the right
direction i got all the info
started 2002 which obviously is 22 which
is mega but 22 spelled out is 165. it's
in your face 165 resurrection 165.
and then he gave me jacob
michael and jacob m13 j10 131 go figure
john f kennedy 131.
and jacob uh
took me 11 years to wake him up
didn't quit
not gonna do it not gonna do it wouldn't
be prudent at this juncture
just as just ask barb in the bush
barbara bush you got a barb in the bush
and uh
just not gonna do it not gonna go there
not gonna
no new taxes no
no new taxes
yeah whatever you nazi freak oh sorry
you guys
so anyway
uh
there's a lot to this story
and
it can go on for hours and hours and
hours but uh
the bottom line is this
if the tin foil has been ripped off your
jiffy pop popcorn hat with your
baby crockett tail the handle and
hopefully the handle is the thick part
because chances are it's not the the
layers
all the layers of tin foil on your head
are killing you they're kicking your ass
your mk ultra is kicking your ass
i'm going to give it to you straight
jfk is the second coming of jesus christ
he's your president
but trump's also your president just
like kim clement said
on of all days 4 8 never heard that
number before 2014 two times 14 28
junior 20 48 junior go figure i can't
even get away from this guy
in seattle washington i've lived on the
north side and the south side yeah i
mean this is just stupid coded
he said we were going to have two
potuses
and trump said there was going to be a
smooth means there wasn't going to be
smooth at all a smooth transition of
power
fake mirror this is not smooth okay but
a smooth a smooth
transition
a smooth 91 potus 91
potus transition
can't have a post transition from trump
to trump
can't have a polish transition from
the military to trump
can't have a police transition from
let's face it
joe's
shot
to trump
but you can't have a potus transition
from a potus
to a potus
so get ready
to see jfk
who
died and came back after four
days
four dark days says on the lifespan of
lincoln 1963 i'm just michael 143
for dark days 143.
my driver's license is on the
license plate
michael brian prossman divine 300 i'm on
the license plate because somehow i'm
divine with his knowledge
and it says gg300 on the license plate
gs7 gs7 that's 77. christ 77
300
i'm going to die but i will be avenged
300.
it says four dark days gg 300 g is seven
g of seven is fourteen and the three
well seventeen's cube at one four three
is four dark days
and we sent four dark days to trump you
retweeted it send it back yep four dark
days
well literally
because spellings matter that means
numbers matter that means trump ran a
law in order to law and orders 96. law
and order is 115. the anointed 115
because he is law and order
the law nor is 96
four days
is 96.
and four is a big part of this story
because it's the foundation
[Music]
to have all four sides
that'd be 90 90 90 and 90
to make it perfect
trump came out and said in the beginning
god created heaven earth 345.
he didn't come out and say thank you 115
thank you 115 very much 115. he didn't
come out and say intelligence
intelligence intelligence 345 iii
9927 jfk
even though license plate tells you the
same thing
three
times three
times three equals three hundred and
three times three times three is 27 jfk
and 77 is christ he said the lifespan
tells you christ
jfk who's 104
jfk is alive 104 and he just happens to
be 104 years old and 10 times 4 is 40.
and 23 says they're going to bring the
pain
and pain is 40.
how'd you like number 40
the example of number 40 i gave you
our hosts how'd you like that
they're still in shock
is that is that badass enough for you
does it get any badder ass than that
no
it doesn't no it really doesn't i mean
that that takes it over the top
well what about the other 46 after that
right as fast as you have to come
that 46 is what
come on now it's a trump movie what
did you look over the head
because they got that little cartoon
right
the little hedge look over there don't
look over the head don't look over the
ring of eyes
over the head i looked over the edge and
i saw the other side oh my god what's
over there
well
who knows
what's over there
you know what i'm saying
so anyway
so anyway
trust the plan 174
the new jfk world 174
yes john kennedy 174 i am jesus christ
174.
jfk is your president
trump's also your president
junior is your vice president
the second coming of jesus christ
you're about to see him
that's why it's called the greatest
story ever told
and that's why he said wait to learn who
you've been talking to here
now if that does not pass your
chippy pop popcorn davey crockett hat
then
you got problems you you could fall into
the comatose vertical meat suits
division but don't worry comatose is 91
god wins 91 vertical meat suits 198
graves come back to everyone 98 he's
going to win the comatose vertical meat
suits
says right there
i am the beginning in the end i'll prove
it
because he's love
l is 12 o's 15 that's 27 jfk v
22 e
5 27 jfk on the beginning of the end
but um
v is 22.
110.
and that's president
and lno is 27.
president jfk 137
that's the golden ratio number
the golden ratio number is the b2 note
talk about ether between atoms
it's 123.47 which is the first guy that
saved my life his name was john protzman
john 47 props 123. no kidding i was in a
waterfall in the bottom of waterfall
going round and round and round never
touching nothing
light coming from everywhere basically i
was in the [ __ ]
and uh i never touched nothing didn't
couldn't tell which way was up because
light was refracting from all those bow
i couldn't see nothing there was no dark
hole in a slit of light i was just going
round and round and round could hear my
mom my sister screaming and john 47
prosper 123
[Music]
which you say your name protzman john in
the legal system and that's 12347
the b2 note
the hammond b2 oregon where you pardoned
the hammonds in oregon
it had the stock market stopped at
123.47 the four biggest stocks
you know
except for berkshire hathaway but i mean
four big huge
you know
big ones that don't go up eight percent
12 percent he had him all stopped on the
same price on the same day
123.47 before he went to nato and raised
33 billion dollars a million dollars for
everyone was 33 000 emails from she
devil clinton
he knows exactly what he's doing if you
don't realize he's in control
you know you just don't get it
but anyway
john
47 prosper approximate john 1 23 4 7.
the ether is the 2 and the 4. pull it
out you got 137 president jfk 137
spells one six seven king of the world
one six seven's right there in your face
it's in your face
and of course my life's stupid coded so
trump said all this at great falls
montana the falls doesn't exist anymore
well
the 123.47
is project john who saved my life in a
waterfall that does exist but then he
goes to britain where great britain
falls because he's going to walk in
front of the queen and show the world he
owns the [ __ ]
oh beach sorry i didn't mean to swear
same thing
so anyway
life's just stupid coded
and then
and and michael uh uh you know john
crossman 123.47 is 170 and in jamaica
don't count the zero so it's 17.
stupid goated scuba coated your whole
life is stupid
you know
the mockingbird media 170 i combat them
with negative 48 magic wand 170.
the magic wand is
truth 87 and justice 87 87 87 174
michael price 174.
so
they got problems
and and remember everyone at 48 is is
evil negative 48.
michael is at home
but he's long before the storm
but n plus 4 plus 8 is 26 which is god
and i'm negative 472 on twitter so n
plus 4 plus 7 plus 2 is 27 jfk
which happened to be the weekend of the
super bowl well they pointed to the
weekend because weekend
sang
and the weekend was fairway 6 fairway
7th
26th
26-27 god 26 jfk 27.
that's 53 copen 53 and trump went over
and got 530 billion dollars from nato
but nothing's going on but 53 53 and 53
well that's
wait 159 a week to remember 159
puppy show 159 trump said he was going
to make the super bowl 131
by the cbs sports cbs sports 131
looked like a party show one was down a
week to remember 159
john f kennedy jr 159
but see the weekend saying and did a
satanic deal because he was minus grace
because his name weekend was mice and e
e is five five is grace in the bible
w-e-k-n-d
but he did a michael jackson tribute mj
m13 j10 131 just like michael and jacob
so we got a 131 with mj
a 131 with cbs sports 131 the super bowl
with
393.
you get to break that apart and make it
a 39 and a 93 that's the front side of
your okay sign
the white power
three fingers w
23 and the arm and the circles of p
16 that's 39 the back side you're
looking at the arm and the circle at
nine and three fingers 93
and 39 and 93 is 132 jfk is jerry's live
one through the mirror reflection 231
the column before the storm 231 my dad
died in the backseat of a car 231
i'm the 7.7 billion to one guy
231.
just a little bit crazy
just a little bit
just just a little bit crazy
and you know the the beauty and um
this is also the significant drive
[Music]
yeah michael we get uh get some feedback
from your
mic when other people are speaking so if
you just want to mute
yeah thank you
beautiful and and this is also the
significance of of what sabrina gal is
is doing working so hard we're we're
talking with sabrina as we speak right
and and then sabrina is working on the
the final script for the jesus trend too
in real time because there are deadlines
time deadlines coming up
with our team toronto and bryce and
michael
[Music]
milestone because we have to reach a
milestone
what is a milestone
what 112 milestone 112 like november 2nd
my dad's 82nd birthday no way hang on
did you get it as 112.
uh
did i spell
amazing
the last dance
121
[Music]
and uh
the last dance always happens before
midnight 84.
i am jfk gracie 84 tower 1 tower 2
billion 7 12 times 7 is 84.
my dad
died in the back seat of a car on
interstate 84 on 11 22
2004
exactly 41 years later
and 41 is king
and this year on 11 2 my dad's going to
be 82 which is anointed
king anointed 123.
approximate 123.
gold and silver
123 when you spell them out
[Music]
and 2 and 7 spelt out comes to 123.
abraham lincoln
comes to uh
123 and his birthday was 212.
if you have the license plate 300 and
212
well you get 512 which is eugene linton
you got the e the 5 and the l the 12. 5
12.
so you can just mix and match a couple
300s and 2 12s and come up with a 512.
i mean 5 times 12 is 60 60 is diamond
trump i mean uh kennedy ran in 60
abraham lincoln ran 60 and 60 and 61 20
the truth 120.
so we can put um
trump international hotel at last you
found me 512.
because trump international hotel is 300
and at last you found me is 212 which is
abraham lincoln's birthday
or the address to mama gum's restaurant
pete
diner pete's diner 115 the anointed 115
and
t-w-o-o-n-e-t-w the address 2-112
t-w-o-n-e-t-w-150 trump train the
anointed trump train
265.
26 and 5 is 31.
moab is 31.
mbp my initials 31 because negative 48
drops bombs 218 michael bryant
approximately 218.
benghazi ain't going away to 18.
people are being exposed to 18.
and uh
well the 31st prime number is 127 tower
1 tower 2 billion 7. 12 times 7 is 84.
i am jfk grace 84.
push there's our new pearl harbor
december 7th one two seven
12 times seven is 84.
84 can be eight
or august 4th barack obama's birthday
216th day of the year 6 times 6 times
6-2 16.
followed by 149 days 149 the anointed
one
the total lobster of jfk's birthday
may 29th
149th day or the anointed one followed
by
216 days
negative 48's 216. go figure because i
made my life stupid coded
so
michael says that you're going to be in
um in dallas on 11 2 which of course is
uh 112.
um
which is milestone so you know it's it's
good to be it's good to be in dallas on
a milestone date like uh eleven two
which is hundred and twelve i just
finished pretty sure justin's gonna be
probably yeah that's right and and uh
our our great friend aaron is going to
be there too we're going to have one
heck of a show
uh there uh on the ground boots on the
ground and um the finish line is in
simple geracio finish line is 112 11 2
and gift from god
is 112 11 too so it might be
i think
matthew 11 30.
matthew m is 13 11 24 24 spell 167 king
of the world 167. enjoy the show 167.
king of the world167 yeah my dad's name
brian prost 167 king of the world 167 my
dad died in the backseat of a car 11 22.
i don't know why they get confused just
michael bryant prospered 218 john
kennedy jr 2 18 i have this one
all right did we lose you
might have lost him for a second
there he is
yeah
did i get any of that out
uh you're
you're just explaining how your dad died
in the backseat of a car
yeah my dad my dad
my dad brian prosper 167 king of the
world 167 died in the back seat of a car
on 11 22.
um
but of course
there's a little bit of confusion
because
michael bryant protestant 218 john f
kennedy
uh junior 218
michael prosper in 204 yes john kennedy
174 gets people confused and
so
he died 41
years after
in 2004
[Music]
and 2004
is 24 which is 167 king of the world 167
brian pross 167
and this year he's going to be 82 on 11
2.
and
my mom's birthday
gave me my dad's birthday because john
john came out
behind trump as vincent fuscha
on my mom's birthday
7 25
2018. of course 218 is negative 48 drops
long 218 and here's a bomb for you write
down the sign that junior held up
because it tells you everything
women for trump wtf
write down w
tf
and then rc ruby cute and then of course
the ink was red and red is 27 jfk
so
w is
23 but you gotta break it down to five
f
women for trump f is 6 now 56 is light
[Music]
it's looking good already
and t is 20
which is 2 and 2 times 56 is 1 12. so
there's your 11 2
and it was ruby cute r18 c3 21 there's
your year 21
11 221
and the red ink well red was
was um
27 jfk so it says 11 2 21 jfk
and then ink i haven't even done this
one before okay
well i already see it it's 34 which is
grace which is the red tie
so
got the sign
behind trump's right-hand shoulder and
then you got the red tie right in your
face
because ink
i is 9 k is 11 that's 20
and n is
which is 34.
red tie read 27 tai 34 gfk 27 grace 34
so it tells you
11 2
21
jfk grace
it's in your face 165 resurrection 165.
and of course
my dad was born in 1939 and 19 1-9-10
and three and nine is twelve take out
the zero you got one one two again
you got it doubled up
and
that means you have two two and then
four how ninety percent of the world
writes a date called 422
[Music]
you kind of never heard of that date
before
not before today anyway because four is
executive order one one one one zero
four
and eleven eleven is twenty two
and four and twenty two is 26 god 26.
[Music]
you ever heard of that date 4 22 before
charlie
i've never heard of his kind reminds me
of a god
like 4 and 21 26 god 26.
but then 11-11 is
11 times less 121
second coming 120 god second coming
that's what executive order one one one
one zero says along with all the other
stuff you guys can't figure out but
you'll see it pretty soon
it's in your face 165
resurrection 165 because
4 1 1 1 1 0 there's your four one one is
eleven one one's eleven
that can be eleven eleven or two eleven
or eleven two
and then
down below is eleven times love is one
twenty one second coming
second coming god 147 the new world 147.
we the people 130 we will win 130
american freedom 130.
even misty faith 130 knows that
and here all you got to do is add q17
but she's adding to everybody hey did
you know that jfk senior is your
president and junior is your vice
president trump's still your president
we're leaving the white house and we're
going to blow up the washington monument
that's misty faith right there in your
face
you're a rock star
and so you just take 130 on 17 and you
get 147 in new world 147 it's right
there in jfk's executive order 1-1 1-1-0
with so much more
so much more glorious demolitions right
there in your face
blow up the washington monument yeah and
and let's let's not forget that 11 11
times 11 is 121 and a is 1 and 21 is you
a you is gold so
um you know the golden silk standard
that jfk represents physically
metaphysically
is also is also being
coded
yeah
executive
but nothing's happening
and and um a lot of truthers a lot of
truthers uh love to downplay executive
order one one one one zero and a lot of
truthers will tell you
that um
it didn't do anything it wasn't designed
to to bring in the silver suit because
it wasn't designed to eradicate the
paper money system and
a lot of liars and that's why q said to
you be very careful who you can follow
and this is why you have 107 as a calm
before the storm theo m and that's why
you have michael brian practiceman as a
calm before this point be careful who
you follow and when you find someone
that you can follow latch on with all
your might
because in this age
you're not given the luxury of of doing
the stick handling or this um circus act
of balancing between two wires
you want a choice to make
right now and this is the most important
choice you'll ever ever make in your in
in the entirety of your existence and
that is are you all in with god or are
you all in with satan
and this is this is the choice that you
need to make so when you find someone
that you can follow when someone comes
to you by the grace of god
and and this is someone that is giving
you the light literally giving you the
light
56
then then you five and six is eleven
then you need to latch on to the master
number 11 and then you need to rise as
as the letter k does so so this this is
this is mammoth everything that that
we've gone through everything that's
happening right now everything that
sabrina gal and the gang are are working
on with the revamping of jesus strand
one and beginning and the releasing of
jesus strand two
um on october 31st these are calms
massive calms before the storm
right do you get that do you get what
i'm saying about calms before the storm
and how how it works how it works in two
different ways and in two different
worlds
and nothing's happening are we there yet
that's why that's why michael says
mk ultra is kicking your ass we did a
tribute show live last week to michael
we just did the show cognitive
dissonance is kicking your ass and right
at the beginning we gave tribute to to
to michael sabrina gal and the gang for
all of their beautiful beautiful work
putting the truth in plain sight and
then this is this is where you're at
the truth is right in your face
and you're going to enjoy it you know
charlie i'm sorry to wrap but we get
that question a lot too and i say uh
look at the sacred blue tent or search
yourself of every human trafficking
arrest
that is happening globally on a daily
basis
if you want to ask nothing is happening
it's happening they're being arrested
child labor child slavery um we can see
that all of the uh
cargo ships are being held at bay i mean
there's a reason there's a strategy to
all this that i know michael
could probably
discuss but i mean so much is happening
like you're saying it's in your face
so you got um
that 11-2 and then that
1939 which is 11-2 which
442
which
44 times 2 is 88 j kennedy 88 88
is 16 1 6 and 7 7 is god's perfect
number god's proof of number 191 all
roads lead to q191 one 91 opposed 91
because he is your potus
and
coms
comes to 63. i was born in 63 because 63
comes to 153 of course which is 17q
and of course that's fairway eighth
which is 153 because my life is
duplicated which is 306
which trump won by 306 electoral vote
because it's telling you
and
we're going to do a 180 310 30 x 6 180
and then you have the
executive order
on june 4th
1963.
6 and 4 is 10
[Music]
19 is 29.
29 and 63 is 92.
92 is 11 which is two which is he's
number two but
90 is 87.
and 2 is 58 if you spell it out ninety
is 87. two is 58.
well that comes to 145. that's his
birthday
nine
times
five times 29 is 145
amazing jesus 145.
it's in your face
and 1-4-5-55
boss 55
apprentice 107.
jeremy's nothing 17 osiris you're fired
apprentice yourself you're fired 228 the
best yet to come 220 trump's not a
reality tv star
you're going to fire osiris off this
planet
osiris
you are fired 228 the best yet to come
228.
it's right there in the 11 2.
it's in your face
one one two
o and e o and e two
126 nasty john 126.
79 and 27.
gold is au which is
22
and 8 g which is 8 2 28 the best
is yet to come
228
osiris
you are fired 228.
it's about a thousand years of peace
28 i'm on a mission from god 220 the
best kennedy to come 228.
but a u and a g is 121 17 so i can come
in q 1 38 i am positive 138
it's happening 138
donald trump 138 beautiful freak 138
well him and i talk and code
about biggest secrets in the world we've
been talking
i can show you pictures where we talked
about this exact story right here
in november last year
took a screenshot of my old phone
matter of fact you can look it up
all you got to do is go to my channel
negative 48 channel and scroll down to
see pictures of broken
screen clones and
look at all the different tweets we did
back and forth it's not as that's not
all of them just so
and if you can figure them out they tell
you right in your face
they'll tell you the 232.
i already knew the 232 because he said
the best
was yet to come
i already knew that code
it was just in my face
[Music]
of course
the last thing i figured out was the 46
which i was embarrassed
that's the last thing i figured out
which is best
but i knew what the best one meant and
so
uh i got there first and i got there
towards the end in the beginning you had
no caring
you make it up
simplest one shortest code
anyway
yeah and when when uh michael is saying
that that trump is not the apprentice
um
he he's
he's firing the apprentice he's firing
osiris's um punk ass off off this earth
um
remember if if trump is not the
apprentice then then of course what that
biblically what that makes trump is the
master master
76. 7 and 6 is 13
13 is that magical number of the one
surrounded by 12 no matter where he goes
and and
76 really quickly um 76 is uh biblical
god 76 bible codes uh 76
um so it's um
yeah
yeah some some some big coming through
the master
so 7 and 6 is 13 13 spelled out comes
the 99 most high
and 76 is safety
safety
everybody wants safety
nobody wants freedom
nobody wants
66 colleen 66 but charlie
freedom of 66 i just had to have some
fun
uh but safety
everybody wants safety but you can't
have safety so you get freedom once you
get freedom
well guess what you're gonna get safety
safety comes to 162.
safety comes to 76 and 76 belt does once
you do the invisible man
and uh
the invisible man is going to bring some
pain and uh
so
162.
jesus is the god code 162
university 162. because remember jumanji
teaches 135 and jfk is 33 president 1
times 35 35.
and michael holland
all i can say is that you know to bring
the pain you have to be an all-pro
damn straight
you know i'm all in i'm his 22 which is
mega
all in is 48.
i'm 48.
i'm all in
uh mega 48
and of course
22 and 48
70.
toto
is 70.
70 spelled out is 110 american badass
110. so
punisher 110.
president 110
american badass punisher president 330
and the 33rd prime number is 137
president jfk 137 it's in your face
165 the
jfk
27 miraflex 72 i am alive 72
which 99 most high
the jesus is jfk 162 the invisible man
162. it's in your face
um if any if anyone else wants to
to chime in but i was wondering if um if
sabrina gal wanted to talk just a little
bit more about if she can what whatever
she wants to say about
jesus strand too because because colleen
and i have been
thinking about curious about it
yeah where where you would go from the
brilliance of of jesus strand one and
since you know you're making up the the
screenplay as as we go
then well because i've got you know such
brilliant allies in creating this i mean
what were the chances that toronto would
join the channel and she would be of
armenian descent
and it opted her the opportunity to
learn more about herself and her own
lineage i mean it's just a beautiful
gift to us and to her and then bryce
who's just so well versed and educated
and in the true bible in
so many books of the bible that i have
never heard of um and i'm just like
absorbing it all like a sponge i mean
there are so many truths that these two
amazing women are bringing to the table
with michael
the bombs
the bombs we learned today when we were
all in our little private chat
about the 8 500 pages in the 10 000
pages oh yes i'm sorry you're right i
mean we learned today just through you
know we're constantly we are nerds i
have to say we've told michael that the
four of us are three or four of us
involved in this project we are nerds by
um
at heart and we love research it's just
learning and i hope everyone shares that
same sense of wonder to learn and
toronto came across just today learning
that there were what 85 000 uh words
missing or excuse me added to today's
current uh bibles
uh that there was 10 000 10 000 removed
8 500
installed
right
so it's the bait and switch that's been
going on for eons um you know according
to whatever the propaganda and political
objectives are at the time and i think
that's so important for us to remember i
know that there's you know there's a lot
of people that don't agree with that
which we are telling we're not forcing
this on anyone we're doing the research
uh it's not through osmosis uh we're
connecting dots and those dots are
making sense um i grew up roman catholic
there were a lot of uh things that i
didn't agree with and i am just so
excited to be learning the truth um i
think it was very important what bryce
said was that a lot of these books at
the crucifixion of christ and if you
were a christian you were hunted down so
what they did was they hid the books
they hid them in tombs they dug
you know holes and i think
archaeologists and scholars are still
finding remnants um the dead sea scrolls
along with the book of mary magdalene
the book of thomas all these books that
have been described discovered and and
kept from us whether in the vatican or
by the rothschilds or collectors
whatever it is thank god they didn't
destroy them because we do have accurate
record of the truths of the apostolic
church the gnostics
the essenes i mean this is this is
mind-blowing this is like we are so
fortunate to be alive to be really
hearing the word of god the word of
christ
um and those that came before him we had
a little brief discussion with bryce
about abraham and i think we all know
that abraham was told uh to kill his
first son isaac and you know i thought
about that and i thought could it be
that this also this story this biblical
story of the old testament may have also
been altered because i could not
conceive
that god would ask one of his sons to
kill his own son
and lo and behold bryce's research
confirmed that that was lucifer that was
a luciferian
request
and that that was that
if i may add something here real quick
yes please i think just
it's the jews or something that
celebrate nice and 17 and all of the
like the crazy
most uh uh
uh you know relevant stories happen at
the at night time 14 and 17 and
uh it's all around aries the land and so
abraham which is hiram abiv high ram
above the ram of god is sacrificing his
son which is also the lamb so it can be
looked at as a as a story of the
ecliptic
and other events that happen at uh nice
and 14 and 17 jesus dies
at 19 14. he resurrects and nice and 17.
and this is again like the three days in
the tomb and then you know the solstice
is in the equinoxes so it's the cross at
the same time and it's interesting how
it's nice and 17 it's q guess what else
happens on 1917 noah's ark arrives at
mount ararat at nice and 17. by the way
it rained for 150 days is that is that
the trump train watch the water 155
during the swamp 150 one anyway jacob uh
and the twelve tribes go into egypt
because due to drought at nice and
seventeen the jews uh walk through the
red sea so they come into slavery
slavery but they're also free
at nice and seventeen they walk through
the red sea departed by god
the 12 spies later when they're like
spying on the land of the giants or
whatever and they bring back fruit the
first fruits are eaten on 9 17. esther
saves the jews on nice and 17. jericho
falls on nice and 17. and when i talk
about the jews here i'm not talking
about those bolshevik
khazarian fake jews i i want to bring up
roman 2 29 here but he is a jew which is
one inwardly and and circumcision is
that of the heart in the spirit and not
in the letter whose praise is not of men
but of god but i just i wanted to add
that that a different point of view and
sabrina girl i want to tell you
something real quick
r is
six six six number of man two two nine
twenty two times nine is one ninety
eight president jay kennedy one ninety
eight
and then you said nine fourteen and
seventeen well nine and fourteen is
twenty three as i am
uh nine and seventeen is
26 which is god
and 9 times 14 is 126 which is
gold and silver a uag second coming q
and 9 times 17 is 153
which again is
17q
i mean the bible is just extremely
stupid coded
and
so
you know people that say like jordan
sather made a little video yesterday
when he
saw that it was here in vegas so yeah we
got these clown michael and you know tom
do these numbers
well guess what jordan
people are being exposed to 18
benghazi ain't going away 218.
48 negative 48 drops bombs 218.
and one of the bombs without me talking
about you because you're talking about
me but see i'm going to tell the truth
and you're going to see
three
probably some holy ghosts here pretty
soon
you'll have to answer because
they know exactly what everybody's
saying
if you call me a clown
and numbers
clown with aren't you that
aren't you the cue guy that went through
all the posts it's right there and
q40
right in your face
they said to read them you have more
than you know look behind you they said
read the first
50 drops over again over and over they
said drop number 40 right there in your
face and 40 spelled out 84 i am jfk
grace 84.
so
guess what
jordan sather
133 election fraud 133 rigged election
133 nancy pelosi 133
well 48 comes to 143 133
[Music]
but 48 stands for evil
we're gonna find out if you're just a
dumbass or you're evil
jordan sather
well
yeah you mentioned how the bible is just
stupid coded and and that sort of god
sense of humor where where no matter how
hard they try to add words to it or take
away things from it hide books away
they can't they can't take away from
god's truth written so plainly within
these pages it's so heavily encoded
within it um it's magnificent when you
start to see it with with eyes and
that's why jesus always said he spoke in
parables
because it had to be layered in this
sort of sense so these scribes these
pharisees and these lawyers who are
always in the left brain they can't
possibly read these words they can't
possibly see what's written there and so
jesus speaks in parables and and the
whole bible is written allegorically so
that if you have eyes to see and years
to hear you can actually
see it and hear it and knocking the
doors shall be opened seek and ye shall
find and this is this this path that we
are to follow so that we can
prepare ourselves and open up our minds
to see this truth and the numbers is
just a fantastic way for god to always
be speaking through us and so
if if someone's going to deny that that
that is god's truth i mean that's a
that's that's a pretty powerful thing a
pretty uh pretty clear indication of
someone's character if they're they're
claiming that that the language of
numbers is wrong you know you know what
i know
yeah i don't think we finished that
that
uh
matthew 11 30. i don't think i finished
it all the way
matthew 11 which is four you know m is
13
11
24 24 167 king of the rule 167.
30 is baby there's aua g said coming q
but it says
for my yoke is easy
211. how 90 of the world
writes eleven two and two times love is
22 and 22 spelled out is 165
resurrection 165 it's in your face 165.
and um
matthew 11 28 29 30 28 man 29 spelled
out 149 the anointed one and
well 30 is a uag's incoming q
it's
it's all over the bible and um
we thought his power was the word
a through z 351 god communicates to
numbers 351 to 26 holy letters 351
jesus christ is the english alphabet 351
god coded every english alphabet letter
351 the manifestation of jesus christ
speaking one supreme architect universe
351
kingdom of satan destroyed by word 351.
holy [ __ ] we're working with god 351.
you know because ninety percent of our
brain knows abc geez he has one two
three it's just your dumb ass 10 percent
doesn't get it because
well they gave you common core and they
took your library all your creative your
pe away and
your music away because they don't want
you over there on the right side
you know
moral wealth
has been mined
from a man's mind
that has ever been mined from the earth
and they don't want children they don't
want you they want to
they don't want to live live survive
uh that is so brilliant everyone uh
eugene justin sabrina gal thank you for
answering what i was
what i was um asking and michael that is
just so brilliant and i just everyone
needs to hear this and know this that
whatever they have mined from from
mother earth doesn't come close to what
they have mined from your mind it's all
about the mind and this is where this
casting of thy net to the right all
all goes to and then um
uh
michael referenced um that 10
and that's your left brain and your your
left brain is your ego and have you ever
stopped and noticed the similarities
between the cabal
and your ego
they're the same
they're the same
you don't need to have uh a prison in in
the physical this is what they had this
is what they learned
by by studying us what they learn
is if they rule your mind they own you
they own you in every single sense of
that word and then when they own you you
haven't won because you don't live in
the now you live in fear
your attention
which is at 10
in the physical ion so it's a charge of
being in the physical and then 10
backwards is the net so they have your
nets so you can't cast to the right keep
going charlie
well and and just you eugene just
bringing up um nicene 14 through 7 you
just you just need to know it's so you
and you see it's everywhere it's with
every major event you know right right
down to right down to to jacob sending
10 of of his sons to egypt seeking
seeking um corn i heard that there was
corn flowering flowering of of the mine
which is the pineal gland which which of
course is joseph
and joseph was in in in egypt and there
was flowering corn in egypt because
joseph had the wisdom
to listen to god's messages 11 11. he
was able to decode the end code of what
was coming through the pharaoh and the
pharaoh couldn't get any of this and so
through his ability to simply
hear the word of god
uh god man word made flesh then joseph
became the second most powerful person
in in all of egypt and here um jacob's
jacob's um sons
uh you know essentially faked the murder
of of joseph and sold him into slavery
into egypt and and out of that
despicable act came the highest high and
then come
jacob's ten sons to egypt seeking corn
which was planted
by the irrigated fields
that were all done by the decoding of
joseph
and joseph is jesus and and the these
these consistencies are absolutely
everywhere within the bible and and just
getting back really quickly before i get
back into nicene 14-17 but just what
justin was saying
uh you know about about all of these um
the significance of all of these
allegories and and and the way that the
bible is in is encoded so
um uh uh michael and sabrina got were
telling us that that what uh bryce
discovered was that there were a lot
more words taken out of the bible and
very few words added in reason being is
that these monsters don't get they don't
get it that's why symbology will always
be their downfall because they don't
create anything they simply use and
abuse god's creation they use it for
evil so their fingerprints agatha
christie their fingerprints sherlock
holmes are on everything and all we have
to do watson is deduce
where these fingerprints lead to and you
will see that the same people right so
uh sabrina gal was saying earlier you
know she she was raised a catholic and
she didn't agree with easing you just
have to go back to the truth who is the
catholic
church who really are the catholic
church are these are these haloed men or
are these holy men that are full of
holes
yeah there's that duality right i mean
you're growing up you're taught one
certain thing yet you hear ruminations i
mean i know of you know family in latin
america that knew of the jesuits that
knew of the horde history of the jesuits
in latin america how they
abused the indigenous people how they
stole i mean quinine is you know jesuit
spark whining comes from latin america
it's it's it's from the bark of the tree
that derives from latin america it was
an indigenous healing plant
um and then you hear of all the [ __ ]
from the jesuits yet culturally and
religiously they still put you in the
catholic schools so it's it's funny how
the older generations were not able to
see
and and make a distinction they just did
what they thought they had to do which
was to teach their children the same
religion that they were taught
culturally
yeah exactly and so and just the other
thing that i just want to say which is
so important about this um nice scene 14
through 17 it's passover it's passover
it's passover this is why and by the way
nobody can argue with this the only
people that brought the existence of
ishtar into the into the holiday of
easter at the passover is the catholic
church they can't lay that in anybody
else's doorstep that's the catholic
church the catholic church
took away the truth which is passover
which is the key to everything i cannot
stress this enough we don't have time to
go into this tonight but believe me
three days and three nights 72
is is
is absolutely the key to the teachings
of of jesus christ in the bible that
that's going within your tomb your
temple for three days and three nights
mastering this this fasting because when
you fast then you're penitent you're
holy holy entirely
um dependent upon god that means you're
all in with god it's trusting in god
it's not taking of the hands of man it
is only tasting of the wisdom of the
knowledge mana
is not bread from god god's not a bread
maker not at all if he's anything he
would be closer to a candlestick maker
not not a butcher or a baker and and so
the the truth over passover is
everything and they're the ones that
gave you ishtar who is the goddess of
fertility with their easter holiday with
chocolate bunny rabbits and chocolate
easter eggs and little children painting
eggs and for all the years that the
catholic church has existed they've
painted eggs but guess what for all the
years that the catholic church has
existed and painted eggs they've only
painted one effen color
blood
red
no [ __ ] sherlock
one color every single year
blood red easter eggs now you go back
and do your own research on this i'm
going to be releasing um uh i i haven't
done it yet a show that i did with
santos and then a show i did myself on
the whole truth the passover and it is
going to blow you away and when you do
your own research on these ancient
fertility festivals that came out
of
of
phoenicia which are it was now venice
from the phoenicians and their their god
ball like your earth suddenly went from
still stationary at the center of all
things and you're you're the pinnacle of
of god's creation and you're the apple
of god's eye and the cream always rises
to the top and and everything revolves
around us because this is our miraculous
journey and if there are people out
there that that you know are different
from us then we have to go save them
because you know we're at the center of
all creation and everything revolves
around us you know that story
it got turned into a spinning wobbling
tilting b-a-a-l
ball
careening through space at a million
miles an hour instead of stillness and
silence three days and three nights in
stillness and silence and pure
humility and penitence before god in the
temple passover passover passover and a
god changed to a fertility when you do
your research on the phoenicians ball
and semi-ramas or nimrod and ishtar then
you will see the truth and at the first
rising of the morning sun on march 22nd
on the first rising of this aries this
beautiful perfect
um first sun signifying the rebirth of
the christed one
you had the priests of this church
who were sacrificing
children on the stage while on the other
side of the stage you have the priests
impregnating women to provide them
with children 12 months down the road
three months old
three month old children if you
understand three six and nine you'll
unders understand the secrets to the
entire universe
three month old children one year down
the road which were then being
sacrificed on the other side of the
stage
these are the people who are the cabal
these are the phoenicians these are the
venetians this is the cabal this is the
united nations red cross
halloween
raising money for unicef do you know
how they're all connected do you see
what this all is why does the catholic
church only paint blood red eggs what's
their gold we know what our gold is
what's their gold where do they live
where do they hide
what did they covet
what happens when you go into the
hospital i got a headache well we need
to take your blood
ever ask the question why and it all
relates back to this truth of passover
three days three nights humility
penitence before god the east gate of
the of of jerusalem and it's easier to
get a camel into you know through an eye
of an eagle than it is for a rich man
into heaven
cognitive dissonance is taking your ass
and it's going to be
well you just said cd con
cognitive dissonance well we got a cd
conqueror of darkness 228 the message
yet to come 228. that's the mean of
vincent fuschka conqueror
of darkness
cd
3 4 34 grace 31 he's the only one that
can conquer darkness
but he needed our help
because where we go on we go
uh
worldwide
198. graves come back everyone 98.
wwg one wga worldwide 198.
so
blood 48 evil 48 red 27 jfk blood red 75
magic 175 barack obama said we need a
magic wand to create manufacturing jobs
i guess we have a magic wand 220
american badass president 220.
aba president
121
second coming president
damn straight skippy
[Music]
corn 50 nazi 50 snake 5150
the seek the keys
if you understand the magnificence of
369 you have the keys in the universe
tesla said 3
6
9 150 trump train 150.
klu klux klan 150 because they're always
copying us
no kidding kkk
33 well 33rd primaries 137 president
jake
jfk13 said he's got him covered he's got
him covered
i am the perfect leader i am
you know who i am is it's 23 and two and
three is five five is great just like
the red tie says
i am the
perfect perfect
the man above leader the man above but
it's got the word that
the beginning i am the be in the end i
am
the beginning the beginning of the alpha
is a through
m which is 91 which is god wins or potus
and of course
n through z is 260 which
2 times 6 120 is the truth 120 because
that's him and 26 is the guy because
jeremy's nothing
the 120 and
26 is one 46th anniversary one and potus
anniversary that's what we're talking
about here
but uh
anniversary 146 most high john
146
potus most high john that's what the
alphabet says
let's see
you said goddess of fertility
g
o f
o is 15 which is really six
g a seven six
and then f is six seven six seven okay i
can't imagine why they got these 767
these boeing planes
but uh
seven
six seven
[Music]
well seven to sixty-five
seven to sixty-five
that's fifi
f-e-f-e
and then six is fifty-two so you got 130
and 52 which is 182. now junior came out
and dropped 18 20.
i mean excuse me
um
drop 1082 which is 182.
and uh there's five months 11 days
into the storm of course i'm 511.
so is
uh
other
things unexpected problems they
they said junior
was six one but then
turns out he's not turns out he's like
five eleven and a half which i used to
be that i shrank so i'm 5 11.
[Music]
and i started working on this in
december
i'm 14.
12 14 is 26 just like negative 48 n plus
4 plus 8 is 26 and of course that was 51
years 10 months because it's 5 11.
then chapter 7 of jfk's book
the con before the storm 231
is
v11511 and
well 231 i'm the 7.7 billion one guy 231
certainly just extremely stupid coded
but
goddess of fertility 218 michael bryant
prospered 218 but i'm not her
i'm not johnny f kennedy jr 218 i'm not
him
[Music]
but uh
21 times 8 168 67 coming of god 168.
it's right there it's you
[Music]
and infinite
together 218
21 is you
very you in the alphabet 777 jackpot
you're creating this image you're
perfect
that's 111
perfection 111.
when the eight makes 119.
trump came out in 11 9
and told us something kind of special
118. i wonder if i can find it
i want to make sure i get it right oh
yeah
jfkgr is here 119.
so
so obviously jfk junior was in the house
in the building that night
uh
because he's everywhere
he's
played let me see
john john's 94.
mike lindell 94 my pillow 125 john
kennedy 125.
that was john john playing mike windell
on the jimmy kimmel show
yep
they said watch the water
john kennedy jr 153 jesse waters 153
that was john john when
when jesse water was dropping all them
truth bombs that was john john
john jumped everywhere
alan
bro you want to talk about that
sabrina gal
no i'm going to let you
you go for it
you know it better than i do
matter of fact before me would you
miguel that the gal that interviewed him
you guys were talking to our monday
anna clay
do we want it oh well you announced it
okay well we are we're trying to secure
her
um to be a part of the sacred blue tent
so we're going to be talking with her on
monday nothing is set in stone
but what we're trying to do is get these
amazing journalists that have been so
prominent in the great awakening uh and
align with them part with them so that
they can uh
be part of the tent so it's it's a very
exciting time
yeah and and for those of y'all
listening on youtube christy's been
dropping the links to the sacred booth
blue temp thank you christy and it's
also linked in the show notes so make
sure you check out that channel i tell
you what they're it is it is hard to
keep up with the amount of truth that's
dropped in that channel there's so much
good stuff there dropped left and right
so so go um go check it out you won't
regret it
thanks for that plug yeah we welcome men
women anyone who's looking for truth
because i think our team has been
researching along with michael for
several years now
and uh just trying to get get the truth
out there
wants to have their mk ultra cognitive
dissonance torn to shreds can go over
there
yeah there's uh there's some serious
truth bombs that fly
uh you know they they hit 48 000. i hit
97.
kennedy's 97
48
vale
kennedy's veil 145.
amazing jesus 145 is his birthday
may 29th five times 29 145
amazing jesus 145.
amazing gematria 145 a gematria teacher
135 not
me one times 35 jfk is the 35th
president
there's your teacher
and and this is this is what we have to
get back to
which is which is um the truth and the
truth are the teachings of jesus christ
jesus christ never did anything but tell
the truth and this is why jesus says
keep your children close to me
this is why um
jesus christ is is and always will be
the son of man uh because he came first
he came first and he showed us the way
he is the way he is the light he is the
the life he is the truth of this reality
and that is that is christ consciousness
within us and and that is you know the
essence of of christ which are the the
teachings and remember these these you
know the brilliance of the brilliance of
the bible
and the teachings of jesus christ is
that these are not just words these are
actions and actions are far more
powerful than words and and as colleen
always likes to say she's a hundred
percent um right about this which is
that
whatever you hold as your truth becomes
encoded in your blood and this is what
you're passing on to future generations
so so when when you're ignorant when you
choose to be ignorant you choose to be a
slave of the maritime rabbity law system
and down down down you go beneath the
waters
which is you know the weight of this
world which are the lies
then that's your choice but there are
consequences to the choices you make and
the consequences you're passing on is is
blood that is filled with lies and and
beneath the water you go and anytime you
go below below level that's seeking hell
and when you seek hell that is seeking
satan
then this is the choice you have to make
in your life because satan's satan's
ultimate rival is jesus christ because
he can't be bought he can't he can't he
he can't be broken there's nothing that
you can do to jesus that doesn't exalt
him higher everything that you attempt
to do to jesus
only makes him higher because he is the
light
he is the life which is the life of this
world the world and he is the truth
which is the way and so moving forward
this is why the jesus strand is so
important this is why what sabrina gal
and toronto and bryce everyone on the
team are working so hard on is so
important this is why jesus strand 2
coming out on october 31st is so
significant and so important because
there's nothing else again
just a brilliant brilliant man that was
way ahead of his time was a was a
was a uh
a former pastor and a teacher
from new jordan new jersey uh and his
name was bill donohue bill's still alive
bill's still with us and and bill just
absolutely um
really really understood the bible and
what bill often said is that for all the
problems and the complexities of this
world
if you want
to change your life in the most powerful
beautiful way garrett and bill would say
guarantee
that you will find happiness and the
abundance that comes through happiness
is is not just read the words of jesus
christ in the bible but do
the words of jesus christ in the bible
and this is what colleen and i teach
which is the greatest sin one of the
greatest sins perhaps the greatest sin
that the catholic church has ever done
is to simply say to you that you're a
worthless sinner and that jesus died for
your sins and so that you just keep
sinning through the rest of your
existence and it's all good because
don't worry jesus can take nail after
nail after nail in your name
because you're just a worthless sinner
no you're not you're a child of god
jesus is the son of man because he came
first jesus is the son of man because he
showed us the way
jesus christ is the light the life the
truth and the way which means that you
have to do the work that he did and
that's the brilliance of the new
testament of the bible and all the books
that have been withheld from it
because it's not just his beautiful
perfect teachings that are the way
but it's the work that he did he
actually did this he lived this and
anyone who is of that strand of that
seed of that blood of that line no
wonder they want to eradicate it so
badly
because it's encoded within them so when
you come to when you come to a
descendant of of the christ strand
you're coming to you're you're literally
we're going to be able to touch the hem
of the garment of christ because you
because it's encoded in their blood
because they do the work
they do the work so they live the truth
they are the truth and that blood is
pure because they do the work you have
to do the work and so what does jesus
teach that that slaps christianity right
in the face
jesus said go forth and sin no more i
will forgive thee but go forth and sin
no more what does the catholic church
say go forth and sin forever
who does that benefit
a tiny group of blood drinking vampires
or you
or jesus does that get jesus off the
cross
it's common sense and cognitive
dissonance and mk ultra are kicking your
ass
cd
cd and what did what did michael say who
and he would know
we have an answer to that
we have an answer
to this cognitive dissonance and it's in
the blood and that's why what sabrina
gal and bryce and toronto and everyone
on that team and of course michael
uh as well is so important and to jordan
sather who by the way hates colleen and
i just so you know
not sure how because all we do is look
after we take care of of animals that
are injured and homeless and we give
them shelters we teach you the truth we
always have done nothing but teach you
the truth and jordan say there hates us
[ __ ] you
[ __ ] you you [ __ ] liar and you gonna
take a shot at michael bryan protzman
[ __ ] you
[ __ ] you because you're you are worse
than a liar
jordan and what's coming to you
is hell i guarantee it because god
showed me i've seen it i've seen what's
coming to you and it's a lake
and it's on fire
and there's a thousand years for you to
contemplate why you made the decisions
you made in your life and all you had to
do as bill donahue said was
follow read and then do
read and then do
the teachings of jesus christ and it
simplifies everything it simplifies
everything it is the life because it's
the light it's the truth and it's the
way jesus christ is the son of man
because he came first to show us the way
there's nothing else there's nothing
else there's nothing bigger or more
important that i can teach you than that
and this is why what michael is doing is
so important that's what what makes
michael so special it's what makes
sabrina gallon bryson and toronto so
special because what they're doing is
they are encoding this truth of truth
this highest of highs this holiest of
holies
which is that it's not just allegories
within the bible that it is
it happened and therefore it's real and
it means that it can be real for you as
well so the solution the answer the way
the light the fire abundance in your
life is all through this single straight
and narrow way and the straight narrow
path physiologically within you is up
into the right the fourth ventricle of
the brain which is the only way you can
get into the third ventricle of the
brain which is the optic thalamus which
has always been called by every single
culture in the entire history of
creation i've always called the optic
thalamus the light of the world what do
we call jesus christ the light of the
world and the only way in the light of
the world is essentially your third
ventricle of the ring and the only way
to get in there is the fourth ventricle
and you have to cast that at to the
right because it's on the right hand
side of the atlas bone you can't go
through because the brain stem comes
through the atlas bone so you have to
cast thy net to the right
that's where everything goes out of your
body the temple of your body into the
temple of mine you have to go up into
the right you have to cast thin that to
the right and that puts you directly
into the fourth ventricle the fourth
ventricle is this tiny straight narrow
path and it leads you to the third
ventricle of the brain which is the
light of the world which is jesus christ
within you it's all within you
what did what did michael say truer
words have never been spoken for all of
the raping of the earth that these
monsters have done for all of the mining
they have done of the mother it doesn't
come close to what they mined from your
mind
it's that simple and with that i would
just pass it back over to sabrina gal
and
michael to to jump back in
well you said some interesting stuff
showed us
the way
showed 74 jesus
us is 40
the way is 82 anointed
but showed us
is 114 which is trump card
anointed
showed us the way
trump card anointed
jfk truth anointed
showed us the way same thing
because 196.
there's lots of 196 but
one
nine six
spelled out
34 42 and 52 come to 128.
trump came out on 128.
2021
off the golf course g
7 c 3
perfect 73
and he said
we haven't finished yet 222.
[Music]
two two two
is 174 trust the plan 174. but he did it
on 1
28 independence day 128
independence day u.s that was what the
date said
[Music]
because 2021 is
on 41 usa independence day usa that's
what he said
and uh
128 and
41
well that's 169 degree awakening 169.
but trump's too stupid to talk and code
because you can't even speak
whatever
people have no clue
read and then do 113
well
if you don't
answer that with i am
then
you got 113 not true you're not doing it
but
read and then do i am
well
i am is 23 and
reason to do is 113 well
reading then do i am is 136 great
awakening 136 because that's all you
need to have for the great awakening
is what charlie
freak
light king said
no i told everybody that charlie got it
i said once the show was over i said go
watch the last 30 minutes that six hour
show
and listen to charlie he gets it
he gets it he knows exactly what we're
doing
he'll tell you right there in the last
30 minutes of the six hour show he did i
mean who talks for six hours well
charlie freak when he's getting his bone
mind blown off his shoulders and he
didn't even get it blown off till today
and there's more
because
you know when we got that
we got this little
you know
you know all those
uh those
those uh
movie posters
that cast rock studios doing steve
mnuchin
well we got this movie poster kind of
type deal
sent to our channel and it said
jesus strands with an s
and so that's how we knew we could go
down the other strand
there's the mary magdalen strand
jesus
strand two
go figure
that's what it's about so tune in
for the second strand
it's gonna blow your minds guys just
like it did mine
discovered i was like dude
now there's some young people that
aren't gonna get it because they don't
know history yeah i'm old
but
yeah we'll relate in a way that's um
understandable hopefully to those those
that are a little bit younger and not as
well
it involves the walls of the vatican
because it's all about walls just ask
donald trump
he knows a little bit about walls it's
you know his family's in construction
they're in the building walls right
sabrina gal
yep i hear jerusalem stone is the
favorite
so
so anyway just
hang on and buckle up and get ready
because
jesus strand two is really about the
second jesus strand
the mary magdalene strand
and then jesus strand three
really is the great awakening we can't
tell that part that we can't tell you
uh everything
let's wait for that of course we're
telling you this one on the day
uh two days before so we won't have that
one ready you'll just have to watch it
then we'll just
talk about it and we'll make it and
then i'm sure we're going to be asked to
tell it all over the place
so
it's gonna be a wild ride it's an honor
it's gonna be a wild ride
[Music]
well and and there's it it is an honor
and um
you know you're you're just you're all
just wow i i just i love you i love you
all of you so much it is an honor and um
you're gonna handle it and you're gonna
do you're gonna be incredible
ambassadors to it and and it won't stop
they're just gonna want to hear it again
and again and more and more and um
because this is the highest of highs
this is the holiest of holies this is
the truth of truth this is what it's all
about there there just isn't a bigger
higher more important story because it
will answer every single question out
there it'll explain everything that that
they've ever done
out there
and it will show you the truth of
everything that they've ever done out
there and then it will explain
the
absolute truth of you
inside of you and then you will know you
because you will know god
and that's you know
against what's happening here
you know
i'm just michael 143
and it's on the license plate of lincoln
in
gg 300 g is 7 gs7 that's 14 and you have
the three 143.
but uh
you know
king
jfk grace key
is 143.
and so is
[ __ ] you king
that's charlie there the [ __ ] you king
is 143.
you're on the license plate of the
lincoln in 1963 charlie
oh that's so good yeah i was just gonna
add with the with the jesus strand too i
mean it's no coincidence but uh the
first one being about the jesus strand
the the masculine side of it and then
number two being mary mary magdalene the
feminine aspect to it so it's this dot
god working through the numbers and i
can only imagine what the three is
but yeah we're actually going to be
specifically
uh discussing mary magdalene and the
divine feminine on the uh sacred blue
tent on monday at 5 p.m pacific and then
we're so excited about tuesday because
charlie you're going to be joining us
at the sacred blue 10
with negative with prime minister with
david zublick
to discuss
the uh divine masculine so we're very
very excited about it
uh it's an absolute honor
and an absolute pleasure and an absolute
honor and um sacred feminine on monday
um is moon day just so you know they
took an o away and you didn't figure it
out
yeah it's it's it's a big that's a very
good day for the sacred feminine would
be on the moon day
yeah we had no idea at least i didn't
that's fantastic
and uh and tuesday for the sacred
masculine works works really well
because again if you just go back to the
latin and you look at the days of the
week lunes
[Music]
tuesday is martez that's mars day that's
a good day for the sacred sacred
masculine
because you're the same with yeah the
same with november the second right what
is november the second dia de los
muertos or all souls days so um the dead
in christ shall rise perhaps
it's just
energy
absolutely which is which is why they've
done what they've done
with halloween on october 31st
and november 1st it's a it's a two-day
two-day process you have to steal the
children on october 31st and then there
is a bloodletting process on november
1st so they could advance to
stealing souls on november 2nd and this
ties in to may day
and that's why
may day
and
all souls day our body and soul they
want it all they wanted it all from us
they wanted it all from us and god gave
it all to us and they wanted to take it
all away from us you just need to know
this
[Music]
so you got may day
which is angel day
which is 69 people 69 we are q69 check
mate 69
then you got mars day
mars is 51 michael 51 qqq 51 day which
is 81 which is tower
which is problem
unforeseen
tower
and then you have uh
moonday
which is 87 which is truth
which is junior which is justice
8787 a7 russia russia russia
261 john fitzgerald kennedy jr261 the
mirror reflection 162 the invisible man
which is jfk j has ten there's your one
f is six there's your six
k is eleven one one there's two ones two
invisible man
the c is the beginning and then
everything
so if he's 162 he must be 261 well he is
american badass jesus christ 261.
so
yeah he's uh
he's as bad as they get and
he took the blow and did it his way and
that's a maverick 82
anointed 82.
but see
we had mayday
[Music]
uh
excuse me we had mars day
and we had moon day
and that's 81 and 87 and that's 168
second coming of god 168 and 16 days
four and twenty four spell does one six
seven you try the show
who's going to dallas all right
that's not a question that's a statement
who is going to dallas because i am the
beginning the end is 46 who is 436.
and that's what that's what michael has
said all along is that he he has been um
he's been
searching for jfk so that that's why
michael's going to dallas on 11 2
because because he's been seeking jfk
the invisible man
maybe he'll come visible on 11 too
[Music]
but are we there yet anything happening
well
trump said mr president can you hear me
270. he said fast animal on the planet
270. the missile came in at 270 degrees
before it hit
the pentagon at 9 37 46 and 9 37 46
built out come to president
john fitzgerald kennedy 343 7 times 7
times seven is three forty three the
seven plus seven plus seven is twenty
one and twenty one spell tells one forty
one mr president one forty one storm one
forty one see mary magdalene jesus
christ comes to 270.
so they took down the twin towers
they built the freedom tower
[Music]
freedom of 66
towers 81
comes 149 the anointed one but that's
jfk's birthday
but that's how many days were left in
the year after barack obama's birthday
but that's not barack obama there
that's baphomet that's his boyfriend
michael obama floppy mike
big mike
mooshell
michael lavonne robinson you know
from oregon state you know beaver
you know
[ __ ] 100
go figure think mirror
anyway
what do you guys know what do you think
pretty amazing isn't it
amazing and what we think and we know is
is that we love you
and um now that we appreciate you so
much and that we we you don't need it
but we we always um we always do and
we'll have your back and that goes for
the girls as well and um yeah we we will
continue to tires tirelessly work
um
to um just support in any way we can and
to um spread spread
the miracle teaching that that are
coming through your divine beautiful
group because it is the it is the light
of this world it is the truth it is the
life here's the way
and there's nothing more important
well
i'm just michael 143 we just
we love you 143
143 and 143 is 286 and
28
and 6 is 34 which is grace
that's what it's all about three and
fours
grace thirty four and three and four
seven except it was god's perfect number
god's rule number one ninety one
all roads to lead you q191 one times
ninety-one potus 91
and jfk is your potus
as hard as that is to
wrap your mind around
[Music]
and i'll tell you something
charlie knows
it takes a set of
cojones to do what i do
to say what i say when i say it how i
say it as firm as i say it
but that's what he says because
as1z is 26 and once you're all in
you're all in i'm all in
and that's what this is all about it's
being it's being all in with god because
if you're not on i just will share this
with you there's ways about it the book
of revelation teaches us this if you're
not all in with god right now it doesn't
matter that you call
you're not specifically saying that you
want to be all in with satan but you but
you will be the
this is just one of those moments this
is that moment
in time this is this is this is the
moment that the book of revelation was
written about
it for hold this moment
don't get don't get you know mistaken
about it that it could be referencing
something this is it
this is it and the book of revelation
tells you that you're going to ascend to
the greatest gifts and abundance that
that you could possibly ever imagine or
you're going to fall for a thousand
years into that steaming like a final
your choice it is your choice you either
cast thy net for the right or you don't
but there's no middle ground right now
no more of this fancy footwork no more
of this double talk it won't work
anymore god knows this is that moment to
declare your allegiance and i think
humbly so
that
this is why if you think it's been
taking so long this is why because where
we go one we go all
everyone is loved everyone
is is valuable everyone has a journey
everyone has has great value so
every they want to save every single one
they're giving every single one every
single chance to change to see the light
to see the insanity
of this ridiculous satanic system and
how these politicians are locked stock
in barrel in perfect alignment with
satanism
and and what is satanism hand hands a
man versus the hands of god you have an
immune system but you're trusting some
scientist who's paid paper money by a
dead body called a corporation and you
trust that over god
that to me
is the
the definition of satanism
when you travel
they're just they're just so might
they're so mind controlled they don't
have a clue
you know they just don't understand
the system they're in
they they've been tricked by the
sneakiest dude on the planet you know
and uh
you know politician 108 i am the devil
108.
the mob said the politician was the
easiest one to buy because he was a
psychopath you have power and money
so it's in your face people
there's good
there's bad
to every every number
you make those numbers anything you want
oh really alpha omega 131 john f kennedy
131
father son only goes 235 president john
kennedy 2 35 i'm the beginning of the
end a and c 27 jfk 27.
oh yeah i can make me that i want i can
make a michael prost and how do i do
that uh can't figure out how to do that
because you can't
scott mckay said perfectly
he said here we are limiting
[Music]
god into a book
when he controls everything
the stars
they thought we would follow the stars
we are going to follow the stars
the stars are all lined up
and not those phony fake fabricated
[ __ ] let's give them a lot of likes
and views and people on twitter stars
like chrissy oh excuse me christopher
thiegan
john
no legend husband
boyfriend
with the big feet um
that thing talks like a truck because
it's a dude
and
donald trump calls all kinds of people
to it
he talked about that
soccer captain on the women's soccer
team
yeah he uh he went there
he
uh went to
transgendered with his code and i said
donald if you just would have taken the
eye out of it
you know made the eye a lower case they
would have told you
for
a because transgender is 134.
you take the i out
make it a small lowercase i the press
would have trolled you you have you
would have had more eyeballs
um
and he took nine off of 134 and he got
125.
transgender 125.
[Music]
but i didn't realize what he was saying
he was saying it's game over
134 transgendered
134
yeah
he's uh
he's pretty amazing dude
anyway if you can find that tweet he's
sending the usa
um
soccer teams
uh captain
miss rapone
mr rapone or whatever its name is
that's a dude folks
there's all kinds of cheating going on
all that shit's gonna stop
there's a new sheriff in town his name's
donald [ __ ] trump and every now and
then you've got to just drop it
it just doesn't sound like there's new
sheriff's down donald trump donald trump
donald trump doesn't sound the same
ain't no joke
he's got jokers for that those jokers
are joker cards
those joker cards are coming to kick
some serious
uh gatekeeper ass
and uh the people are gonna be free
they're gonna be blown away at what
donald trump's got coming
and you you talk about uh cahones you
know you just remember remember what
trump did i tried to show this i tried
to to hint to this in the takedown of
the cabal from a to z but
when trump went to went to israel he
went to jerusalem and he went to the
wailing wall
and
he touched the wailing wall and then
just so many people in the truth
community just wrote trump off as you
know as as another zionist
zionist um
shill
and no no no no no he was pointing to
you as to what's on the other side of
the wall and i know what's on the other
side of that wall and it's a spider's
web and and it leads it leads to rome
and it leads to switzerland and it leads
to venice and all roads lead back
um you know essentially to rome and
venice i know it's on the other side of
the wall and that's what he was
foreshadowing and by the way
don't forget melania
um was was with president trump when
when this occurred no other no other
foreign dignitary in the history of of
israel was ever allowed to have that
occur and melania came to the wall as
well so that that is powerfully
um encoding for you in plain sight it's
right in your face truth is right
and further to that charlie um donald
trump in hebrew gematria equals 424
which is the same as mosaic ben david
which means messiah from the house of
david this certainly does not mean he
will be the messiah but it indicates he
will play a role in preparing the way
for the arrival of the messiah
and
in jamaica you get to take that apart
make it 24-42 which is 66 when you put
it back together and 66
spelled out 149 the anointed one because
he is the anointed one
to help
the arrival of the
anointed one
jfk's birthday is the 149th day of the
year 149 the annoying one
i don't care how you add it up
i don't care how you chop it up i don't
care how you look at it
it all tells you the same
thing
the story we were telling you
and you can
check in
to the uh
the re
done version of the far superior
uh
jesus strand one
far superior because we had fame tree
it's 107. fame tree you're fired 228
faking it
uh
patriot
and um
well
it's uh
it's gonna be a whole lot better than
it's gonna be followed up just within a
week
of uh jesus strand two
so you get ready for some
you know
married some straps to hold your head
down because you're gonna head he's
gonna get clean blown off
and this being a 44 magnum the most
powerful handgun in the world will blow
your head clean off you got to ask
yourself a question punk
do you feel lucky well do you punk
i feel very lucky
and 13 is my number
i like lucky 13.
so i'm so excited
[Music]
model is 49 which is yes
and 29 well 29 spells 149 the anointing
on his birthday but
model 29 49 29 comes 78 kennedy 78 so
get ready
there's some joker 78
coming to model 29
to pull your head clean off
and that's that's where you found all of
us when when we came on air
tonight and we're still all reeling from
it but colleen and i justin and eugene
we had our heads blown clean off in in
the in the pre-show in the pre-game show
and um wow so
what that's not easy to do but you know
when you
when you take a 44 model 29 you get the
122 the day of the play crashes i am
alive america 122. unforeseen
is 122. and there's an unforeseen
problem coming and it's going to blow
your head clean off
it was rigged 122.
yeah yeah
is alive 132. surrender 122. the end is
neither one
and it's all about safety but you have
to be in all pros so there there's a lot
that's coming
otherwise you're gonna have some serious
pain if you start messing with us
you ask
all this jfk again
104.
i got yeah jfk is alive 104. he's 104.
jfk is alive equals 104.
jfkgr alive 104.
10 times 4 is 40. 40 is gonna you know
23 is going to bring the pain
yeah
that was my dad's favorite gun too
that's why i know it's a model 29 it was
a that was the first gun i ever shot
first hand gun i ever shot
was eight inch
barrelled
uh
model
2944 magnum
and of course
it comes to 122. i'm alive america 122.
then model 29 is 78k 78.
go figure
because my life is just stupid coated
and of course the first shotgun was at 4
10 which is 41 which is king
there's 41 weeks out you know from my
birthday to his death because i was 287
days old that's 287s one side is
truthface on the other side is just a
787 a7 124. michael prossman stanford
trusted plan 174 i'm all in
to the qh174
welcome to the
qh1724 yep i'm the one that made it up
i'm the one that
posted it on geomatrix
some of them i didn't do like the
jfk d-day hat tipper 174.
you want to see him tip the hat
go to my page and
under media looking for chops at the
resolute desk
jfk's desk the one that junior used to
hide in trump's using the desk because
he's in junior
he'll say mr president can you hear me
270
jesus christ mary magdalene 270 27 jfk
two times seven is 140 potus yes
140 and 27 167 king of the world 167
he came down the estimate on the 167th
day of the year which left 198 days in
the future
that was uh six sixteen
fifteen
six and sixteen is twenty-two twenty-two
is fifteen is thirty-seven three and
seven spell that was one twenty-one
second coming
second coming jfk polish yes
elephant in the room 198.
if i think about the elephant in the
room 198
you just got to add them to the 800
pound gorilla who do you think
djt is he's 4 10 20. four times 10 is 40
40 times 20 is 800.
you can't make this [ __ ] up
wow and speaking about the the
revelations when these when all of these
start to drop and people see this for
the first time
it is going to be in your face and there
is going to be no denying it and and
that's that's where that true choice has
to be made you know and many of us have
made that made this choice prematurely
or not prematurely but ahead of time
we've said we're all in we're all in
with this plan we're all in with god's
plan
but once it's all revealed once this is
this is out there there's no there will
be no denying
how much our world was run by satan and
if you continue to stay in that path you
will perish and this is that 46 percent
that q says what will uh will not be
saved you know and i like how you put it
michael it's the the one percent
psychopaths and the three to five
percent you know demon worshipers
um those who are so far gone in it but
we will all be given that choice very
powerfully and and uh so yeah it's it's
amazing times amazing times to be
witnessing for sure
you know you had a elephant in the room
800 or elephant in the room 198
president j kennedy 188.
and then you got djt 4 10 20 and 4 times
10 is 40 times 20 is 800.
you have 198
and 800
and you get 998.
well nine eyes most high and eight's
infinite
and 998's 107 superman once that was 17q
[Music]
and everybody thinks i'm 153 for some
reason because my birthday my year
whatever
but um
9 which is 42 plus 9 which is 42 n-i-n-e
is 42. so 42 plus 42 plus 8 comes to 49
which is yes
so you got
42 and 42 is 84.
i am jfk grace yes but i'm not him
it's uh
42 plus 42 plus 49 is 133
48
is 133
and 1 plus 3 plus three is seven seven
is god's perfect number which is 191
which is negative forty-eight plus
negative four seven two
but one times thirty-three is
thirty-three and thirty-three primes
present in jfk 137.
it doesn't matter how you do it folks it
just works
and for some reason i have these names
these dates
my parents the dates the
bobcats the schedulists the storage
units the serial numbers the
price i paid for the bobcats the
show the bobcat serial number is 529
which is his birthday
91 potus 41 king 17q
paid 11 500 for it
115 the anointed 115.
trump jfk 115 you can't even make this
crap up
2304
negative 48 times negative 48 2 304 0
means nothing 234 kennedy kennedy
kennedy 234 23 and 4 is 27 jfk but
uranium-234 is in the earth at 0.0055
boss 55 everybody thinks i'm jfk jr55
because michael bryant probably 218 john
f kennedy jr 218.
it's just beyond stupid
that i even know this stuff
and remember
resolute 115.
[Music]
yeah
and ruby cute 115 tower one when you
spell it out 115 we are at war 115 are
the deal 115 key code of god 115.
twitter 150. it's right there in the
plane crash
7
1699 seven is six and one
sixteenth 11 5.
well six to one is red tie and 115 is
twitter or 61's google
and they're both fake because
seven is six and one six and one is fa
first half of fake in the alphabet and
16 is eleven five which is k-e f-a-k-e
fake junior didn't dine up plane crash
people
it was a plane crash p16 c3 make america
great again 163
c p16 that's 19. k a g is 19. k is 11. a
is one that's 12.
and uh g is seven
tara one two over two billion seven
twelve times eighty four i mean
people it's in your face it's just the
way god coded it's just the way it is
seven plus sixteen plus nine nine one
twenty two it was rigged one twenty two
i'm alive america one twenty two
american first one twenty two unforeseen
one twenty two jfk jr lives one twenty
two it's in your face
you just have to realize that god is
just that powerful and these guys are
that smart
[Music]
and and again when when you do the work
when you do the work um and and so you
you live the truth you encode that truth
in your blood it becomes your your genes
it's what you pass on so
um
you know the the greatest hope for all
of us is is this embracing of the truth
and then all future generations will be
born with with this readily available
truth of truth highest of high holiest
of holies um
uh as their essence and and
by the way that's what jesus christ is
he he is our essence he is the the
shepherd of the four rivers and the four
rivers of the garden of eden are within
you they're they're without they're on
earth as well but this is how god
encoded everything it's a hermetic
principle
as above so below as within so without
as universal with the soul
so whatever whatever exists out there
exists within you whatever exists within
you exists out there that's how perfect
all of this is that's how brilliant god
is and and we've been ruled over by
people that think they know better
that that think their small g god
and that they're trying to replace big g
god
wow
wow and you think the book of revelation
is about something else it's about right
now
it's about everything that happens about
everything we've allowed to happen and
it's about everything that's happening
right now
so this is a miracle and the miracles in
your life
um
never end the moment that you just cast
your net to the right and casting that
to the right simply means that you're
taking your nourishment from god
because the fowl of the air
they don't plant seeds they don't tend
to their crops
they don't harvest and they don't save
seeds for next year and yet god
feeds them in abundance you think you're
less than the fowl of the air
that's hubris
that's hubris before god
you have to be penitent before god
because it's easier to get a camel
through the eye of a needle than it is a
rich man into heaven
yeah i'd love to talk about the four
rivers which again come to the core
elements which is powerful in nature
because in the
alphabet to get from a to z you have to
pass through l m
and then you have to go to qrst which is
christ
and then in qrst there's rst which is
rest
and so the freak 74 pointed out that we
have to be all in god 74 which is the
key 74 which is the cross
74 which is the sacrifice 74
mailed it 74 and by the way the nail is
sagittarius which is the ninth sign most
high because sagittarius is to see
and of course we know that nine is the i
and so
heads up 74 it's the heavens as michael
pointed out 74 the real stars
so heaven 74 the core 74 jesus 74 the
king 74 the omega 74 pinnacle 74
simple 74 and just as justin pointed out
it's all allegory parables except comes
to 74.
and it's it's the fruit it's the fruit
of life not of the tree of the knowledge
of good and evil not the tree of pain
and pleasure
so
no game 74 it's tantra
or just tantra 74 energy 74 connect 74
melody 74 awakened 74 new life 74 it's
english
74. i'll just bust out a few more read
code 74 a number 74 gematria 74. god has
a code 7474
code of god 74. number a 74 would that
be one decoded 174
i'll uh be the one 74 allah decoded 74
el dorado 74. i am batman 74 i am
michael 74 what do you have to say to
that
q army 74.
q army did it 120 the truth 120.
jesus jesus
jumantria did it 120.
simple english democracy 74 74 74 222
we haven't finished yet 222 this number
ends 222. yeah make this up 222.
two two two 174 trust the plant once a
four this timer ends 222 it just circled
back 67 water sixty seven
sixty seven spelled out once you see the
invisible man because you're mainly
water
and when you die you're gonna evaporate
and go to heaven
and you're gonna go everywhere because
where we go when we go out because i'm
going to breathe in i'm going to
drink the water i'm going to eat the
tomato
so what are you going to put out
positive
115 the anointing 115 are negative 83
the dollar to 83 either way
[Music]
you get 198 positive negative 198
the anointed winner
anointed is 82 tower
is 81 plus 1
is 82 tower
81 plus 2 83
anointed
winner
tower 1 tower 2
110 110 220 military operation 220
operation warp speed 2
20 american badass president 220
nobody beats the military
the us military
operation when
they got american badass president i'm
not talking about trump
i
got the swamp
174 yes john kennedy 174
i am usa president 174 yes john kennedy
174
senior
john
kennedy
senior
jfk not jfkjr
jfk came back on one one two six
one nine six three
one twenty four new beginning one twenty
four let's have the time because it was
exactly four days ninety six hours
four dark days that's what the license
plate on lincoln says
gg 300 g7 g7 is 14 at the speed of 143
for dark days 143. jfk came back on one
one two six one nine six three one
twenty nine one thirty six
the great awakening won thirty six
at the pm jfk came back on one one two
write this down
jfk came back on one one two six
one nine six three 129 p.m 165 it's in
your face 165 jfk came back on one one
six
five yeah i got the six bottom of my
face
jfk came back on one one
two six
one nine
six three
129
p.m
est
209
jfk is the second coming 209 it's in
your face
i don't care how you dice and
slice it and dice it up
124 a new beginning make it 34 1-2 34 34
is grace three and four seven seven's
god's perfect number gospel number one
ninety-one all roads lead to key one
ninety-one one times i one post
ninety-one nine one is ten says
well t-n t is twenty one oh
he is five which is grace
n is 14 but see he could borrow the zero
from the 170 or 107 suit man just make
it 17q put it over there 140 potus yes
and test
zero's nothing one is
o and e o is
fifteen ends fourteen that's twenty nine
that's his birthday and he is five
that's his birthday wait ninety percent
of the world writes it we're just at one
twenty four
a new beginning
136 great awakening 136 it's their two
numbers 13 to 6. the 13 bloodline fans
might be six feet under six feet away
thirteen times six seventy eight kennedy
seventy eight
but thirteen and six as well 136 great
awakening 136 but see one and three is
four and forty six is who
which is hero
which is best
the best if you had to come to twenty
the best kennedy to come to twenty eight
136 well you can make three and six nine
now you've got nineteen and nineteen is
eighteen for surrender you're supposed
to earn one god nine most high
and one and nine make ten well we
already went over the ten then we
already went over the one so off we go
to the next number
jfk came back on one one two six one
nine six three one twenty nine pm one
sixty five and see your face one sixty
five resurrection one six five one six
seven seven five
magic wand
barack obama said we need a magic wand
to create manufacturing jobs
i guess we have a magic wand
magic wand 75
75 is 12 12 spell 1087 which is truth
he's the truth
what's up 12 is three father son only
goes 235 president john kennedy 235
let's go back to 165 where we started do
we really make need to make the six and
five eleven make it one one one
father-son only goes 235 we already did
that
23 as i am and 5 is great just like the
red tie says
let's move on to the 209 jfk came back
on write it down
jfk came back on
1-1
six
one nine
six three
basically four days later november 26
1963
129
pm
est 209
29 spell tells 149 the anointed one is
birthday
14 9 23 2 and 3 is five five is great
space thirty four thirty four is all i
need you go okay
29 209
20 times 9 is 180 we're talking about
serious ass 180
209 like i said jfk is is the second
coming 209
but 20 times 9 is 180 but you got a 2
and a 9. that's eleven
one eighty and eleven is one ninety one
all rows lead to q one ninety one one
times nine one okay we okay we're done
with that
you got a two and a nine
two oh nine two and nine is one eighty
got a two and a nine two times nine is
eighteen got eighteen to one eighty one
ninety eight here comes your man 198.
greatest comeback ever 198.
the anointed winner one night remember
the anointed and the winner taiwan
target the anointed winner 198.
elephant in the room 198.
the resurrection 198 president j kennedy
198 i love you jesus 198.
the tree of knowledge 198
coincidence theorists 198 we are the
news now 198 social media influencer 198
wwg one wga worldwide 198. we are the
newsdown 198 not the prostitutes 191
all roads lead to q osiris 17. osiris
you are fired 228 the best yet to come
228 and 22 is four for two and 2 is 4
and 48's evil
that's why i'm negative 48
negative evil
can i get a witness 136 great awakening
130 can i get a amen 107.
amen
superman great awakening
107 and 136 243 24 times 3 is 72 i am
alive 72 there'll be a reflection of 27
jfk mere reflection 198 president jfk
198 27 72
99 most high
scene 99 is 18 1 8 9 9 is most high
but see that's me myself and i
i most high
man 28 anointed 82 both come to 10 which
come to zero which come to one christ
within me
it's not christian
[Music]
among us
among us among us
he said obama's four times he said
anonymous perfectly the day before he
switches the m and the end switch the m
in the end in christian you have christ
i am
because christ within
me said he was bringing power back to
the people
power 77 christ 77
that's blasphemy get ready for your head
to be blown [ __ ] clean off your
shoulders
i'm out
and
wherever you go we'll be with you we
love you michael
we love you this is uh there's no
greater time
ever to be alive
this is that one moment
in time and uh
michael came at that the perfect time
sabrina gal
and bryce he really did leave didn't he
i'm like
you never know you know what i mean you
just
never know
it's just like that
that's wonderful
and that's wonderful and and um
and so yeah we're we're with we're with
you our this family our family we're
we're with you 100 because because this
this is the light this is the way and um
we thank um michael so much uh for being
here just genius brilliant sabrina gal
just genius brilliant all and and also
you know no note the way that that
sabrina gal bryce does the exact same
thing as well i'm sure toronto does as
well there always looking
they're always looking for others
um to do the work and others to take the
lead and to shine others in their in
their zest and their zeal
for the truth and um that that's a real
teacher that's a real leader sabrina and
um we thank you um so much for being all
of those that's very kind of you to say
we're all true to help each other so
yeah it's true train the train the
trainer right
get it from the corporate jobs
it's been a pleasure thank you for for
having us on behalf of michael i don't
know where he went
but we thank you for having
oh it's it's our pleasure and we're so
looking forward to the revamp
i i don't know necessarily how you prove
certainly the content of jesus strand
one but we're looking forward to the
revamp version of jesus strand one and
uh boy oh boy you can bet colleen and i
justin and eugene we will we will be
watching on on
10 31 we will be watching this
incredible presentation of jesus tran 2
which which michael um let the cat out
of the bag
that this is not just lord christ that
this is lord and lady christ and this is
boy you talk about the highest of
highest sabrina the highest divided holy
holy wow but i do think he may have been
a little confused about the subject
matter so we're actually going to focus
on
the jesus strand line that we discussed
of abraham lincoln and some of the other
descendants of abraham lincoln so it
does derive from jesus and mary
magdalene but as we learned william
wallace lincoln had siblings and so it's
very important to point out who those
siblings were and then we're doing a
deep dive into who are the jews
because i think that's very important in
the story and it's going to connect us
to who we are
so i think it's going to be um just
brilliant for everyone to listen in i
think toronto and bryce and michael are
just going to have such amazing
information that it will blow your mind
and drew 74 jesus 74 joshua 74. i mean
yeah exactly
74.
what's that eugene
i said real jew 74.
which is which is what
jesus wasn't is
it's what jesus was and is and this is
what bill donahue is referring to to
becoming the the real jew a perfect jew
is to read and then do
the teachings of jesus christ and then
through through bryce and and sabrina
and toronto what do we know
about the new testament of the bible
777 more books to come
888 more books potentially to come
yeah and more and more i mean you just
can't imagine the information that
everyone gathers and it's just so
exciting i mean
there are so much um
there's so much we didn't know and we're
just so blessed to have this team
because you're gonna find out every day
we'll add more and more
wow
wow wow sabrina wow thank you wow
yeah it's it's truly incredible um
and that's that's what happens when we
when we all align with the truth we
don't align with
with individuals we don't have idols to
to to prop up and say that i'm gonna
follow this this person or this this
individual we we align with the truth
and when that happens we all naturally
come together and we we find ourselves
um
joining in harmony on this path so it's
it's beautiful to to have you here um
yeah to be walking on this path to truth
that that jesus laid and we get to walk
and that's that's the whole point you
don't you you breathe breathe life into
these words written onto this page that
he he performed and and embodied this
truth because this is the truth this is
the way
yeah amazing indeed indeed and i have to
thank patrick bouvier kennedy where a
lot of his information is where we get
our nuggets you know to dig deeper so
he's been so instrumental
um unknowing to him i think that was his
goal when he was tweeting so that we
would take the time to do the research
on all of his tweets because he was
giving us the full story through his
tweets
and i'm just grateful we found him and
he's really contributed to the um
to the story
yeah amazing um i do want to to uh
deviate a little bit and bring up
something based on the truth so we've
got a lot of people listening in on
telegram right now and we wanted to try
this out and kind of see how this
platform worked and i think once we got
the sound figured out i think it did
work pretty well
but i did want to let everyone know that
there is
there is a fake charlie freak account
out there that is using his name
and um and and
it'd be one thing if if all this account
was doing was posting charlie freak's
work
but the problem that we're running into
is this account is posting ads for
various things that do not align with
with any of us and and trying to make
money off of uh you know charlie freak's
work
um and then also advocating for other
channels that we have no no clue
who they are and are most likely other
fake accounts out there
um so we're having the same the same
issues um at the tent
so you're certainly not a net alone it
might be just uh some bots some trolls
that are playing bots on various
channels that are getting you know a
high subscription rate so you're
certainly not alone in that yeah
but just wanted people to be aware of
that um and actually even when i made
the post tonight um they they changed up
because i i specified in that post uh
for the show that this is the one and
only account for charlie freak and
freaksense
and they changed the wording on that
post to say that their account was the
one and only account um
but i just wanted to get this on on the
record on video that that freaks a
freaksense world is the only official
account for freak sense and charlie
freak uh the other one is an imposter
and you know we've asked telegram to to
do something about it for months and
months now i know other accounts and
people like sabrina gal mentioned have
had the same issue
so it does give me pause on telegram in
and of itself i don't know if they're
just understaffed and having a hard time
dealing with this but
when we do
try and illustrate this over and over
again and they do nothing about it it
does give me pause so i just wanted to
throw that out there so people are aware
of it
and that there's no way for this this
character to to manipulate this because
it's on video
and it could be that they are trying to
catch these people you know what i mean
so they have to let them do what they're
doing and then slowly
uh find out who they are maybe a
possibility i'm not sure absolutely yeah
there's so many layers to this movie and
so many so many traps to lure the rats
out and we've seen that over and over
again so i certainly hope that's the
case um but for from where i stand i'm
i'm just going to continue speaking the
truth no matter no matter what it is
and yeah so didn't want to derail the
the conversation or leave it off ending
but i wanted to make sure we get that in
there before we ended the show tonight
um
so yeah
i think uh negative 48 made it very
clear that he was ready to be over with
we weren't gonna surpass the six hour
mark from last time um
but uh this was this has been such a
fantastic show it really has been just
um you know another mind-blowing uh so
so many truths drop so many bombs
dropped
and it's all it's all just
leading to a glorious finale you know
we're getting to that finish point where
everything is going to be revealed no
stone will be left unturned and we will
see
undeniable evidence that god is
absolutely real and he has always been
there we just forgot we forgot who we
were and we forgot uh where home was and
we're gonna learn
where home is and start heading back
that direction um
so yeah i'm really excited about it
right justin home tree avatar the tree
of life the tree of life within you
connect back in connect back with within
light that's right to god
so it's what it's all about it's
beautiful everything that that sabrina
is teaching you that that michael's
teaching you that we've been sharing
with you
we're we're not we're not taking
anything away from you we're just making
everything better there's a far better
reality and there's a far better story
that's out there and it's called the
truth and um
it it's it's not there
to to make you feel small and less it's
there to give you
the whole kingdom of god it's there to
give you the wholeness of god's love and
god's um
treasured creation for you there's
nothing to fear
there's nothing to fear but fear itself
[Music]
is yet to come um
day is yet to come that day is coming
okay so we're going to let sabrina get
get to sleep
oh that's kind or find out where
negative went right maybe he is
i thank you i think everyone has just
been another wonderful evening so thank
you again for having us
yeah it's been an absolute honor it's
been an absolute honor thank you for
being here and again let us know if
there's anything we can do to support
support you guys in any sort of way
we are here same same here same here
thank you thank you again and good night
everyone thank you bye guys

00:02
okay um well
00:04
we've only got one mic going
00:09
you're getting feedback from when you
00:11
speak
00:12
exactly
00:17
will you move that speaker to that side
00:20
just set it somewhere over there
00:22
okay try to try it again eugene
00:25
yeah the last few times i was talking
00:27
about here but
00:28
in the beginning
00:32
are you still hearing it now
00:35
no no no no
00:37
great
00:39
i think we're live on youtube as well
00:41
yeah it looks like it can can't yeah
00:44
yeah the gang's all here wonderful
00:46
valerie we love you valerie debbie so
00:49
good to see you love you amy we love you
00:51
jv
00:54
oh everybody
00:56
yeah the whole crew is is here it's so
00:59
wonderful to see everyone how's the
01:01
audio guys everything coming through
01:02
okay
01:08
hi coach kathy yeah give us
01:11
give us a thumbs up
01:13
um on the video and audio
01:16
carla says echo
01:21
i got a bunch of yes though uh but
01:23
christy says sounds good
01:27
i think
01:32
you guys are going to know that
01:33
yeah
01:37
okay
01:41
[Music]
01:50
oh right yeah we need to turn this
01:52
oh no but the sound is coming off i
01:54
might have to move to the other room
02:02
okay you can hear us though
02:07
i just muted sabrina gal looking for
02:10
uh
02:12
negative negative right right there
02:16
there you go amen amen
02:19
all
02:20
right me an amen brothers and sisters
02:24
and amen
02:26
[Music]
02:34
r is eighteen one if
02:37
r is eighteen a is one eighteen and one
02:39
is nineteen surrender
02:42
surrender
02:44
surrender to the left brain ten percent
02:47
mckiesel dick ten percent
02:49
tithing
02:50
surrender the ego for god
02:54
and i call that a bargain i call that a
02:57
bargain the best i've ever had i paid a
03:00
dime and i got it all
03:02
i call that a bargain
03:07
yeah eugene i think the echo
03:10
from your end um so if you just turned
03:12
down
03:13
maybe you're you're you're well
03:19
i know and it's night time i don't know
03:20
what they're doing they are so happy i'm
03:23
covering them up and they're like
03:25
okay
03:26
sorry guys
03:28
i can't do much about the version where
03:30
doctor and
03:31
mrs doolittle
03:33
what we do a lot
03:36
we've got a lot of them okay we got
03:37
negative 48. we got sabrina gao yay
03:40
eugenio
03:42
we love you dustin and what a what a
03:44
pregame show oh my god it was it was it
03:47
was incredible to be we can't talk about
03:50
it we're sworn to secrecy but all i can
03:52
say is
03:53
pinch yourself while you still can
03:56
because what's coming is unbelievable
04:00
but we're sworn to secrecy so we're not
04:02
going to say a thing but all i can say
04:04
is
04:05
finch
04:08
this is
04:41
now now
04:42
if you put a picture of the picture okay
04:44
okay
04:45
and say you can't
04:46
test it you can't touch that light and
04:48
you can't touch it
04:50
okay okay then you then i am the light
04:54
see it all works
05:05
[Applause]
05:21
yeah and and just think everyone what
05:23
what is michael said that he does in his
05:26
private lives he does
05:28
demolition
05:30
so you have to sort of you have to sort
05:32
of see my
05:33
michael has that echo as pre-demolition
05:37
and what's coming is glorious
05:40
demolition and and a host of gematria
05:43
that only michael can do
05:45
yeah so we're getting on youtube we're
05:47
getting a really bad echo so i think i'm
05:48
gonna have to move to another room so if
05:50
you want to um
05:52
[Music]
05:54
i'll put our microphone back on exactly
05:56
so just stand by youtube team we will uh
05:59
we'll be with you in just a second
06:05
but you'll need to go back into um
06:08
your settings
06:23
turn your sound back on just how you had
06:24
it before
06:37
i'm not sure if everyone can hear us
06:40
but um
06:41
but patience did that
06:44
yeah they should do it not sure if
06:46
everyone can hear us but patience
06:48
everyone is it's going to be well worth
06:50
it and um
06:52
justin justin's doing a lot of
06:54
new things tonight to just be able to
06:56
accommodate
06:57
not only our youtube family but
07:00
everyone in telegram as well
07:02
and um this is this is a very monumental
07:06
show and this is just you know building
07:08
this to the monumental things that are
07:10
coming
07:12
um
07:43
um
08:18
[Music]
08:24
[Music]
10:20
show we've ever had and um
10:22
[Music]
10:23
you know incredibly we're all sworn to
10:25
secrecies though we can't devolve
10:28
what was dropped in the pre-game show
10:30
but oh my goodness if if
10:33
if you still can if you're still
10:34
standing and you still have you know
10:37
thought waves and and the motor
10:39
functions pinch yourself pinch yourself
10:41
while you can because because what's
10:43
coming is
10:44
glorious and um
10:47
and is going to be big and and i don't
10:49
think you're going to have to be waiting
10:51
too much longer
10:53
so
10:54
i just want to thank sabrina gal and
10:56
michael for taking that extra time
10:58
before the show to drop in and to
11:00
enlighten
11:01
uh
11:02
enlightenment and we love you both so
11:04
much and all that you're doing it's so
11:07
precious
11:08
well it's such a pleasure to be with you
11:09
both all of you the four of you
11:12
and you're international we have to
11:14
mention it's international so it's nice
11:16
to know we have global reach
11:19
yeah
11:20
absolutely
11:22
how's the volume for everyone is
11:24
everyone okay no more echo
11:29
it's pretty good
11:30
okay awesome
11:32
[Music]
11:35
okay so um uh
11:38
justin did you are you set up to be able
11:41
to play yeah what we wanted to play at
11:43
the top of the show
11:49
or we could not play anything
11:53
um
11:54
yes so i should be able to see that just
11:56
want to make sure everything's coming
11:58
through all right we've got a 5x5 on
12:00
youtube yep everything's looking good
12:03
sounds looking good no echo anywhere
12:05
thanks for y'all's patience guys yeah
12:07
just trying out a new system here
12:09
broadcasting through telegram um
12:12
it's a it's a fun way to do this but
12:14
just take some ironing out of some kinks
12:17
to get it working right
12:20
yeah we can jump straight into that
12:21
video so i'll play that right now
12:48
and colleen and i were just like
13:01
[Music]
13:18
the
13:20
[Music]
13:28
the world sets you free
13:31
[Music]
13:35
is
13:36
[Music]
13:59
[Music]
14:09
[Music]
14:14
[Music]
14:20
is
14:30
[Music]
14:37
we got the 20 percent
14:40
[Music]
14:54
[Music]
14:56
it's all
14:57
[Music]
15:10
how
15:11
[Music]
15:21
i can see myself
15:25
[Music]
15:33
is
15:36
[Music]
15:42
the truth is
15:51
[Music]
16:00
[Music]
16:07
we got the toilet paper
16:13
[Music]
16:26
[Music]
16:43
[Music]
16:51
now they tell you what to think
16:55
[Music]
17:05
[Music]
17:08
tell
17:16
[Music]
17:17
get me
17:33
is
17:35
[Music]
17:47
we got the twelve
17:49
[Music]
17:57
[Music]
18:07
[Music]
18:16
hmm
18:22
[Music]
18:22
[Applause]
18:23
[Music]
18:31
[Music]
18:40
me
18:43
[Music]
19:11
[Music]
19:28
hi everyone thank you um thanks for
19:30
everyone's patience and understanding
19:33
justin can you hear me okay yeah we can
19:34
hear you great
19:36
okay so thank you justin for playing
19:38
that and what i wanted to just quickly
19:40
share with everyone is um
19:43
is you know the band toto
19:45
um when they released total 14 this is a
19:48
band that had sold
19:51
over 60 million records so
19:54
so
19:56
they're kind of a big deal
19:58
and um
20:00
you know in in a in a reality of this
20:03
day and age where
20:04
it's really difficult to sort of market
20:07
it and sell um it's a bold very it's a
20:11
very very selfless move
20:13
to be able to
20:15
put out a song like that
20:19
now the criminals on the system and you
20:21
can't get in the system
20:23
uh with your music because it's not
20:27
gonna pass the propaganda test
20:34
that that's exactly right so so i just
20:36
want everyone to know how much total
20:38
risk
20:39
by
20:40
by creating a song like that and and
20:42
being so strong in it now remember
20:44
there's two central tenets to that song
20:47
what they're saying is that they're
20:49
saying everything
20:51
is a lie
20:52
and they're saying that you cannot
20:54
believe these liars
20:56
that the world is ranked and it isn't
20:59
it's it's level there's a firmament
21:11
because god
21:13
loves us and wants
21:21
is for us to find balance
21:23
so um yeah so with all of that i i again
21:27
hope that was um that was uh uh
21:31
listenable for everyone and i appreciate
21:33
everyone's patience in in uh allowing
21:36
that to be played because that's a very
21:38
very powerful message and um it's
21:41
obviously one of the big ones but
21:43
these these lies have to start falling
21:46
and um
21:49
you know i have something to say about
21:50
it right
21:52
go
21:56
so
21:57
justin justin or eugene can you go on to
22:01
uh jamaicanator calculator and type in
22:04
you know um how are we supposed to be
22:06
you know do that first line
22:10
and take a screenshot of it
22:13
on your phone
22:15
or take a picture of the computer screen
22:17
then download it onto the wall
22:20
are we supposed to believe the world is
22:22
run
22:23
yeah
22:27
i know what it comes to you but it's
22:28
just when people see it
22:32
it's gonna be different than hearing it
22:33
because they're gonna hear it and see it
22:46
okay you're on the wall here
23:06
side are we on right now i didn't uh
23:09
we're on your telegram channel
23:13
which one is it
23:21
justin is it a freaking world yeah
23:24
world i'm just going to make you both um
23:26
an admin
23:28
it's kind of always kind of a green dot
23:30
next to it
23:36
you're muted justin
23:39
oh yeah i was just saying i need to make
23:42
both of you guys an admin real quick
23:46
let me do that
23:56
demanding
24:03
[Music]
24:07
i am
24:10
but yeah maybe just to feel the space
24:12
that pogo comes to 70.
24:14
uh i am legend 70.
24:17
yahweh
24:18
mary m seventy proof
24:21
seventy adam and eve
24:23
seventy fig tree
24:25
seventy would that be figure
24:27
uh whatever
24:29
what i want you to use the whole
24:30
sentence
24:37
yeah
24:39
okay both of y'all are admins now so you
24:41
can post on the wall
24:43
thank
24:44
you i gotta find out how to get to the
24:47
challenge i go down
24:49
i'm
24:50
not
24:51
in the right spot to do that so sabrina
24:54
can you do that for me
24:57
um
24:59
can you read her the title
25:01
she's supposed to type in
25:04
how are we supposed to believe the world
25:05
is around correct
25:08
yeah i posted it uh negative it's uh
25:12
yeah it's on the comments okay what
25:15
number did it come to
25:17
513
25:20
513
25:24
did i miss something
25:27
[Music]
25:33
how are we supposed to believe the world
25:35
is round
25:37
5
25:39
oh shoot i thank you all the different
25:41
numbers so that's what i'm going to say
25:42
it's not going to work
25:49
dang i can't i was doing it in my head i
25:51
must have missed a word when i was
25:54
calculating it
25:55
anyway um
25:58
yeah
26:01
well there are some beautiful 513s
26:03
though negative the the truth is
26:06
revealed and the end of all wars has
26:08
been achieved
26:11
well we know we have
26:12
uh world peace coming because when
26:15
you're a part of nasara jasara you're
26:18
your own
26:19
um
26:20
sovereign country you're not in these
26:22
groups like the european union and crap
26:25
like that
26:26
and so
26:27
um
26:28
trump didn't play that with the mca
26:30
right away you know
26:32
he
26:33
kept him joined because that would have
26:35
caused a little
26:36
controversy and
26:40
and
26:42
so
26:44
all
26:46
countries are going to have 208
26:51
country uh favored trading status
26:54
and if one of them decides to go to war
26:56
well then they lose
26:58
they lose
26:59
the ability to to trade with all 208
27:02
countries
27:03
and then the people since there's no cia
27:06
and
27:06
thugs and un and
27:08
trilateral you know commission and world
27:12
bank and imf and all you know some world
27:15
power that was you know the virus on
27:17
this planet that's you know gonna come
27:19
kick your ass or keep you under control
27:21
the people are going to go overrun their
27:22
government and thump their ass to death
27:25
and
27:26
they're going to get their country back
27:27
and then they're going to fall right
27:29
back in so world peace has been achieved
27:32
people just don't realize it yet
27:37
little man right
27:42
exactly so michael thank you for saying
27:44
that once again
27:46
i know a lot of people
27:48
don't like to hear hear it when we say
27:50
it but but we we are living a movie and
27:53
there's a powerful reason for it and
27:56
the movie is scaring you
27:59
uh the death in many instances um
28:02
because it has to
28:04
um if this wasn't believable then what's
28:08
the point of
28:09
of
28:10
of giving you this movie where
28:13
you see the fullness of their evil plan
28:16
but
28:17
but the full bite of what was coming
28:20
isn't felt
28:21
so
28:23
it it's a movie
28:25
you need to deal with it and you need to
28:28
deal with you and you need to focus on
28:30
you and yourself and then again michael
28:34
coming along it's one of those what we
28:36
said when we first heard uh michael i i
28:38
think the very first day we did a show
28:40
that night
28:41
and i said that um that michael is is a
28:45
calm before the storm but c-o-m-m
28:49
that he's the calm before the storm just
28:52
like 107 was a calm when 107 was was
28:56
beautifully unleashed um for us and then
28:59
the same with michael as well
29:01
so um
29:03
it's all divinely planned what coming
29:07
is already here you just can't see it
29:11
but if you know it
29:13
and you focus entirely upon that and you
29:17
trust in the plan you see the
29:19
significance of trusting in the plan
29:22
because this is all gone
29:24
and when you trust in the plan when you
29:27
trust in god
29:28
this is winning now
29:31
we we've won
29:33
now
29:34
because we own the truth one
29:38
one
29:39
own it's all the same word
29:41
and it all happens when you live in the
29:43
now
29:44
when you live in the now and living in
29:46
the now is when you trust in god and
29:49
that's what michael
29:51
is teaching us that's what sabrina and
29:54
and you know the sacred blue tent
29:56
channel
29:57
is is teaching us as well that all of
30:00
this is is divine all of this is coming
30:03
from our divine father and divinely
30:05
inspired in that everyone who's involved
30:08
with this team
30:09
[Music]
30:11
is is is divinely inspired as well right
30:14
right through um trump 45 cyrus 45 so
30:19
um and then michael coming along with
30:20
all this gematria is just boom it's boom
30:24
boom boom
30:26
and it it's just monstrous it's just
30:28
it's incredible and it's beautiful and
30:31
for anybody out there just just in the
30:33
past couple of weeks michael's taking um
30:36
a couple of shots
30:37
um
30:38
[Music]
30:40
yeah michael i think we're getting a bit
30:41
of an i don't know what to do about the
30:43
sound justin michael i think we're
30:45
getting a better sounds good mute here
30:47
no but it's coming from your end yes it
30:49
sounds good here too
30:51
just to get muted by the way
30:53
maybe just maybe just in youtube there
30:55
there
30:57
it's actually big time people are saying
30:59
in youtube
31:00
but bottom line everyone is is just um
31:04
is that if if all you ever learned
31:06
through this movie if all you ever
31:08
learned to do is trust in god you have
31:11
no idea you've already won the game is
31:14
over all games are over and the bliss
31:17
begins because the whole point of all of
31:20
this left brain right brain left brain
31:21
right left right brain left brain right
31:23
brain it's it's the tithing the true
31:26
tithing which is which is willingly
31:28
paying the dime the 10 which is your
31:31
left brain to get god
31:34
jesus christ
31:36
to get mother mary
31:38
in
31:39
the right hemisphere of your brain and
31:41
that you
31:43
saying
31:44
i believe in the words and the teachings
31:46
of jesus christ take no thought for your
31:49
life take no thought for your life it
31:51
literally means stop thinking out of
31:54
that dying left brain
31:58
but there's no passageway from the left
32:00
to the to the third ventricle no
32:02
passageway from the left to the right
32:04
there's none you have to cast thy net to
32:06
the right you have to cast thy net to
32:08
the right at the atlas bone because
32:10
there's no other way
32:12
yeah michael i think the i think the
32:15
feedback's coming from your end so just
32:16
whenever you're not speaking if you
32:18
commute um i think that'll help with the
32:20
the noise
32:23
but go ahead i think you had something
32:24
going on
32:25
yeah and i've finished speaking about
32:27
that michael so please chime in
32:32
so jesus resurrects
32:35
he walks across
32:37
the ground and next thing you know he
32:39
sees these seven disciples fishing
32:41
correct
32:43
and
32:45
he asked them how's the fishing
32:48
and they said not good
32:50
he said throw the net to the right
32:53
side of the
32:54
boat how many fish did he catch
32:59
how much did they come where they go
33:04
that they couldn't haul the net up in
33:07
the boat one of them had to get off the
33:08
boat and drag it to shore
33:11
so there's six in the boat and one on
33:13
shore which is 61 which is red tie
33:15
which is jfk grace
33:18
and they caught 153
33:20
large fish
33:24
153 well that's the 17th triangular
33:26
number which is q which means if you
33:28
just start stacking bowling pins up 100
33:31
you get 153 bowling pins just put one
33:34
and then two and then three and then
33:36
four when you get to 17 which is q
33:40
you have 153 bowling pins
33:42
so
33:43
q is is the 17th triangular number
33:46
and they were large fish l
33:50
is 12. one two and f is six one two six
33:54
now twelve times six seventy two i am
33:56
alive seventy two
33:58
the one twenty six
34:00
just happens to be juan osaban
34:04
spelt dot one twenty six but it's nasty
34:06
john
34:07
it's gold 79 which is nasty
34:12
and silver on the periodic table is 47
34:15
which is john
34:17
and
34:18
gold and silver
34:20
are the letters a and the letters u also
34:23
besides 79
34:25
it's a and u
34:27
and besides 47 on the periodic table
34:29
it's it's a and g which is one and seven
34:32
so you have a 1
34:35
a 2 and a 1 which is second coming 121
34:39
17q
34:41
which is 138.
34:43
i am positive 138. it's happening 138.
34:48
and
34:48
[Music]
34:50
then you have 1 and 21 which is 22
34:54
and 1 7 which is 8
34:56
and 20
34:57
22 and 8 is 228.
35:00
the best
35:01
is yet
35:02
to come 2 28
35:05
the best kennedy
35:07
to come
35:08
2 28.
35:10
i'm on a mission from god
35:12
228. who would god send he'd send his
35:16
second son
35:17
john is a second son because joe is his
35:20
older brother
35:22
it's about a thousand years of peace
35:24
228. if you use a one a zero zero into
35:27
zero and it's a matrix you're gonna have
35:29
to use a for that one because it doesn't
35:31
count numbers
35:33
so
35:35
q
35:36
is 17
35:39
and you have to which is you
35:40
[Music]
35:41
when the sperm is halfway in the egg
35:43
that's the cue that's you we are q69
35:45
people 69 check mate
35:47
six now we're the checkmate
35:50
so
35:51
[Music]
35:52
6969 is 138 is happening 138. we are q
35:56
check
35:57
138.
35:59
so
36:00
[Music]
36:01
um
36:02
you have
36:08
you have a few things going on here you
36:10
have
36:11
trump saying
36:12
[Music]
36:19
he's saying we're fighting an invisible
36:21
enemy
36:22
we're fighting two things it's not a
36:24
virus
36:26
number one it's the virus on this planet
36:29
which is the bankers and the other one
36:31
is you are your own worst enemy
36:35
do you have your popcorn ready
36:39
popcorn is 79.
36:42
weakness
36:43
is 79
36:45
or 97 excuse me popcorn's 97
36:49
kennedy's 97
36:52
weakness 97 do you have your weakness
36:56
ready
36:58
345.
37:02
that's what trump said when he came out
37:04
and said
37:06
thank you 115 thank you 115.
37:08
very much 115. do you have your popcorn
37:11
ready 345 because you're watching a
37:13
movie but popcorn is
37:15
97 weakness of 97.
37:18
fear that's your problem
37:21
false evidence appearing real 233 john
37:24
fitzgerald kennedy 233
37:27
you stack the threes got 26 which is god
37:29
you can't you can't escape it
37:32
the facts are the facts
37:34
hope is 44 four and four is eight eight
37:37
seven but in the bible number 35
37:39
represents hope three and five's eight
37:41
eight is infinite because number 35 is
37:43
infinite
37:46
i'm the beginning and the end a and z 27
37:49
jfk two and seven's nine nine is most
37:51
high nothing higher than nine
37:56
alpha and the omega trump said make
37:58
america great 131.
38:00
he said make america great again was
38:02
more than a political slogan
38:05
make america great again 163 alpha and
38:07
the omega again 163
38:10
john f kennedy again 163 he never quits
38:15
163.
38:19
double-edged sword 163
38:23
one side's truth 87
38:26
suicides justice 87 law and orders 115
38:30
the anointed is 115 he is law and order
38:34
one side's truth 87
38:36
this side's justice 87 87 87 174 trust
38:42
the plan 174 1 times 74 jesus 74.
38:48
and 74 is 11. now you got one one one
38:50
father son only goes 235 president john
38:53
kennedy 235
38:55
trust the plan 174 yes john kennedy 174.
39:01
i caught the swamp 174
39:04
yes john kennedy 174 when trump swore in
39:07
to be president
39:10
and he talked about it being a
39:12
ceremony it was just a ceremony
39:16
it's it's a corporation
39:19
trump was never
39:20
the president of the united states of
39:22
america he wasn't even the ceo of the
39:24
corporation
39:26
the military came forward watch the
39:28
drill
39:29
watch it break down the words listen to
39:31
what trump is saying
39:34
the military took over this country
39:36
day one
39:38
right then there
39:41
they came forward they got their power
39:42
they turned around they walked away
39:44
right in the ceremony right like out a
39:47
minute and
39:48
40 seconds into a minute and 50 seconds
39:50
in
39:53
and then they appointed
39:56
number 19
39:59
and number 19
40:02
jfa senior
40:05
and jfk
40:07
jr
40:09
38
40:10
death 38 gold 38
40:14
the best
40:16
is yet to come 228
40:19
well the best
40:21
is 79 and we know that on the periodic
40:25
table 79 is gold the gold is 38 which is
40:29
19 and 19.
40:31
now they stole you they stole your
40:33
country in 1871
40:35
and 187 times one well that's 187.
40:39
we know they got 187 towers on harp
40:41
angels don't play this heart because
40:43
h-a-a-r-p
40:47
it's not a heart
40:50
high-altitude aurora research project
40:54
and he's using the insurrection act of
40:57
1807 germany something 187
41:00
to take their ass down
41:03
now the election was on 11 8 118 the
41:05
storm 118
41:08
which 11 times 88 j kennedy 88 because
41:11
there's your storm
41:15
so you got 88 11 x 888 trump finally got
41:18
to talk to you on 11 9
41:21
foundation
41:22
119.
41:25
when you build the whole foundation you
41:27
build all 360 degrees
41:30
trump's 45 times 8 years 360. the 36
41:33
prime numbers 151 jesus christ 151
41:35
that's the foundation on this country
41:37
and 11 times 9 is 99 most high j kennedy
41:42
most high
41:43
88 and 99 is 187.
41:47
now trump's first 15 words
41:51
which is law and order
41:55
you know
41:57
law orders 115 and he laid it
42:00
down he laid out his first 15 words
42:05
and they came to 1087 zero means nothing
42:08
187.
42:12
now he said he was going to bring power
42:14
back to the people
42:16
he didn't just bring you power
42:18
he brought you the president
42:20
mr president
42:25
happy birthday
42:27
[Music]
42:28
mr president
42:32
well happy birthday is 153 which is the
42:34
17th stronger number which is q
42:38
think mirror 153
42:41
john kennedy
42:42
jr153 which is q
42:46
they said
42:48
q was
42:49
70 military 30 civilian less than 10.
42:53
now vincent fusca
42:56
who is john kennedy jr153
43:00
well vincent puskas 137.
43:03
they said what storm mr president
43:06
after he said maybe what you're looking
43:08
at is the calm
43:09
before the storm
43:13
they said what storm is 137. mr
43:16
president 141 i have the storm 141.
43:21
but
43:22
vincent fuschka's 137 and that's john
43:25
kennedy jr153 they said to think mere
43:27
153.
43:29
they said q is 70 military 30 civilian
43:32
less than 10. think mirror 137 just go
43:35
backwards 137 vince and fusco 137.
43:38
less than 10 is 137.
43:41
and vincent push goes john kennedy jr
43:43
which is
43:44
153 which is q so it's got to be him
43:47
no
43:49
they said to think mere 153
43:53
which is john kennedy jr 153 but that's
43:55
not making sense no they said to think
43:57
mirror
43:58
mirror 91 potus 91 think potus jr is
44:02
never a potus he's out
44:07
now you got
44:09
potus
44:10
think potus
44:14
trump's not cute but he signed a dew
44:16
drop
44:17
the first 60 drops
44:19
weren't signed by anybody except for 410
44:22
20 for djt
44:26
we found that out and dropped 40.
44:28
it said 4 comma 10 comma 20.
44:32
a comma b comma c comma d comma e dot
44:35
dot dot dot dot
44:38
and we saw four is d
44:42
well
44:43
let's go a little further dumb asses
44:48
fill it out
44:50
jay we're counting on our fingers back
44:53
in those days all 10 fingers you get to
44:55
j
44:56
dj as in don john
44:59
then t what do you know you got your
45:01
fingers and your toes
45:03
all 20.
45:06
and
45:07
that's t
45:08
djt 4 10 20. well we just saw that 4 10
45:12
20 back on drop 35
45:15
and jfk is 35th president
45:19
and it signed for 10 20 djt at the
45:22
bottom
45:23
i mean it's signed for 10 20 but we all
45:26
know
45:28
michael jackson told us
45:31
a b c it's easiest one two three so all
45:34
you gotta do is just
45:37
realize that 4 10 20 is djt
45:41
and realize that's donald j trump and he
45:43
signed it at the bottom but it says
45:47
potus will be on air force one well
45:49
insulated protected
45:51
potus
45:52
who the hell is potus
45:55
that's not a question
45:57
because who is the beginning of the end
45:59
w is 23 which is i am
46:02
and h is 8 and 0 is 15 8 times 50 is 120
46:06
the truth 120 and i am the truth that's
46:08
that's him
46:10
but 8 and 15 is 23. n is 23 e is 5
46:14
n is 14 that's 19 and d is four that's
46:17
23.
46:18
i am is 23. i is 9
46:22
a is 1 that's 10 m is 13 that's 23. i am
46:25
the beginning of the end
46:27
which is 46 which is who
46:32
and they said
46:34
wait till you learn who
46:37
let me get this
46:39
frog out of my our mascot frog
46:42
46 hero 46
46:44
out of my throat
46:46
who's in my throat
46:48
not a question he's everywhere
46:50
so anyway
46:52
they said
46:54
well first of all he said it was going
46:55
to be the greatest story ever told and
46:58
there's only one way that's possible
47:04
talking about number two here
47:07
they also said we were going to
47:09
permanently eradicate these freaks not
47:11
these two
47:12
from the earth
47:16
and uh they said wait till you learn who
47:20
you've been talking to here
47:22
we've been talking to q
47:25
and president jfk is 137
47:28
that's q
47:33
so
47:33
[Music]
47:36
get ready to have your mind blown
47:40
because q anon 61 u61 oh my six one wow
47:43
six one miracle 61. you are a miracle
47:47
u61 miracle
47:50
61461 and thor
47:53
well
47:55
he's going to drop the hammer and
47:56
there's going to be some glorious
47:58
demolition 232 then the penny dropped
48:01
232 as they say in england and that
48:03
means the [ __ ]
48:05
the light 56 [ __ ]
48:07
is going to
48:08
go everywhere because it's glorious
48:11
demolition
48:16
and that means shit's going to roll
48:17
uphill
48:19
not in the military
48:21
[ __ ] only rolls downhill
48:22
this is a trump movie
48:24
and you better get used to it
48:28
trump said
48:29
[Music]
48:30
the military is good the cop's good the
48:32
military's good the cops good he said it
48:33
over and over and over the military's
48:35
good the cops get the i mean he started
48:37
off his presidency just thanking them
48:39
and shaking their hands and over and
48:41
over good good good good good good good
48:43
which obviously 41-41 king king 82
48:46
anointed 82 and um
48:50
he said uh
48:53
and freak is 41 which is king and
48:55
charlie is 56 which is light so charlie
48:57
freak is light king just so you know
49:01
which
49:02
which uh
49:04
light king comes to nice almost comes to
49:05
popcorn which comes to weakness
49:07
charlie's our weakness on this show
49:08
right here
49:10
so anyway
49:12
he's the strength of this show
49:14
and uh
49:16
so we get back in order trump's talking
49:18
about these guys being good
49:20
because he knows the bottom 95 are good
49:23
but [ __ ] only rolls downhill in those
49:25
organizations and everybody knows it
49:28
well after those cops
49:31
saw [ __ ] with these sanctuary cities
49:35
and they saw the american people not be
49:37
treated properly antifa and black lives
49:40
matter get a green light
49:42
they're a little pissed off but by
49:44
themselves the way the structure set up
49:46
they don't have any power control
49:49
well
49:51
guess what
49:54
someone's coming it's going to make [ __ ]
49:55
roll up hill
49:58
because this guy
50:00
they're going to follow the end of the
50:01
earth and trump was already
50:03
he was already
50:05
well he was already conditioning them
50:08
because ill donald trump
50:10
well he kind of likes the beach
50:12
so he put beach on his little hat there
50:15
and he said
50:16
general milly is a little beach
50:19
so he's telling the troops
50:21
that there's some beaches around
50:24
that need to be
50:25
well
50:26
[ __ ] slapped into
50:28
guantanamo bay
50:30
cuba so they can become gitmo garden
50:31
fertilizer for trees into our country
50:35
and shit's about to roll up hill because
50:37
[ __ ] is 56 and light is 56 and light
50:39
goes wherever it wants to go
50:42
and so you can just put a picture of jfk
50:44
right there and say can't touch this
50:47
can't touch [ __ ]
50:48
i'm the [ __ ] can't touch me i'm light
50:51
can't touch this
50:52
can't touch light it's all the same
50:56
and he's got a plan
51:00
i took the blow
51:02
and did it my way
51:08
now that's an american badass
51:10
but he's got a couple friends
51:13
and when you see glorious demolition
51:15
you're going to realize
51:16
that right there
51:21
is an american badass
51:24
which is aba one two one i see dead
51:27
people 121 [ __ ] show 121.
51:30
can i get a witness one 36th grade
51:32
awakening 136. can i get an amen 107
51:36
superman 107.
51:40
107 and 136
51:44
come to 243 and 24 times 3 is 72. i am
51:47
alive 72.
51:49
[Music]
51:51
you're going to see some
51:53
you're going to see some
51:55
serious
51:56
alive here pretty soon
51:59
alive
52:00
49 yes 49
52:03
live 48 evil 48 veil 48
52:07
negative live
52:09
nope negative veil nope negative evil
52:11
yep
52:12
and yep it's 46 which is zero
52:16
true american hero
52:17
174 yes john kennedy 174.
52:22
i
52:23
caught the swamp 174
52:26
yes john kennedy 174
52:29
i
52:30
am usa president 174 yes john kennedy
52:34
174 i am victorious 174 potus winner 174
52:41
jfkgr as promised 174 yes patrick and
52:45
john 174 because patrick's not dead
52:48
either
52:52
welcome to the cue age 174 a new world
52:55
view 174 when you know 174 give up to
52:57
god one saying for we shall remain free
53:01
174
53:02
we have the power 1784
53:05
we have the glory 174 power 77 christ
53:09
one
53:10
power 77 christ 77
53:13
trump said he's going to bring the power
53:14
back to people christ 77 president 110
53:18
187
53:22
the best is yet to come to 28
53:25
19 and 19
53:27
is yet to come 187.
53:34
miracles are everywhere
53:38
because miracles are used
53:40
oh wait that's sheep
53:43
ovid is sheep in latin
53:47
wait
53:48
ovid as in covet over the sheep
53:52
sure is go look it up
53:55
and you have c
53:56
and they have sheep
53:58
and then
53:59
charlie knows that 19 is ancient for
54:01
surrender c sheep surrender
54:04
so see
54:06
you
54:07
is a female sheep
54:10
which is a [ __ ]
54:12
you surrender [ __ ]
54:15
i think not
54:18
i'm not going your plan
54:22
i'm gonna trust the plan
54:25
trusted n174
54:28
michael pros174
54:29
[Music]
54:34
yes john candy174 nope not him
54:38
michael bryan prospered 2 18 john f
54:40
kennedy junior 218 nope not him
54:43
i am positive 138 donald trump 138 nope
54:45
not him
54:47
negative 83 the donald nope not him
54:50
my id says i'm 138. donald trump on
54:53
today but nope not him
54:56
my id actually says
54:58
american badass q number two
55:04
and since uh well
55:07
the last two numbers actually can be two
55:09
but they can also be 38 which is second
55:11
coming so backwards says second coming q
55:14
american badass because my whole life is
55:17
stupid coded
55:23
i just had to have the i just had the
55:25
time
55:27
which is john because 47 is time
55:30
times 47. i just happen to have john
55:35
and
55:36
uh he gave me the force 47 john 47.
55:40
john john he gave me the voice
55:43
which created all the buzz
55:46
which got all the
55:48
the ball rolling
55:51
and then he just pointed me in the right
55:52
direction i got all the info
55:55
started 2002 which obviously is 22 which
55:58
is mega but 22 spelled out is 165. it's
56:01
in your face 165 resurrection 165.
56:07
and then he gave me jacob
56:09
michael and jacob m13 j10 131 go figure
56:14
john f kennedy 131.
56:16
and jacob uh
56:19
took me 11 years to wake him up
56:22
didn't quit
56:24
not gonna do it not gonna do it wouldn't
56:27
be prudent at this juncture
56:29
just as just ask barb in the bush
56:32
barbara bush you got a barb in the bush
56:36
and uh
56:37
just not gonna do it not gonna go there
56:39
not gonna
56:40
no new taxes no
56:42
no new taxes
56:45
yeah whatever you nazi freak oh sorry
56:48
you guys
56:50
so anyway
56:53
uh
56:54
there's a lot to this story
56:56
and
56:57
it can go on for hours and hours and
56:58
hours but uh
57:00
the bottom line is this
57:04
if the tin foil has been ripped off your
57:06
jiffy pop popcorn hat with your
57:09
baby crockett tail the handle and
57:12
hopefully the handle is the thick part
57:13
because chances are it's not the the
57:15
layers
57:17
all the layers of tin foil on your head
57:20
are killing you they're kicking your ass
57:21
your mk ultra is kicking your ass
57:25
i'm going to give it to you straight
57:29
jfk is the second coming of jesus christ
57:31
he's your president
57:33
but trump's also your president just
57:35
like kim clement said
57:37
on of all days 4 8 never heard that
57:40
number before 2014 two times 14 28
57:44
junior 20 48 junior go figure i can't
57:46
even get away from this guy
57:48
in seattle washington i've lived on the
57:50
north side and the south side yeah i
57:52
mean this is just stupid coded
57:54
he said we were going to have two
57:56
potuses
57:59
and trump said there was going to be a
58:01
smooth means there wasn't going to be
58:03
smooth at all a smooth transition of
58:05
power
58:06
fake mirror this is not smooth okay but
58:10
a smooth a smooth
58:13
transition
58:14
a smooth 91 potus 91
58:17
potus transition
58:19
can't have a post transition from trump
58:21
to trump
58:23
can't have a polish transition from
58:25
the military to trump
58:28
can't have a police transition from
58:30
let's face it
58:32
joe's
58:33
shot
58:34
to trump
58:36
but you can't have a potus transition
58:39
from a potus
58:40
to a potus
58:43
so get ready
58:45
to see jfk
58:48
who
58:48
died and came back after four
58:52
days
58:56
four dark days says on the lifespan of
58:58
lincoln 1963 i'm just michael 143
59:01
for dark days 143.
59:06
my driver's license is on the
59:09
license plate
59:11
michael brian prossman divine 300 i'm on
59:13
the license plate because somehow i'm
59:15
divine with his knowledge
59:20
and it says gg300 on the license plate
59:24
gs7 gs7 that's 77. christ 77
59:29
300
59:30
i'm going to die but i will be avenged
59:32
300.
59:36
it says four dark days gg 300 g is seven
59:39
g of seven is fourteen and the three
59:41
well seventeen's cube at one four three
59:42
is four dark days
59:44
and we sent four dark days to trump you
59:46
retweeted it send it back yep four dark
59:48
days
59:49
well literally
59:51
because spellings matter that means
59:52
numbers matter that means trump ran a
59:54
law in order to law and orders 96. law
59:57
and order is 115. the anointed 115
60:01
because he is law and order
60:03
the law nor is 96
60:05
four days
60:07
is 96.
60:10
and four is a big part of this story
60:13
because it's the foundation
60:15
[Music]
60:16
to have all four sides
60:18
that'd be 90 90 90 and 90
60:22
to make it perfect
60:24
trump came out and said in the beginning
60:25
god created heaven earth 345.
60:29
he didn't come out and say thank you 115
60:31
thank you 115 very much 115. he didn't
60:33
come out and say intelligence
60:34
intelligence intelligence 345 iii
60:38
9927 jfk
60:40
even though license plate tells you the
60:42
same thing
60:43
three
60:44
times three
60:46
times three equals three hundred and
60:48
three times three times three is 27 jfk
60:50
and 77 is christ he said the lifespan
60:53
tells you christ
60:54
jfk who's 104
60:58
jfk is alive 104 and he just happens to
61:00
be 104 years old and 10 times 4 is 40.
61:04
and 23 says they're going to bring the
61:06
pain
61:07
and pain is 40.
61:09
how'd you like number 40
61:12
the example of number 40 i gave you
61:16
our hosts how'd you like that
61:20
they're still in shock
61:22
is that is that badass enough for you
61:25
does it get any badder ass than that
61:28
no
61:29
it doesn't no it really doesn't i mean
61:32
that that takes it over the top
61:36
well what about the other 46 after that
61:38
right as fast as you have to come
61:42
that 46 is what
61:44
come on now it's a trump movie what
61:48
did you look over the head
61:50
because they got that little cartoon
61:52
right
61:53
the little hedge look over there don't
61:55
look over the head don't look over the
61:57
ring of eyes
61:58
over the head i looked over the edge and
62:00
i saw the other side oh my god what's
62:02
over there
62:03
well
62:04
who knows
62:05
what's over there
62:08
you know what i'm saying
62:11
so anyway
62:17
so anyway
62:22
trust the plan 174
62:27
the new jfk world 174
62:31
yes john kennedy 174 i am jesus christ
62:34
174.
62:40
jfk is your president
62:42
trump's also your president
62:44
junior is your vice president
62:47
the second coming of jesus christ
62:51
you're about to see him
62:53
that's why it's called the greatest
62:54
story ever told
62:55
and that's why he said wait to learn who
62:58
you've been talking to here
63:02
now if that does not pass your
63:05
chippy pop popcorn davey crockett hat
63:08
then
63:09
you got problems you you could fall into
63:11
the comatose vertical meat suits
63:14
division but don't worry comatose is 91
63:16
god wins 91 vertical meat suits 198
63:19
graves come back to everyone 98 he's
63:20
going to win the comatose vertical meat
63:22
suits
63:24
says right there
63:28
i am the beginning in the end i'll prove
63:30
it
63:32
because he's love
63:33
l is 12 o's 15 that's 27 jfk v
63:36
22 e
63:38
5 27 jfk on the beginning of the end
63:43
but um
63:45
v is 22.
63:47
110.
63:48
and that's president
63:51
and lno is 27.
63:54
president jfk 137
63:56
that's the golden ratio number
64:00
the golden ratio number is the b2 note
64:04
talk about ether between atoms
64:08
it's 123.47 which is the first guy that
64:10
saved my life his name was john protzman
64:12
john 47 props 123. no kidding i was in a
64:16
waterfall in the bottom of waterfall
64:18
going round and round and round never
64:20
touching nothing
64:21
light coming from everywhere basically i
64:23
was in the [ __ ]
64:25
and uh i never touched nothing didn't
64:28
couldn't tell which way was up because
64:29
light was refracting from all those bow
64:31
i couldn't see nothing there was no dark
64:33
hole in a slit of light i was just going
64:35
round and round and round could hear my
64:38
mom my sister screaming and john 47
64:41
prosper 123
64:42
[Music]
64:44
which you say your name protzman john in
64:46
the legal system and that's 12347
64:50
the b2 note
64:52
the hammond b2 oregon where you pardoned
64:55
the hammonds in oregon
64:58
it had the stock market stopped at
65:01
123.47 the four biggest stocks
65:04
you know
65:05
except for berkshire hathaway but i mean
65:07
four big huge
65:08
you know
65:09
big ones that don't go up eight percent
65:11
12 percent he had him all stopped on the
65:14
same price on the same day
65:17
123.47 before he went to nato and raised
65:20
33 billion dollars a million dollars for
65:22
everyone was 33 000 emails from she
65:24
devil clinton
65:27
he knows exactly what he's doing if you
65:28
don't realize he's in control
65:32
you know you just don't get it
65:34
but anyway
65:38
john
65:39
47 prosper approximate john 1 23 4 7.
65:44
the ether is the 2 and the 4. pull it
65:46
out you got 137 president jfk 137
65:49
spells one six seven king of the world
65:52
one six seven's right there in your face
65:54
it's in your face
65:57
and of course my life's stupid coded so
66:00
trump said all this at great falls
66:02
montana the falls doesn't exist anymore
66:05
well
66:06
the 123.47
66:09
is project john who saved my life in a
66:11
waterfall that does exist but then he
66:13
goes to britain where great britain
66:14
falls because he's going to walk in
66:16
front of the queen and show the world he
66:18
owns the [ __ ]
66:21
oh beach sorry i didn't mean to swear
66:25
same thing
66:27
so anyway
66:29
life's just stupid coded
66:32
and then
66:34
and and michael uh uh you know john
66:36
crossman 123.47 is 170 and in jamaica
66:40
don't count the zero so it's 17.
66:43
stupid goated scuba coated your whole
66:45
life is stupid
66:47
you know
66:48
the mockingbird media 170 i combat them
66:51
with negative 48 magic wand 170.
66:56
the magic wand is
66:58
truth 87 and justice 87 87 87 174
67:03
michael price 174.
67:05
so
67:06
they got problems
67:08
and and remember everyone at 48 is is
67:11
evil negative 48.
67:15
michael is at home
67:18
but he's long before the storm
67:20
but n plus 4 plus 8 is 26 which is god
67:25
and i'm negative 472 on twitter so n
67:27
plus 4 plus 7 plus 2 is 27 jfk
67:31
which happened to be the weekend of the
67:32
super bowl well they pointed to the
67:34
weekend because weekend
67:35
sang
67:38
and the weekend was fairway 6 fairway
67:40
7th
67:41
26th
67:43
26-27 god 26 jfk 27.
67:47
that's 53 copen 53 and trump went over
67:50
and got 530 billion dollars from nato
67:53
but nothing's going on but 53 53 and 53
67:58
well that's
67:59
wait 159 a week to remember 159
68:04
puppy show 159 trump said he was going
68:06
to make the super bowl 131
68:09
by the cbs sports cbs sports 131
68:13
looked like a party show one was down a
68:14
week to remember 159
68:17
john f kennedy jr 159
68:21
but see the weekend saying and did a
68:24
satanic deal because he was minus grace
68:27
because his name weekend was mice and e
68:30
e is five five is grace in the bible
68:32
w-e-k-n-d
68:36
but he did a michael jackson tribute mj
68:40
m13 j10 131 just like michael and jacob
68:45
so we got a 131 with mj
68:47
a 131 with cbs sports 131 the super bowl
68:50
with
68:51
393.
68:53
you get to break that apart and make it
68:55
a 39 and a 93 that's the front side of
68:57
your okay sign
68:59
the white power
69:00
three fingers w
69:03
23 and the arm and the circles of p
69:07
16 that's 39 the back side you're
69:09
looking at the arm and the circle at
69:11
nine and three fingers 93
69:13
and 39 and 93 is 132 jfk is jerry's live
69:16
one through the mirror reflection 231
69:18
the column before the storm 231 my dad
69:20
died in the backseat of a car 231
69:24
i'm the 7.7 billion to one guy
69:27
231.
69:36
just a little bit crazy
69:39
just a little bit
69:41
just just a little bit crazy
69:44
and you know the the beauty and um
69:48
this is also the significant drive
69:51
[Music]
69:52
yeah michael we get uh get some feedback
69:54
from your
69:55
mic when other people are speaking so if
69:57
you just want to mute
69:58
yeah thank you
70:00
beautiful and and this is also the
70:02
significance of of what sabrina gal is
70:05
is doing working so hard we're we're
70:09
talking with sabrina as we speak right
70:12
and and then sabrina is working on the
70:14
the final script for the jesus trend too
70:18
in real time because there are deadlines
70:21
time deadlines coming up
70:24
with our team toronto and bryce and
70:27
michael
70:32
[Music]
70:34
milestone because we have to reach a
70:36
milestone
70:41
what is a milestone
70:44
what 112 milestone 112 like november 2nd
70:48
my dad's 82nd birthday no way hang on
70:52
did you get it as 112.
70:55
uh
70:56
did i spell
71:10
amazing
71:12
the last dance
71:14
121
71:16
[Music]
71:17
and uh
71:19
the last dance always happens before
71:21
midnight 84.
71:23
i am jfk gracie 84 tower 1 tower 2
71:26
billion 7 12 times 7 is 84.
71:29
my dad
71:31
died in the back seat of a car on
71:33
interstate 84 on 11 22
71:36
2004
71:39
exactly 41 years later
71:41
and 41 is king
71:43
and this year on 11 2 my dad's going to
71:45
be 82 which is anointed
71:48
king anointed 123.
71:51
approximate 123.
71:53
gold and silver
71:55
123 when you spell them out
71:56
[Music]
71:59
and 2 and 7 spelt out comes to 123.
72:03
abraham lincoln
72:06
comes to uh
72:09
123 and his birthday was 212.
72:12
if you have the license plate 300 and
72:14
212
72:16
well you get 512 which is eugene linton
72:19
you got the e the 5 and the l the 12. 5
72:22
12.
72:23
so you can just mix and match a couple
72:26
300s and 2 12s and come up with a 512.
72:30
i mean 5 times 12 is 60 60 is diamond
72:34
trump i mean uh kennedy ran in 60
72:37
abraham lincoln ran 60 and 60 and 61 20
72:40
the truth 120.
72:42
so we can put um
72:45
trump international hotel at last you
72:47
found me 512.
72:50
because trump international hotel is 300
72:53
and at last you found me is 212 which is
72:56
abraham lincoln's birthday
72:58
or the address to mama gum's restaurant
73:01
pete
73:02
diner pete's diner 115 the anointed 115
73:07
and
73:08
t-w-o-o-n-e-t-w the address 2-112
73:11
t-w-o-n-e-t-w-150 trump train the
73:13
anointed trump train
73:18
265.
73:21
26 and 5 is 31.
73:23
moab is 31.
73:26
mbp my initials 31 because negative 48
73:28
drops bombs 218 michael bryant
73:30
approximately 218.
73:32
benghazi ain't going away to 18.
73:36
people are being exposed to 18.
73:42
and uh
73:43
well the 31st prime number is 127 tower
73:46
1 tower 2 billion 7. 12 times 7 is 84.
73:49
i am jfk grace 84.
73:52
push there's our new pearl harbor
73:53
december 7th one two seven
73:55
12 times seven is 84.
73:57
84 can be eight
73:59
or august 4th barack obama's birthday
74:02
216th day of the year 6 times 6 times
74:04
6-2 16.
74:05
followed by 149 days 149 the anointed
74:08
one
74:09
the total lobster of jfk's birthday
74:12
may 29th
74:14
149th day or the anointed one followed
74:16
by
74:17
216 days
74:19
negative 48's 216. go figure because i
74:22
made my life stupid coded
74:28
so
74:30
michael says that you're going to be in
74:32
um in dallas on 11 2 which of course is
74:36
uh 112.
74:41
um
74:43
which is milestone so you know it's it's
74:46
good to be it's good to be in dallas on
74:48
a milestone date like uh eleven two
74:50
which is hundred and twelve i just
74:52
finished pretty sure justin's gonna be
74:54
probably yeah that's right and and uh
74:57
our our great friend aaron is going to
74:59
be there too we're going to have one
75:00
heck of a show
75:02
uh there uh on the ground boots on the
75:04
ground and um the finish line is in
75:08
simple geracio finish line is 112 11 2
75:11
and gift from god
75:14
is 112 11 too so it might be
75:19
i think
75:23
matthew 11 30.
75:26
matthew m is 13 11 24 24 spell 167 king
75:31
of the world 167. enjoy the show 167.
75:35
king of the world167 yeah my dad's name
75:37
brian prost 167 king of the world 167 my
75:39
dad died in the backseat of a car 11 22.
75:42
i don't know why they get confused just
75:43
michael bryant prospered 218 john
75:46
kennedy jr 2 18 i have this one
75:54
all right did we lose you
75:56
might have lost him for a second
75:59
there he is
76:00
yeah
76:01
did i get any of that out
76:03
uh you're
76:04
you're just explaining how your dad died
76:06
in the backseat of a car
76:08
yeah my dad my dad
76:11
my dad brian prosper 167 king of the
76:13
world 167 died in the back seat of a car
76:17
on 11 22.
76:19
um
76:20
but of course
76:23
there's a little bit of confusion
76:24
because
76:25
michael bryant protestant 218 john f
76:27
kennedy
76:28
uh junior 218
76:31
michael prosper in 204 yes john kennedy
76:33
174 gets people confused and
76:37
so
76:37
he died 41
76:40
years after
76:42
in 2004
76:43
[Music]
76:45
and 2004
76:48
is 24 which is 167 king of the world 167
76:51
brian pross 167
76:53
and this year he's going to be 82 on 11
76:56
2.
76:58
and
77:00
my mom's birthday
77:02
gave me my dad's birthday because john
77:04
john came out
77:06
behind trump as vincent fuscha
77:09
on my mom's birthday
77:11
7 25
77:13
2018. of course 218 is negative 48 drops
77:16
long 218 and here's a bomb for you write
77:18
down the sign that junior held up
77:19
because it tells you everything
77:22
women for trump wtf
77:24
write down w
77:26
tf
77:27
and then rc ruby cute and then of course
77:29
the ink was red and red is 27 jfk
77:34
so
77:35
w is
77:36
23 but you gotta break it down to five
77:41
f
77:41
women for trump f is 6 now 56 is light
77:45
[Music]
77:47
it's looking good already
77:49
and t is 20
77:51
which is 2 and 2 times 56 is 1 12. so
77:54
there's your 11 2
77:56
and it was ruby cute r18 c3 21 there's
78:01
your year 21
78:03
11 221
78:04
and the red ink well red was
78:07
was um
78:10
27 jfk so it says 11 2 21 jfk
78:15
and then ink i haven't even done this
78:17
one before okay
78:19
well i already see it it's 34 which is
78:21
grace which is the red tie
78:24
so
78:25
got the sign
78:27
behind trump's right-hand shoulder and
78:28
then you got the red tie right in your
78:30
face
78:32
because ink
78:34
i is 9 k is 11 that's 20
78:37
and n is
78:39
which is 34.
78:42
red tie read 27 tai 34 gfk 27 grace 34
78:47
so it tells you
78:48
11 2
78:50
21
78:54
jfk grace
78:56
it's in your face 165 resurrection 165.
79:00
and of course
79:03
my dad was born in 1939 and 19 1-9-10
79:07
and three and nine is twelve take out
79:09
the zero you got one one two again
79:11
you got it doubled up
79:14
and
79:15
that means you have two two and then
79:17
four how ninety percent of the world
79:19
writes a date called 422
79:21
[Music]
79:23
you kind of never heard of that date
79:24
before
79:26
not before today anyway because four is
79:28
executive order one one one one zero
79:30
four
79:31
and eleven eleven is twenty two
79:33
and four and twenty two is 26 god 26.
79:37
[Music]
79:39
you ever heard of that date 4 22 before
79:41
charlie
79:43
i've never heard of his kind reminds me
79:45
of a god
79:46
like 4 and 21 26 god 26.
79:50
but then 11-11 is
79:53
11 times less 121
79:55
second coming 120 god second coming
79:58
that's what executive order one one one
80:00
one zero says along with all the other
80:02
stuff you guys can't figure out but
80:04
you'll see it pretty soon
80:06
it's in your face 165
80:09
resurrection 165 because
80:14
4 1 1 1 1 0 there's your four one one is
80:18
eleven one one's eleven
80:21
that can be eleven eleven or two eleven
80:23
or eleven two
80:26
and then
80:27
down below is eleven times love is one
80:29
twenty one second coming
80:31
second coming god 147 the new world 147.
80:34
we the people 130 we will win 130
80:36
american freedom 130.
80:38
even misty faith 130 knows that
80:41
and here all you got to do is add q17
80:43
but she's adding to everybody hey did
80:45
you know that jfk senior is your
80:47
president and junior is your vice
80:49
president trump's still your president
80:51
we're leaving the white house and we're
80:52
going to blow up the washington monument
80:54
that's misty faith right there in your
80:56
face
80:58
you're a rock star
81:01
and so you just take 130 on 17 and you
81:04
get 147 in new world 147 it's right
81:06
there in jfk's executive order 1-1 1-1-0
81:09
with so much more
81:11
so much more glorious demolitions right
81:14
there in your face
81:16
blow up the washington monument yeah and
81:18
and let's let's not forget that 11 11
81:21
times 11 is 121 and a is 1 and 21 is you
81:26
a you is gold so
81:29
um you know the golden silk standard
81:31
that jfk represents physically
81:34
metaphysically
81:36
is also is also being
81:38
coded
81:39
yeah
81:40
executive
81:44
but nothing's happening
81:46
and and um a lot of truthers a lot of
81:49
truthers uh love to downplay executive
81:51
order one one one one zero and a lot of
81:54
truthers will tell you
81:56
that um
81:58
it didn't do anything it wasn't designed
82:00
to to bring in the silver suit because
82:02
it wasn't designed to eradicate the
82:05
paper money system and
82:07
a lot of liars and that's why q said to
82:10
you be very careful who you can follow
82:14
and this is why you have 107 as a calm
82:17
before the storm theo m and that's why
82:19
you have michael brian practiceman as a
82:22
calm before this point be careful who
82:24
you follow and when you find someone
82:26
that you can follow latch on with all
82:30
your might
82:31
because in this age
82:33
you're not given the luxury of of doing
82:36
the stick handling or this um circus act
82:39
of balancing between two wires
82:42
you want a choice to make
82:44
right now and this is the most important
82:47
choice you'll ever ever make in your in
82:49
in the entirety of your existence and
82:52
that is are you all in with god or are
82:55
you all in with satan
82:57
and this is this is the choice that you
83:00
need to make so when you find someone
83:03
that you can follow when someone comes
83:05
to you by the grace of god
83:07
and and this is someone that is giving
83:10
you the light literally giving you the
83:12
light
83:14
56
83:15
then then you five and six is eleven
83:18
then you need to latch on to the master
83:20
number 11 and then you need to rise as
83:24
as the letter k does so so this this is
83:28
this is mammoth everything that that
83:31
we've gone through everything that's
83:32
happening right now everything that
83:34
sabrina gal and the gang are are working
83:37
on with the revamping of jesus strand
83:39
one and beginning and the releasing of
83:42
jesus strand two
83:44
um on october 31st these are calms
83:48
massive calms before the storm
83:52
right do you get that do you get what
83:54
i'm saying about calms before the storm
83:57
and how how it works how it works in two
84:00
different ways and in two different
84:01
worlds
84:02
and nothing's happening are we there yet
84:07
that's why that's why michael says
84:11
mk ultra is kicking your ass we did a
84:12
tribute show live last week to michael
84:16
we just did the show cognitive
84:17
dissonance is kicking your ass and right
84:20
at the beginning we gave tribute to to
84:23
to michael sabrina gal and the gang for
84:25
all of their beautiful beautiful work
84:27
putting the truth in plain sight and
84:29
then this is this is where you're at
84:31
the truth is right in your face
84:34
and you're going to enjoy it you know
84:35
charlie i'm sorry to wrap but we get
84:37
that question a lot too and i say uh
84:40
look at the sacred blue tent or search
84:42
yourself of every human trafficking
84:44
arrest
84:46
that is happening globally on a daily
84:49
basis
84:50
if you want to ask nothing is happening
84:52
it's happening they're being arrested
84:54
child labor child slavery um we can see
84:58
that all of the uh
85:01
cargo ships are being held at bay i mean
85:04
there's a reason there's a strategy to
85:06
all this that i know michael
85:07
could probably
85:09
discuss but i mean so much is happening
85:12
like you're saying it's in your face
85:17
so you got um
85:20
that 11-2 and then that
85:22
1939 which is 11-2 which
85:25
442
85:26
which
85:27
44 times 2 is 88 j kennedy 88 88
85:32
is 16 1 6 and 7 7 is god's perfect
85:35
number god's proof of number 191 all
85:37
roads lead to q191 one 91 opposed 91
85:40
because he is your potus
85:43
and
85:46
coms
85:49
comes to 63. i was born in 63 because 63
85:52
comes to 153 of course which is 17q
85:56
and of course that's fairway eighth
85:58
which is 153 because my life is
86:00
duplicated which is 306
86:03
which trump won by 306 electoral vote
86:07
because it's telling you
86:10
and
86:11
we're going to do a 180 310 30 x 6 180
86:16
and then you have the
86:20
executive order
86:22
on june 4th
86:25
1963.
86:30
6 and 4 is 10
86:31
[Music]
86:33
19 is 29.
86:38
29 and 63 is 92.
86:43
92 is 11 which is two which is he's
86:45
number two but
86:49
90 is 87.
86:52
and 2 is 58 if you spell it out ninety
86:55
is 87. two is 58.
86:59
well that comes to 145. that's his
87:01
birthday
87:03
nine
87:05
times
87:06
five times 29 is 145
87:09
amazing jesus 145.
87:12
it's in your face
87:14
and 1-4-5-55
87:16
boss 55
87:23
apprentice 107.
87:26
jeremy's nothing 17 osiris you're fired
87:30
apprentice yourself you're fired 228 the
87:33
best yet to come 220 trump's not a
87:35
reality tv star
87:37
you're going to fire osiris off this
87:39
planet
87:42
osiris
87:43
you are fired 228 the best yet to come
87:46
228.
87:47
it's right there in the 11 2.
87:49
it's in your face
87:52
one one two
87:54
o and e o and e two
87:58
126 nasty john 126.
88:04
79 and 27.
88:07
gold is au which is
88:09
22
88:11
and 8 g which is 8 2 28 the best
88:15
is yet to come
88:16
228
88:18
osiris
88:20
you are fired 228.
88:24
it's about a thousand years of peace
88:27
28 i'm on a mission from god 220 the
88:30
best kennedy to come 228.
88:35
but a u and a g is 121 17 so i can come
88:38
in q 1 38 i am positive 138
88:43
it's happening 138
88:45
donald trump 138 beautiful freak 138
88:49
well him and i talk and code
88:51
about biggest secrets in the world we've
88:53
been talking
88:54
i can show you pictures where we talked
88:55
about this exact story right here
88:58
in november last year
89:02
took a screenshot of my old phone
89:05
matter of fact you can look it up
89:08
all you got to do is go to my channel
89:10
negative 48 channel and scroll down to
89:13
see pictures of broken
89:15
screen clones and
89:16
look at all the different tweets we did
89:18
back and forth it's not as that's not
89:19
all of them just so
89:23
and if you can figure them out they tell
89:24
you right in your face
89:26
they'll tell you the 232.
89:29
i already knew the 232 because he said
89:31
the best
89:33
was yet to come
89:35
i already knew that code
89:38
it was just in my face
89:40
[Music]
89:42
of course
89:43
the last thing i figured out was the 46
89:45
which i was embarrassed
89:47
that's the last thing i figured out
89:48
which is best
89:51
but i knew what the best one meant and
89:53
so
89:54
uh i got there first and i got there
89:57
towards the end in the beginning you had
89:58
no caring
90:00
you make it up
90:03
simplest one shortest code
90:06
anyway
90:08
yeah and when when uh michael is saying
90:10
that that trump is not the apprentice
90:14
um
90:15
he he's
90:16
he's firing the apprentice he's firing
90:19
osiris's um punk ass off off this earth
90:23
um
90:24
remember if if trump is not the
90:26
apprentice then then of course what that
90:28
biblically what that makes trump is the
90:30
master master
90:32
76. 7 and 6 is 13
90:36
13 is that magical number of the one
90:39
surrounded by 12 no matter where he goes
90:43
and and
90:44
76 really quickly um 76 is uh biblical
90:50
god 76 bible codes uh 76
90:54
um so it's um
90:57
yeah
90:58
yeah some some some big coming through
91:01
the master
91:07
so 7 and 6 is 13 13 spelled out comes
91:10
the 99 most high
91:13
and 76 is safety
91:16
safety
91:18
everybody wants safety
91:20
nobody wants freedom
91:22
nobody wants
91:24
66 colleen 66 but charlie
91:29
freedom of 66 i just had to have some
91:31
fun
91:32
uh but safety
91:35
everybody wants safety but you can't
91:36
have safety so you get freedom once you
91:38
get freedom
91:40
well guess what you're gonna get safety
91:43
safety comes to 162.
91:46
safety comes to 76 and 76 belt does once
91:48
you do the invisible man
91:50
and uh
91:52
the invisible man is going to bring some
91:53
pain and uh
91:58
so
91:59
162.
92:01
jesus is the god code 162
92:04
university 162. because remember jumanji
92:07
teaches 135 and jfk is 33 president 1
92:10
times 35 35.
92:14
and michael holland
92:16
all i can say is that you know to bring
92:18
the pain you have to be an all-pro
92:21
damn straight
92:22
you know i'm all in i'm his 22 which is
92:25
mega
92:26
all in is 48.
92:28
i'm 48.
92:31
i'm all in
92:32
uh mega 48
92:35
and of course
92:37
22 and 48
92:39
70.
92:40
toto
92:41
is 70.
92:43
70 spelled out is 110 american badass
92:45
110. so
92:48
punisher 110.
92:51
president 110
92:52
american badass punisher president 330
92:56
and the 33rd prime number is 137
92:58
president jfk 137 it's in your face
93:01
165 the
93:04
jfk
93:09
27 miraflex 72 i am alive 72
93:12
which 99 most high
93:15
the jesus is jfk 162 the invisible man
93:19
162. it's in your face
93:35
um if any if anyone else wants to
93:37
to chime in but i was wondering if um if
93:40
sabrina gal wanted to talk just a little
93:42
bit more about if she can what whatever
93:46
she wants to say about
93:47
jesus strand too because because colleen
93:50
and i have been
93:51
thinking about curious about it
93:54
yeah where where you would go from the
93:56
brilliance of of jesus strand one and
93:58
since you know you're making up the the
94:01
screenplay as as we go
94:03
then well because i've got you know such
94:05
brilliant allies in creating this i mean
94:08
what were the chances that toronto would
94:11
join the channel and she would be of
94:13
armenian descent
94:15
and it opted her the opportunity to
94:17
learn more about herself and her own
94:19
lineage i mean it's just a beautiful
94:21
gift to us and to her and then bryce
94:24
who's just so well versed and educated
94:26
and in the true bible in
94:28
so many books of the bible that i have
94:30
never heard of um and i'm just like
94:33
absorbing it all like a sponge i mean
94:35
there are so many truths that these two
94:36
amazing women are bringing to the table
94:40
with michael
94:42
the bombs
94:43
the bombs we learned today when we were
94:45
all in our little private chat
94:48
about the 8 500 pages in the 10 000
94:51
pages oh yes i'm sorry you're right i
94:54
mean we learned today just through you
94:56
know we're constantly we are nerds i
94:58
have to say we've told michael that the
95:00
four of us are three or four of us
95:02
involved in this project we are nerds by
95:04
um
95:05
at heart and we love research it's just
95:08
learning and i hope everyone shares that
95:10
same sense of wonder to learn and
95:12
toronto came across just today learning
95:15
that there were what 85 000 uh words
95:17
missing or excuse me added to today's
95:20
current uh bibles
95:22
uh that there was 10 000 10 000 removed
95:26
8 500
95:27
installed
95:29
right
95:29
so it's the bait and switch that's been
95:31
going on for eons um you know according
95:35
to whatever the propaganda and political
95:38
objectives are at the time and i think
95:40
that's so important for us to remember i
95:42
know that there's you know there's a lot
95:44
of people that don't agree with that
95:46
which we are telling we're not forcing
95:48
this on anyone we're doing the research
95:50
uh it's not through osmosis uh we're
95:53
connecting dots and those dots are
95:56
making sense um i grew up roman catholic
95:59
there were a lot of uh things that i
96:01
didn't agree with and i am just so
96:03
excited to be learning the truth um i
96:06
think it was very important what bryce
96:08
said was that a lot of these books at
96:10
the crucifixion of christ and if you
96:12
were a christian you were hunted down so
96:15
what they did was they hid the books
96:18
they hid them in tombs they dug
96:20
you know holes and i think
96:22
archaeologists and scholars are still
96:24
finding remnants um the dead sea scrolls
96:27
along with the book of mary magdalene
96:29
the book of thomas all these books that
96:31
have been described discovered and and
96:34
kept from us whether in the vatican or
96:37
by the rothschilds or collectors
96:40
whatever it is thank god they didn't
96:41
destroy them because we do have accurate
96:45
record of the truths of the apostolic
96:48
church the gnostics
96:50
the essenes i mean this is this is
96:53
mind-blowing this is like we are so
96:56
fortunate to be alive to be really
96:58
hearing the word of god the word of
97:01
christ
97:02
um and those that came before him we had
97:05
a little brief discussion with bryce
97:08
about abraham and i think we all know
97:10
that abraham was told uh to kill his
97:14
first son isaac and you know i thought
97:16
about that and i thought could it be
97:18
that this also this story this biblical
97:21
story of the old testament may have also
97:23
been altered because i could not
97:25
conceive
97:27
that god would ask one of his sons to
97:30
kill his own son
97:31
and lo and behold bryce's research
97:34
confirmed that that was lucifer that was
97:38
a luciferian
97:39
request
97:41
and that that was that
97:44
if i may add something here real quick
97:45
yes please i think just
97:47
it's the jews or something that
97:48
celebrate nice and 17 and all of the
97:51
like the crazy
97:53
most uh uh
97:55
uh you know relevant stories happen at
97:57
the at night time 14 and 17 and
98:00
uh it's all around aries the land and so
98:03
abraham which is hiram abiv high ram
98:05
above the ram of god is sacrificing his
98:07
son which is also the lamb so it can be
98:09
looked at as a as a story of the
98:10
ecliptic
98:12
and other events that happen at uh nice
98:14
and 14 and 17 jesus dies
98:17
at 19 14. he resurrects and nice and 17.
98:21
and this is again like the three days in
98:23
the tomb and then you know the solstice
98:24
is in the equinoxes so it's the cross at
98:26
the same time and it's interesting how
98:28
it's nice and 17 it's q guess what else
98:31
happens on 1917 noah's ark arrives at
98:34
mount ararat at nice and 17. by the way
98:37
it rained for 150 days is that is that
98:38
the trump train watch the water 155
98:41
during the swamp 150 one anyway jacob uh
98:44
and the twelve tribes go into egypt
98:46
because due to drought at nice and
98:48
seventeen the jews uh walk through the
98:50
red sea so they come into slavery
98:52
slavery but they're also free
98:54
at nice and seventeen they walk through
98:56
the red sea departed by god
98:59
the 12 spies later when they're like
99:01
spying on the land of the giants or
99:03
whatever and they bring back fruit the
99:04
first fruits are eaten on 9 17. esther
99:07
saves the jews on nice and 17. jericho
99:10
falls on nice and 17. and when i talk
99:13
about the jews here i'm not talking
99:15
about those bolshevik
99:17
khazarian fake jews i i want to bring up
99:20
roman 2 29 here but he is a jew which is
99:23
one inwardly and and circumcision is
99:25
that of the heart in the spirit and not
99:27
in the letter whose praise is not of men
99:30
but of god but i just i wanted to add
99:31
that that a different point of view and
99:33
sabrina girl i want to tell you
99:36
something real quick
99:37
r is
99:39
six six six number of man two two nine
99:41
twenty two times nine is one ninety
99:43
eight president jay kennedy one ninety
99:44
eight
99:45
and then you said nine fourteen and
99:47
seventeen well nine and fourteen is
99:49
twenty three as i am
99:51
uh nine and seventeen is
99:54
26 which is god
99:55
and 9 times 14 is 126 which is
99:59
gold and silver a uag second coming q
100:02
and 9 times 17 is 153
100:05
which again is
100:07
17q
100:09
i mean the bible is just extremely
100:11
stupid coded
100:13
and
100:14
so
100:15
you know people that say like jordan
100:17
sather made a little video yesterday
100:18
when he
100:19
saw that it was here in vegas so yeah we
100:22
got these clown michael and you know tom
100:24
do these numbers
100:26
well guess what jordan
100:28
people are being exposed to 18
100:33
benghazi ain't going away 218.
100:38
48 negative 48 drops bombs 218.
100:43
and one of the bombs without me talking
100:45
about you because you're talking about
100:47
me but see i'm going to tell the truth
100:50
and you're going to see
100:52
three
100:54
probably some holy ghosts here pretty
100:55
soon
100:56
you'll have to answer because
100:58
they know exactly what everybody's
101:00
saying
101:01
if you call me a clown
101:04
and numbers
101:05
clown with aren't you that
101:07
aren't you the cue guy that went through
101:10
all the posts it's right there and
101:12
q40
101:13
right in your face
101:15
they said to read them you have more
101:16
than you know look behind you they said
101:19
read the first
101:21
50 drops over again over and over they
101:23
said drop number 40 right there in your
101:25
face and 40 spelled out 84 i am jfk
101:28
grace 84.
101:32
so
101:33
guess what
101:34
jordan sather
101:36
133 election fraud 133 rigged election
101:39
133 nancy pelosi 133
101:42
well 48 comes to 143 133
101:46
[Music]
101:47
but 48 stands for evil
101:49
we're gonna find out if you're just a
101:50
dumbass or you're evil
101:53
jordan sather
101:57
well
101:58
yeah you mentioned how the bible is just
102:01
stupid coded and and that sort of god
102:04
sense of humor where where no matter how
102:07
hard they try to add words to it or take
102:09
away things from it hide books away
102:13
they can't they can't take away from
102:15
god's truth written so plainly within
102:17
these pages it's so heavily encoded
102:19
within it um it's magnificent when you
102:22
start to see it with with eyes and
102:24
that's why jesus always said he spoke in
102:26
parables
102:27
because it had to be layered in this
102:29
sort of sense so these scribes these
102:31
pharisees and these lawyers who are
102:33
always in the left brain they can't
102:35
possibly read these words they can't
102:37
possibly see what's written there and so
102:39
jesus speaks in parables and and the
102:41
whole bible is written allegorically so
102:43
that if you have eyes to see and years
102:45
to hear you can actually
102:47
see it and hear it and knocking the
102:49
doors shall be opened seek and ye shall
102:50
find and this is this this path that we
102:52
are to follow so that we can
102:54
prepare ourselves and open up our minds
102:56
to see this truth and the numbers is
102:58
just a fantastic way for god to always
103:00
be speaking through us and so
103:02
if if someone's going to deny that that
103:04
that is god's truth i mean that's a
103:06
that's that's a pretty powerful thing a
103:08
pretty uh pretty clear indication of
103:11
someone's character if they're they're
103:12
claiming that that the language of
103:14
numbers is wrong you know you know what
103:17
i know
103:18
yeah i don't think we finished that
103:21
that
103:22
uh
103:23
matthew 11 30. i don't think i finished
103:26
it all the way
103:28
matthew 11 which is four you know m is
103:31
13
103:33
11
103:34
24 24 167 king of the rule 167.
103:38
30 is baby there's aua g said coming q
103:42
but it says
103:44
for my yoke is easy
103:46
211. how 90 of the world
103:50
writes eleven two and two times love is
103:53
22 and 22 spelled out is 165
103:57
resurrection 165 it's in your face 165.
104:02
and um
104:05
matthew 11 28 29 30 28 man 29 spelled
104:10
out 149 the anointed one and
104:12
well 30 is a uag's incoming q
104:17
it's
104:18
it's all over the bible and um
104:21
we thought his power was the word
104:25
a through z 351 god communicates to
104:28
numbers 351 to 26 holy letters 351
104:31
jesus christ is the english alphabet 351
104:34
god coded every english alphabet letter
104:36
351 the manifestation of jesus christ
104:38
speaking one supreme architect universe
104:40
351
104:41
kingdom of satan destroyed by word 351.
104:45
holy [ __ ] we're working with god 351.
104:48
you know because ninety percent of our
104:50
brain knows abc geez he has one two
104:53
three it's just your dumb ass 10 percent
104:56
doesn't get it because
104:58
well they gave you common core and they
105:00
took your library all your creative your
105:03
pe away and
105:04
your music away because they don't want
105:06
you over there on the right side
105:08
you know
105:10
moral wealth
105:11
has been mined
105:13
from a man's mind
105:16
that has ever been mined from the earth
105:19
and they don't want children they don't
105:20
want you they want to
105:22
they don't want to live live survive
105:29
uh that is so brilliant everyone uh
105:32
eugene justin sabrina gal thank you for
105:35
answering what i was
105:37
what i was um asking and michael that is
105:40
just so brilliant and i just everyone
105:43
needs to hear this and know this that
105:46
whatever they have mined from from
105:49
mother earth doesn't come close to what
105:51
they have mined from your mind it's all
105:53
about the mind and this is where this
105:56
casting of thy net to the right all
105:59
all goes to and then um
106:01
uh
106:02
michael referenced um that 10
106:05
and that's your left brain and your your
106:07
left brain is your ego and have you ever
106:10
stopped and noticed the similarities
106:12
between the cabal
106:14
and your ego
106:15
they're the same
106:17
they're the same
106:18
you don't need to have uh a prison in in
106:22
the physical this is what they had this
106:24
is what they learned
106:25
by by studying us what they learn
106:29
is if they rule your mind they own you
106:33
they own you in every single sense of
106:36
that word and then when they own you you
106:39
haven't won because you don't live in
106:40
the now you live in fear
106:44
your attention
106:46
which is at 10
106:48
in the physical ion so it's a charge of
106:50
being in the physical and then 10
106:52
backwards is the net so they have your
106:54
nets so you can't cast to the right keep
106:56
going charlie
106:57
well and and just you eugene just
107:00
bringing up um nicene 14 through 7 you
107:02
just you just need to know it's so you
107:05
and you see it's everywhere it's with
107:07
every major event you know right right
107:10
down to right down to to jacob sending
107:13
10 of of his sons to egypt seeking
107:17
seeking um corn i heard that there was
107:20
corn flowering flowering of of the mine
107:24
which is the pineal gland which which of
107:27
course is joseph
107:29
and joseph was in in in egypt and there
107:33
was flowering corn in egypt because
107:35
joseph had the wisdom
107:38
to listen to god's messages 11 11. he
107:42
was able to decode the end code of what
107:45
was coming through the pharaoh and the
107:47
pharaoh couldn't get any of this and so
107:50
through his ability to simply
107:52
hear the word of god
107:55
uh god man word made flesh then joseph
107:58
became the second most powerful person
108:01
in in all of egypt and here um jacob's
108:07
jacob's um sons
108:09
uh you know essentially faked the murder
108:12
of of joseph and sold him into slavery
108:14
into egypt and and out of that
108:17
despicable act came the highest high and
108:19
then come
108:20
jacob's ten sons to egypt seeking corn
108:24
which was planted
108:26
by the irrigated fields
108:29
that were all done by the decoding of
108:32
joseph
108:34
and joseph is jesus and and the these
108:37
these consistencies are absolutely
108:40
everywhere within the bible and and just
108:42
getting back really quickly before i get
108:44
back into nicene 14-17 but just what
108:47
justin was saying
108:48
uh you know about about all of these um
108:51
the significance of all of these
108:53
allegories and and and the way that the
108:55
bible is in is encoded so
108:58
um uh uh michael and sabrina got were
109:02
telling us that that what uh bryce
109:04
discovered was that there were a lot
109:07
more words taken out of the bible and
109:10
very few words added in reason being is
109:12
that these monsters don't get they don't
109:16
get it that's why symbology will always
109:18
be their downfall because they don't
109:20
create anything they simply use and
109:22
abuse god's creation they use it for
109:24
evil so their fingerprints agatha
109:27
christie their fingerprints sherlock
109:29
holmes are on everything and all we have
109:33
to do watson is deduce
109:35
where these fingerprints lead to and you
109:38
will see that the same people right so
109:41
uh sabrina gal was saying earlier you
109:43
know she she was raised a catholic and
109:45
she didn't agree with easing you just
109:47
have to go back to the truth who is the
109:49
catholic
109:50
church who really are the catholic
109:52
church are these are these haloed men or
109:56
are these holy men that are full of
109:57
holes
109:59
yeah there's that duality right i mean
110:02
you're growing up you're taught one
110:04
certain thing yet you hear ruminations i
110:06
mean i know of you know family in latin
110:09
america that knew of the jesuits that
110:11
knew of the horde history of the jesuits
110:13
in latin america how they
110:14
abused the indigenous people how they
110:16
stole i mean quinine is you know jesuit
110:20
spark whining comes from latin america
110:22
it's it's it's from the bark of the tree
110:24
that derives from latin america it was
110:26
an indigenous healing plant
110:28
um and then you hear of all the [ __ ]
110:30
from the jesuits yet culturally and
110:33
religiously they still put you in the
110:34
catholic schools so it's it's funny how
110:37
the older generations were not able to
110:40
see
110:41
and and make a distinction they just did
110:44
what they thought they had to do which
110:45
was to teach their children the same
110:47
religion that they were taught
110:49
culturally
110:56
yeah exactly and so and just the other
110:59
thing that i just want to say which is
111:00
so important about this um nice scene 14
111:04
through 17 it's passover it's passover
111:06
it's passover this is why and by the way
111:09
nobody can argue with this the only
111:11
people that brought the existence of
111:13
ishtar into the into the holiday of
111:16
easter at the passover is the catholic
111:20
church they can't lay that in anybody
111:22
else's doorstep that's the catholic
111:24
church the catholic church
111:26
took away the truth which is passover
111:29
which is the key to everything i cannot
111:32
stress this enough we don't have time to
111:33
go into this tonight but believe me
111:36
three days and three nights 72
111:39
is is
111:41
is absolutely the key to the teachings
111:44
of of jesus christ in the bible that
111:47
that's going within your tomb your
111:49
temple for three days and three nights
111:50
mastering this this fasting because when
111:53
you fast then you're penitent you're
111:56
holy holy entirely
111:59
um dependent upon god that means you're
112:02
all in with god it's trusting in god
112:05
it's not taking of the hands of man it
112:08
is only tasting of the wisdom of the
112:10
knowledge mana
112:13
is not bread from god god's not a bread
112:15
maker not at all if he's anything he
112:18
would be closer to a candlestick maker
112:20
not not a butcher or a baker and and so
112:23
the the truth over passover is
112:26
everything and they're the ones that
112:28
gave you ishtar who is the goddess of
112:31
fertility with their easter holiday with
112:35
chocolate bunny rabbits and chocolate
112:38
easter eggs and little children painting
112:41
eggs and for all the years that the
112:43
catholic church has existed they've
112:45
painted eggs but guess what for all the
112:48
years that the catholic church has
112:49
existed and painted eggs they've only
112:51
painted one effen color
112:54
blood
112:55
red
112:56
no [ __ ] sherlock
112:59
one color every single year
113:02
blood red easter eggs now you go back
113:06
and do your own research on this i'm
113:08
going to be releasing um uh i i haven't
113:11
done it yet a show that i did with
113:13
santos and then a show i did myself on
113:16
the whole truth the passover and it is
113:19
going to blow you away and when you do
113:22
your own research on these ancient
113:25
fertility festivals that came out
113:28
of
113:29
of
113:30
phoenicia which are it was now venice
113:35
from the phoenicians and their their god
113:38
ball like your earth suddenly went from
113:40
still stationary at the center of all
113:43
things and you're you're the pinnacle of
113:45
of god's creation and you're the apple
113:47
of god's eye and the cream always rises
113:49
to the top and and everything revolves
113:51
around us because this is our miraculous
113:53
journey and if there are people out
113:55
there that that you know are different
113:57
from us then we have to go save them
114:00
because you know we're at the center of
114:01
all creation and everything revolves
114:03
around us you know that story
114:05
it got turned into a spinning wobbling
114:09
tilting b-a-a-l
114:12
ball
114:14
careening through space at a million
114:15
miles an hour instead of stillness and
114:17
silence three days and three nights in
114:20
stillness and silence and pure
114:22
humility and penitence before god in the
114:26
temple passover passover passover and a
114:30
god changed to a fertility when you do
114:32
your research on the phoenicians ball
114:36
and semi-ramas or nimrod and ishtar then
114:40
you will see the truth and at the first
114:44
rising of the morning sun on march 22nd
114:49
on the first rising of this aries this
114:52
beautiful perfect
114:54
um first sun signifying the rebirth of
114:58
the christed one
115:01
you had the priests of this church
115:05
who were sacrificing
115:07
children on the stage while on the other
115:10
side of the stage you have the priests
115:12
impregnating women to provide them
115:16
with children 12 months down the road
115:19
three months old
115:21
three month old children if you
115:23
understand three six and nine you'll
115:25
unders understand the secrets to the
115:27
entire universe
115:28
three month old children one year down
115:31
the road which were then being
115:33
sacrificed on the other side of the
115:34
stage
115:35
these are the people who are the cabal
115:39
these are the phoenicians these are the
115:42
venetians this is the cabal this is the
115:45
united nations red cross
115:47
halloween
115:49
raising money for unicef do you know
115:52
how they're all connected do you see
115:54
what this all is why does the catholic
115:56
church only paint blood red eggs what's
116:00
their gold we know what our gold is
116:02
what's their gold where do they live
116:05
where do they hide
116:07
what did they covet
116:09
what happens when you go into the
116:10
hospital i got a headache well we need
116:12
to take your blood
116:14
ever ask the question why and it all
116:16
relates back to this truth of passover
116:20
three days three nights humility
116:22
penitence before god the east gate of
116:25
the of of jerusalem and it's easier to
116:27
get a camel into you know through an eye
116:30
of an eagle than it is for a rich man
116:31
into heaven
116:34
cognitive dissonance is taking your ass
116:39
and it's going to be
116:43
well you just said cd con
116:45
cognitive dissonance well we got a cd
116:49
conqueror of darkness 228 the message
116:52
yet to come 228. that's the mean of
116:54
vincent fuschka conqueror
116:57
of darkness
116:59
cd
117:01
3 4 34 grace 31 he's the only one that
117:04
can conquer darkness
117:06
but he needed our help
117:07
because where we go on we go
117:10
uh
117:12
worldwide
117:13
198. graves come back everyone 98.
117:16
wwg one wga worldwide 198.
117:19
so
117:20
blood 48 evil 48 red 27 jfk blood red 75
117:25
magic 175 barack obama said we need a
117:28
magic wand to create manufacturing jobs
117:32
i guess we have a magic wand 220
117:35
american badass president 220.
117:38
aba president
117:40
121
117:41
second coming president
117:44
damn straight skippy
117:46
[Music]
117:48
corn 50 nazi 50 snake 5150
117:52
the seek the keys
117:54
if you understand the magnificence of
117:56
369 you have the keys in the universe
117:58
tesla said 3
118:01
6
118:02
9 150 trump train 150.
118:08
klu klux klan 150 because they're always
118:10
copying us
118:11
no kidding kkk
118:13
33 well 33rd primaries 137 president
118:16
jake
118:17
jfk13 said he's got him covered he's got
118:20
him covered
118:22
i am the perfect leader i am
118:25
you know who i am is it's 23 and two and
118:27
three is five five is great just like
118:28
the red tie says
118:31
i am the
118:32
perfect perfect
118:34
the man above leader the man above but
118:37
it's got the word that
118:39
the beginning i am the be in the end i
118:41
am
118:42
the beginning the beginning of the alpha
118:43
is a through
118:45
m which is 91 which is god wins or potus
118:49
and of course
118:52
n through z is 260 which
118:55
2 times 6 120 is the truth 120 because
118:57
that's him and 26 is the guy because
118:59
jeremy's nothing
119:00
the 120 and
119:02
26 is one 46th anniversary one and potus
119:05
anniversary that's what we're talking
119:07
about here
119:09
but uh
119:10
anniversary 146 most high john
119:14
146
119:15
potus most high john that's what the
119:17
alphabet says
119:19
let's see
119:20
you said goddess of fertility
119:23
g
119:24
o f
119:26
o is 15 which is really six
119:29
g a seven six
119:31
and then f is six seven six seven okay i
119:33
can't imagine why they got these 767
119:35
these boeing planes
119:38
but uh
119:41
seven
119:43
six seven
119:43
[Music]
119:46
well seven to sixty-five
119:49
seven to sixty-five
119:51
that's fifi
119:53
f-e-f-e
119:55
and then six is fifty-two so you got 130
119:59
and 52 which is 182. now junior came out
120:02
and dropped 18 20.
120:04
i mean excuse me
120:07
um
120:10
drop 1082 which is 182.
120:15
and uh there's five months 11 days
120:19
into the storm of course i'm 511.
120:23
so is
120:24
uh
120:26
other
120:28
things unexpected problems they
120:30
they said junior
120:32
was six one but then
120:34
turns out he's not turns out he's like
120:37
five eleven and a half which i used to
120:39
be that i shrank so i'm 5 11.
120:42
[Music]
120:43
and i started working on this in
120:44
december
120:45
i'm 14.
120:48
12 14 is 26 just like negative 48 n plus
120:51
4 plus 8 is 26 and of course that was 51
120:53
years 10 months because it's 5 11.
120:57
then chapter 7 of jfk's book
120:59
the con before the storm 231
121:02
is
121:02
v11511 and
121:04
well 231 i'm the 7.7 billion one guy 231
121:08
certainly just extremely stupid coded
121:10
but
121:11
goddess of fertility 218 michael bryant
121:14
prospered 218 but i'm not her
121:17
i'm not johnny f kennedy jr 218 i'm not
121:20
him
121:21
[Music]
121:22
but uh
121:24
21 times 8 168 67 coming of god 168.
121:29
it's right there it's you
121:31
[Music]
121:33
and infinite
121:34
together 218
121:37
21 is you
121:38
very you in the alphabet 777 jackpot
121:41
you're creating this image you're
121:42
perfect
121:45
that's 111
121:46
perfection 111.
121:49
when the eight makes 119.
121:53
trump came out in 11 9
121:57
and told us something kind of special
122:02
118. i wonder if i can find it
122:08
i want to make sure i get it right oh
122:09
yeah
122:10
jfkgr is here 119.
122:14
so
122:14
so obviously jfk junior was in the house
122:17
in the building that night
122:20
uh
122:21
because he's everywhere
122:22
he's
122:24
played let me see
122:26
john john's 94.
122:28
mike lindell 94 my pillow 125 john
122:31
kennedy 125.
122:33
that was john john playing mike windell
122:34
on the jimmy kimmel show
122:37
yep
122:38
they said watch the water
122:40
john kennedy jr 153 jesse waters 153
122:43
that was john john when
122:45
when jesse water was dropping all them
122:47
truth bombs that was john john
122:50
john jumped everywhere
122:54
alan
122:55
bro you want to talk about that
122:57
sabrina gal
123:00
no i'm going to let you
123:02
you go for it
123:04
you know it better than i do
123:09
matter of fact before me would you
123:10
miguel that the gal that interviewed him
123:13
you guys were talking to our monday
123:15
anna clay
123:17
do we want it oh well you announced it
123:18
okay well we are we're trying to secure
123:21
her
123:22
um to be a part of the sacred blue tent
123:24
so we're going to be talking with her on
123:26
monday nothing is set in stone
123:29
but what we're trying to do is get these
123:31
amazing journalists that have been so
123:33
prominent in the great awakening uh and
123:36
align with them part with them so that
123:37
they can uh
123:39
be part of the tent so it's it's a very
123:41
exciting time
123:46
yeah and and for those of y'all
123:47
listening on youtube christy's been
123:49
dropping the links to the sacred booth
123:51
blue temp thank you christy and it's
123:52
also linked in the show notes so make
123:54
sure you check out that channel i tell
123:56
you what they're it is it is hard to
123:59
keep up with the amount of truth that's
124:00
dropped in that channel there's so much
124:02
good stuff there dropped left and right
124:04
so so go um go check it out you won't
124:06
regret it
124:08
thanks for that plug yeah we welcome men
124:11
women anyone who's looking for truth
124:13
because i think our team has been
124:15
researching along with michael for
124:17
several years now
124:19
and uh just trying to get get the truth
124:21
out there
124:24
wants to have their mk ultra cognitive
124:26
dissonance torn to shreds can go over
124:28
there
124:31
yeah there's uh there's some serious
124:34
truth bombs that fly
124:36
uh you know they they hit 48 000. i hit
124:38
97.
124:40
kennedy's 97
124:42
48
124:43
vale
124:44
kennedy's veil 145.
124:47
amazing jesus 145 is his birthday
124:51
may 29th five times 29 145
124:55
amazing jesus 145.
124:58
amazing gematria 145 a gematria teacher
125:03
135 not
125:04
me one times 35 jfk is the 35th
125:08
president
125:09
there's your teacher
125:21
and and this is this is what we have to
125:23
get back to
125:24
which is which is um the truth and the
125:27
truth are the teachings of jesus christ
125:29
jesus christ never did anything but tell
125:33
the truth and this is why jesus says
125:36
keep your children close to me
125:38
this is why um
125:41
jesus christ is is and always will be
125:44
the son of man uh because he came first
125:48
he came first and he showed us the way
125:50
he is the way he is the light he is the
125:52
the life he is the truth of this reality
125:56
and that is that is christ consciousness
125:59
within us and and that is you know the
126:02
essence of of christ which are the the
126:04
teachings and remember these these you
126:07
know the brilliance of the brilliance of
126:09
the bible
126:10
and the teachings of jesus christ is
126:12
that these are not just words these are
126:16
actions and actions are far more
126:18
powerful than words and and as colleen
126:21
always likes to say she's a hundred
126:23
percent um right about this which is
126:26
that
126:27
whatever you hold as your truth becomes
126:30
encoded in your blood and this is what
126:32
you're passing on to future generations
126:35
so so when when you're ignorant when you
126:38
choose to be ignorant you choose to be a
126:41
slave of the maritime rabbity law system
126:44
and down down down you go beneath the
126:46
waters
126:48
which is you know the weight of this
126:50
world which are the lies
126:52
then that's your choice but there are
126:54
consequences to the choices you make and
126:56
the consequences you're passing on is is
126:59
blood that is filled with lies and and
127:02
beneath the water you go and anytime you
127:04
go below below level that's seeking hell
127:07
and when you seek hell that is seeking
127:10
satan
127:11
then this is the choice you have to make
127:12
in your life because satan's satan's
127:14
ultimate rival is jesus christ because
127:17
he can't be bought he can't he can't he
127:21
he can't be broken there's nothing that
127:23
you can do to jesus that doesn't exalt
127:27
him higher everything that you attempt
127:29
to do to jesus
127:31
only makes him higher because he is the
127:34
light
127:35
he is the life which is the life of this
127:37
world the world and he is the truth
127:39
which is the way and so moving forward
127:42
this is why the jesus strand is so
127:46
important this is why what sabrina gal
127:48
and toronto and bryce everyone on the
127:51
team are working so hard on is so
127:53
important this is why jesus strand 2
127:56
coming out on october 31st is so
127:59
significant and so important because
128:01
there's nothing else again
128:03
just a brilliant brilliant man that was
128:05
way ahead of his time was a was a
128:08
was a uh
128:09
a former pastor and a teacher
128:12
from new jordan new jersey uh and his
128:15
name was bill donohue bill's still alive
128:18
bill's still with us and and bill just
128:20
absolutely um
128:22
really really understood the bible and
128:24
what bill often said is that for all the
128:27
problems and the complexities of this
128:29
world
128:30
if you want
128:32
to change your life in the most powerful
128:34
beautiful way garrett and bill would say
128:37
guarantee
128:38
that you will find happiness and the
128:40
abundance that comes through happiness
128:42
is is not just read the words of jesus
128:46
christ in the bible but do
128:49
the words of jesus christ in the bible
128:51
and this is what colleen and i teach
128:53
which is the greatest sin one of the
128:55
greatest sins perhaps the greatest sin
128:57
that the catholic church has ever done
128:59
is to simply say to you that you're a
129:00
worthless sinner and that jesus died for
129:03
your sins and so that you just keep
129:06
sinning through the rest of your
129:07
existence and it's all good because
129:10
don't worry jesus can take nail after
129:12
nail after nail in your name
129:15
because you're just a worthless sinner
129:17
no you're not you're a child of god
129:20
jesus is the son of man because he came
129:23
first jesus is the son of man because he
129:26
showed us the way
129:28
jesus christ is the light the life the
129:32
truth and the way which means that you
129:34
have to do the work that he did and
129:37
that's the brilliance of the new
129:38
testament of the bible and all the books
129:40
that have been withheld from it
129:42
because it's not just his beautiful
129:45
perfect teachings that are the way
129:48
but it's the work that he did he
129:51
actually did this he lived this and
129:54
anyone who is of that strand of that
129:57
seed of that blood of that line no
130:01
wonder they want to eradicate it so
130:03
badly
130:04
because it's encoded within them so when
130:08
you come to when you come to a
130:10
descendant of of the christ strand
130:13
you're coming to you're you're literally
130:16
we're going to be able to touch the hem
130:18
of the garment of christ because you
130:21
because it's encoded in their blood
130:23
because they do the work
130:25
they do the work so they live the truth
130:27
they are the truth and that blood is
130:30
pure because they do the work you have
130:33
to do the work and so what does jesus
130:36
teach that that slaps christianity right
130:39
in the face
130:40
jesus said go forth and sin no more i
130:43
will forgive thee but go forth and sin
130:46
no more what does the catholic church
130:48
say go forth and sin forever
130:51
who does that benefit
130:54
a tiny group of blood drinking vampires
130:58
or you
130:59
or jesus does that get jesus off the
131:01
cross
131:03
it's common sense and cognitive
131:06
dissonance and mk ultra are kicking your
131:08
ass
131:09
cd
131:11
cd and what did what did michael say who
131:14
and he would know
131:16
we have an answer to that
131:18
we have an answer
131:20
to this cognitive dissonance and it's in
131:23
the blood and that's why what sabrina
131:25
gal and bryce and toronto and everyone
131:29
on that team and of course michael
131:31
uh as well is so important and to jordan
131:34
sather who by the way hates colleen and
131:36
i just so you know
131:38
not sure how because all we do is look
131:40
after we take care of of animals that
131:43
are injured and homeless and we give
131:45
them shelters we teach you the truth we
131:47
always have done nothing but teach you
131:49
the truth and jordan say there hates us
131:51
[ __ ] you
131:53
[ __ ] you you [ __ ] liar and you gonna
131:55
take a shot at michael bryan protzman
131:58
[ __ ] you
131:59
[ __ ] you because you're you are worse
132:02
than a liar
132:04
jordan and what's coming to you
132:06
is hell i guarantee it because god
132:09
showed me i've seen it i've seen what's
132:11
coming to you and it's a lake
132:14
and it's on fire
132:16
and there's a thousand years for you to
132:18
contemplate why you made the decisions
132:21
you made in your life and all you had to
132:24
do as bill donahue said was
132:27
follow read and then do
132:30
read and then do
132:32
the teachings of jesus christ and it
132:34
simplifies everything it simplifies
132:37
everything it is the life because it's
132:40
the light it's the truth and it's the
132:42
way jesus christ is the son of man
132:45
because he came first to show us the way
132:48
there's nothing else there's nothing
132:50
else there's nothing bigger or more
132:52
important that i can teach you than that
132:55
and this is why what michael is doing is
132:57
so important that's what what makes
133:00
michael so special it's what makes
133:02
sabrina gallon bryson and toronto so
133:07
special because what they're doing is
133:09
they are encoding this truth of truth
133:12
this highest of highs this holiest of
133:14
holies
133:15
which is that it's not just allegories
133:17
within the bible that it is
133:20
it happened and therefore it's real and
133:23
it means that it can be real for you as
133:26
well so the solution the answer the way
133:29
the light the fire abundance in your
133:31
life is all through this single straight
133:35
and narrow way and the straight narrow
133:37
path physiologically within you is up
133:39
into the right the fourth ventricle of
133:41
the brain which is the only way you can
133:43
get into the third ventricle of the
133:44
brain which is the optic thalamus which
133:46
has always been called by every single
133:48
culture in the entire history of
133:50
creation i've always called the optic
133:53
thalamus the light of the world what do
133:55
we call jesus christ the light of the
133:57
world and the only way in the light of
133:59
the world is essentially your third
134:01
ventricle of the ring and the only way
134:02
to get in there is the fourth ventricle
134:04
and you have to cast that at to the
134:05
right because it's on the right hand
134:07
side of the atlas bone you can't go
134:09
through because the brain stem comes
134:10
through the atlas bone so you have to
134:12
cast thy net to the right
134:14
that's where everything goes out of your
134:16
body the temple of your body into the
134:19
temple of mine you have to go up into
134:20
the right you have to cast thin that to
134:21
the right and that puts you directly
134:23
into the fourth ventricle the fourth
134:25
ventricle is this tiny straight narrow
134:27
path and it leads you to the third
134:29
ventricle of the brain which is the
134:30
light of the world which is jesus christ
134:32
within you it's all within you
134:35
what did what did michael say truer
134:37
words have never been spoken for all of
134:39
the raping of the earth that these
134:41
monsters have done for all of the mining
134:44
they have done of the mother it doesn't
134:46
come close to what they mined from your
134:48
mind
134:50
it's that simple and with that i would
134:51
just pass it back over to sabrina gal
134:54
and
134:55
michael to to jump back in
135:00
well you said some interesting stuff
135:04
showed us
135:06
the way
135:09
showed 74 jesus
135:12
us is 40
135:14
the way is 82 anointed
135:17
but showed us
135:19
is 114 which is trump card
135:22
anointed
135:26
showed us the way
135:29
trump card anointed
135:30
jfk truth anointed
135:33
showed us the way same thing
135:35
because 196.
135:37
there's lots of 196 but
135:39
one
135:40
nine six
135:42
spelled out
135:43
34 42 and 52 come to 128.
135:46
trump came out on 128.
135:50
2021
135:52
off the golf course g
135:55
7 c 3
135:57
perfect 73
136:00
and he said
136:04
we haven't finished yet 222.
136:06
[Music]
136:08
two two two
136:12
is 174 trust the plan 174. but he did it
136:15
on 1
136:17
28 independence day 128
136:20
independence day u.s that was what the
136:22
date said
136:23
[Music]
136:24
because 2021 is
136:26
on 41 usa independence day usa that's
136:29
what he said
136:32
and uh
136:35
128 and
136:36
41
136:38
well that's 169 degree awakening 169.
136:43
but trump's too stupid to talk and code
136:45
because you can't even speak
136:48
whatever
136:50
people have no clue
136:53
read and then do 113
136:57
well
136:58
if you don't
137:01
answer that with i am
137:03
then
137:04
you got 113 not true you're not doing it
137:06
but
137:07
read and then do i am
137:10
well
137:11
i am is 23 and
137:13
reason to do is 113 well
137:15
reading then do i am is 136 great
137:18
awakening 136 because that's all you
137:20
need to have for the great awakening
137:22
is what charlie
137:25
freak
137:26
light king said
137:32
no i told everybody that charlie got it
137:37
i said once the show was over i said go
137:40
watch the last 30 minutes that six hour
137:42
show
137:43
and listen to charlie he gets it
137:46
he gets it he knows exactly what we're
137:48
doing
137:50
he'll tell you right there in the last
137:51
30 minutes of the six hour show he did i
137:53
mean who talks for six hours well
137:56
charlie freak when he's getting his bone
137:58
mind blown off his shoulders and he
137:59
didn't even get it blown off till today
138:03
and there's more
138:05
because
138:06
you know when we got that
138:09
we got this little
138:10
you know
138:11
you know all those
138:13
uh those
138:16
those uh
138:18
movie posters
138:19
that cast rock studios doing steve
138:22
mnuchin
138:24
well we got this movie poster kind of
138:26
type deal
138:27
sent to our channel and it said
138:30
jesus strands with an s
138:33
and so that's how we knew we could go
138:35
down the other strand
138:39
there's the mary magdalen strand
138:43
jesus
138:46
strand two
138:47
go figure
138:49
that's what it's about so tune in
138:52
for the second strand
138:54
it's gonna blow your minds guys just
138:56
like it did mine
138:58
discovered i was like dude
139:01
now there's some young people that
139:03
aren't gonna get it because they don't
139:04
know history yeah i'm old
139:07
but
139:09
yeah we'll relate in a way that's um
139:12
understandable hopefully to those those
139:14
that are a little bit younger and not as
139:16
well
139:19
it involves the walls of the vatican
139:24
because it's all about walls just ask
139:26
donald trump
139:28
he knows a little bit about walls it's
139:30
you know his family's in construction
139:32
they're in the building walls right
139:34
sabrina gal
139:36
yep i hear jerusalem stone is the
139:38
favorite
139:44
so
139:45
so anyway just
139:47
hang on and buckle up and get ready
139:48
because
139:50
jesus strand two is really about the
139:52
second jesus strand
139:55
the mary magdalene strand
139:58
and then jesus strand three
140:00
really is the great awakening we can't
140:02
tell that part that we can't tell you
140:05
uh everything
140:08
let's wait for that of course we're
140:09
telling you this one on the day
140:12
uh two days before so we won't have that
140:14
one ready you'll just have to watch it
140:15
then we'll just
140:16
talk about it and we'll make it and
140:18
then i'm sure we're going to be asked to
140:20
tell it all over the place
140:23
so
140:25
it's gonna be a wild ride it's an honor
140:27
it's gonna be a wild ride
140:29
[Music]
140:31
well and and there's it it is an honor
140:33
and um
140:34
you know you're you're just you're all
140:36
just wow i i just i love you i love you
140:39
all of you so much it is an honor and um
140:43
you're gonna handle it and you're gonna
140:45
do you're gonna be incredible
140:46
ambassadors to it and and it won't stop
140:51
they're just gonna want to hear it again
140:53
and again and more and more and um
140:55
because this is the highest of highs
140:57
this is the holiest of holies this is
140:59
the truth of truth this is what it's all
141:01
about there there just isn't a bigger
141:04
higher more important story because it
141:06
will answer every single question out
141:08
there it'll explain everything that that
141:11
they've ever done
141:12
out there
141:13
and it will show you the truth of
141:15
everything that they've ever done out
141:17
there and then it will explain
141:20
the
141:21
absolute truth of you
141:23
inside of you and then you will know you
141:26
because you will know god
141:28
and that's you know
141:30
against what's happening here
141:32
you know
141:33
i'm just michael 143
141:36
and it's on the license plate of lincoln
141:38
in
141:39
gg 300 g is 7 gs7 that's 14 and you have
141:44
the three 143.
141:47
but uh
141:48
you know
141:49
king
141:53
jfk grace key
141:55
is 143.
141:57
and so is
141:58
[ __ ] you king
142:00
that's charlie there the [ __ ] you king
142:02
is 143.
142:04
you're on the license plate of the
142:06
lincoln in 1963 charlie
142:16
oh that's so good yeah i was just gonna
142:19
add with the with the jesus strand too i
142:21
mean it's no coincidence but uh the
142:23
first one being about the jesus strand
142:26
the the masculine side of it and then
142:29
number two being mary mary magdalene the
142:32
feminine aspect to it so it's this dot
142:36
god working through the numbers and i
142:37
can only imagine what the three is
142:40
but yeah we're actually going to be
142:43
specifically
142:44
uh discussing mary magdalene and the
142:47
divine feminine on the uh sacred blue
142:50
tent on monday at 5 p.m pacific and then
142:54
we're so excited about tuesday because
142:56
charlie you're going to be joining us
142:59
at the sacred blue 10
143:01
with negative with prime minister with
143:04
david zublick
143:06
to discuss
143:07
the uh divine masculine so we're very
143:10
very excited about it
143:16
uh it's an absolute honor
143:19
and an absolute pleasure and an absolute
143:21
honor and um sacred feminine on monday
143:25
um is moon day just so you know they
143:28
took an o away and you didn't figure it
143:30
out
143:33
yeah it's it's it's a big that's a very
143:36
good day for the sacred feminine would
143:38
be on the moon day
143:41
yeah we had no idea at least i didn't
143:44
that's fantastic
143:47
and uh and tuesday for the sacred
143:49
masculine works works really well
143:51
because again if you just go back to the
143:52
latin and you look at the days of the
143:55
week lunes
143:56
[Music]
143:58
tuesday is martez that's mars day that's
144:01
a good day for the sacred sacred
144:03
masculine
144:05
because you're the same with yeah the
144:07
same with november the second right what
144:09
is november the second dia de los
144:11
muertos or all souls days so um the dead
144:15
in christ shall rise perhaps
144:17
it's just
144:19
energy
144:20
absolutely which is which is why they've
144:23
done what they've done
144:25
with halloween on october 31st
144:28
and november 1st it's a it's a two-day
144:32
two-day process you have to steal the
144:34
children on october 31st and then there
144:38
is a bloodletting process on november
144:41
1st so they could advance to
144:44
stealing souls on november 2nd and this
144:47
ties in to may day
144:50
and that's why
144:51
may day
144:53
and
144:54
all souls day our body and soul they
144:57
want it all they wanted it all from us
145:00
they wanted it all from us and god gave
145:02
it all to us and they wanted to take it
145:04
all away from us you just need to know
145:05
this
145:06
[Music]
145:09
so you got may day
145:12
which is angel day
145:14
which is 69 people 69 we are q69 check
145:17
mate 69
145:20
then you got mars day
145:22
mars is 51 michael 51 qqq 51 day which
145:26
is 81 which is tower
145:29
which is problem
145:31
unforeseen
145:33
tower
145:35
and then you have uh
145:37
moonday
145:38
which is 87 which is truth
145:41
which is junior which is justice
145:44
8787 a7 russia russia russia
145:48
261 john fitzgerald kennedy jr261 the
145:52
mirror reflection 162 the invisible man
145:55
which is jfk j has ten there's your one
145:57
f is six there's your six
145:58
k is eleven one one there's two ones two
146:00
invisible man
146:02
the c is the beginning and then
146:03
everything
146:05
so if he's 162 he must be 261 well he is
146:10
american badass jesus christ 261.
146:15
so
146:17
yeah he's uh
146:18
he's as bad as they get and
146:22
he took the blow and did it his way and
146:24
that's a maverick 82
146:26
anointed 82.
146:28
but see
146:29
we had mayday
146:30
[Music]
146:33
uh
146:35
excuse me we had mars day
146:37
and we had moon day
146:40
and that's 81 and 87 and that's 168
146:43
second coming of god 168 and 16 days
146:47
four and twenty four spell does one six
146:49
seven you try the show
146:50
who's going to dallas all right
146:53
that's not a question that's a statement
146:54
who is going to dallas because i am the
146:56
beginning the end is 46 who is 436.
147:07
and that's what that's what michael has
147:08
said all along is that he he has been um
147:13
he's been
147:14
searching for jfk so that that's why
147:17
michael's going to dallas on 11 2
147:19
because because he's been seeking jfk
147:23
the invisible man
147:25
maybe he'll come visible on 11 too
147:28
[Music]
147:31
but are we there yet anything happening
147:34
well
147:35
trump said mr president can you hear me
147:39
270. he said fast animal on the planet
147:42
270. the missile came in at 270 degrees
147:45
before it hit
147:46
the pentagon at 9 37 46 and 9 37 46
147:51
built out come to president
147:54
john fitzgerald kennedy 343 7 times 7
147:57
times seven is three forty three the
147:59
seven plus seven plus seven is twenty
148:00
one and twenty one spell tells one forty
148:02
one mr president one forty one storm one
148:04
forty one see mary magdalene jesus
148:06
christ comes to 270.
148:11
so they took down the twin towers
148:15
they built the freedom tower
148:19
[Music]
148:22
freedom of 66
148:23
towers 81
148:25
comes 149 the anointed one but that's
148:29
jfk's birthday
148:33
but that's how many days were left in
148:34
the year after barack obama's birthday
148:37
but that's not barack obama there
148:41
that's baphomet that's his boyfriend
148:44
michael obama floppy mike
148:47
big mike
148:48
mooshell
148:50
michael lavonne robinson you know
148:55
from oregon state you know beaver
148:59
you know
149:00
[ __ ] 100
149:05
go figure think mirror
149:11
anyway
149:12
what do you guys know what do you think
149:14
pretty amazing isn't it
149:16
amazing and what we think and we know is
149:19
is that we love you
149:21
and um now that we appreciate you so
149:24
much and that we we you don't need it
149:26
but we we always um we always do and
149:29
we'll have your back and that goes for
149:32
the girls as well and um yeah we we will
149:36
continue to tires tirelessly work
149:39
um
149:40
to um just support in any way we can and
149:43
to um spread spread
149:45
the miracle teaching that that are
149:47
coming through your divine beautiful
149:49
group because it is the it is the light
149:52
of this world it is the truth it is the
149:54
life here's the way
149:56
and there's nothing more important
149:59
well
150:01
i'm just michael 143 we just
150:04
we love you 143
150:07
143 and 143 is 286 and
150:11
28
150:13
and 6 is 34 which is grace
150:16
that's what it's all about three and
150:17
fours
150:18
grace thirty four and three and four
150:19
seven except it was god's perfect number
150:21
god's rule number one ninety one
150:23
all roads to lead you q191 one times
150:26
ninety-one potus 91
150:30
and jfk is your potus
150:32
as hard as that is to
150:34
wrap your mind around
150:35
[Music]
150:37
and i'll tell you something
150:39
charlie knows
150:43
it takes a set of
150:44
cojones to do what i do
150:47
to say what i say when i say it how i
150:49
say it as firm as i say it
150:53
but that's what he says because
150:56
as1z is 26 and once you're all in
151:02
you're all in i'm all in
151:09
and that's what this is all about it's
151:10
being it's being all in with god because
151:13
if you're not on i just will share this
151:15
with you there's ways about it the book
151:17
of revelation teaches us this if you're
151:19
not all in with god right now it doesn't
151:22
matter that you call
151:24
you're not specifically saying that you
151:26
want to be all in with satan but you but
151:28
you will be the
151:30
this is just one of those moments this
151:32
is that moment
151:34
in time this is this is this is the
151:36
moment that the book of revelation was
151:39
written about
151:40
it for hold this moment
151:43
don't get don't get you know mistaken
151:45
about it that it could be referencing
151:48
something this is it
151:49
this is it and the book of revelation
151:51
tells you that you're going to ascend to
151:54
the greatest gifts and abundance that
151:56
that you could possibly ever imagine or
151:59
you're going to fall for a thousand
152:01
years into that steaming like a final
152:04
your choice it is your choice you either
152:07
cast thy net for the right or you don't
152:10
but there's no middle ground right now
152:12
no more of this fancy footwork no more
152:15
of this double talk it won't work
152:17
anymore god knows this is that moment to
152:21
declare your allegiance and i think
152:24
humbly so
152:25
that
152:26
this is why if you think it's been
152:28
taking so long this is why because where
152:30
we go one we go all
152:32
everyone is loved everyone
152:35
is is valuable everyone has a journey
152:38
everyone has has great value so
152:43
every they want to save every single one
152:46
they're giving every single one every
152:49
single chance to change to see the light
152:53
to see the insanity
152:55
of this ridiculous satanic system and
152:58
how these politicians are locked stock
153:00
in barrel in perfect alignment with
153:04
satanism
153:05
and and what is satanism hand hands a
153:08
man versus the hands of god you have an
153:10
immune system but you're trusting some
153:13
scientist who's paid paper money by a
153:16
dead body called a corporation and you
153:20
trust that over god
153:23
that to me
153:25
is the
153:26
the definition of satanism
153:28
when you travel
153:30
they're just they're just so might
153:32
they're so mind controlled they don't
153:34
have a clue
153:35
you know they just don't understand
153:39
the system they're in
153:40
they they've been tricked by the
153:42
sneakiest dude on the planet you know
153:46
and uh
153:49
you know politician 108 i am the devil
153:51
108.
153:53
the mob said the politician was the
153:55
easiest one to buy because he was a
153:57
psychopath you have power and money
154:00
so it's in your face people
154:04
there's good
154:06
there's bad
154:08
to every every number
154:10
you make those numbers anything you want
154:12
oh really alpha omega 131 john f kennedy
154:14
131
154:16
father son only goes 235 president john
154:18
kennedy 2 35 i'm the beginning of the
154:20
end a and c 27 jfk 27.
154:23
oh yeah i can make me that i want i can
154:25
make a michael prost and how do i do
154:27
that uh can't figure out how to do that
154:30
because you can't
154:34
scott mckay said perfectly
154:39
he said here we are limiting
154:40
[Music]
154:42
god into a book
154:45
when he controls everything
154:47
the stars
154:49
they thought we would follow the stars
154:51
we are going to follow the stars
154:53
the stars are all lined up
154:56
and not those phony fake fabricated
155:00
[ __ ] let's give them a lot of likes
155:02
and views and people on twitter stars
155:06
like chrissy oh excuse me christopher
155:08
thiegan
155:09
john
155:11
no legend husband
155:13
boyfriend
155:15
with the big feet um
155:17
that thing talks like a truck because
155:19
it's a dude
155:21
and
155:24
donald trump calls all kinds of people
155:26
to it
155:28
he talked about that
155:30
soccer captain on the women's soccer
155:32
team
155:34
yeah he uh he went there
155:37
he
155:38
uh went to
155:42
transgendered with his code and i said
155:45
donald if you just would have taken the
155:46
eye out of it
155:48
you know made the eye a lower case they
155:50
would have told you
155:51
for
155:52
a because transgender is 134.
155:57
you take the i out
156:01
make it a small lowercase i the press
156:03
would have trolled you you have you
156:04
would have had more eyeballs
156:07
um
156:08
and he took nine off of 134 and he got
156:10
125.
156:12
transgender 125.
156:14
[Music]
156:16
but i didn't realize what he was saying
156:18
he was saying it's game over
156:20
134 transgendered
156:23
134
156:25
yeah
156:28
he's uh
156:30
he's pretty amazing dude
156:34
anyway if you can find that tweet he's
156:36
sending the usa
156:39
um
156:40
soccer teams
156:45
uh captain
156:46
miss rapone
156:49
mr rapone or whatever its name is
156:52
that's a dude folks
156:54
there's all kinds of cheating going on
156:56
all that shit's gonna stop
156:59
there's a new sheriff in town his name's
157:01
donald [ __ ] trump and every now and
157:03
then you've got to just drop it
157:05
it just doesn't sound like there's new
157:07
sheriff's down donald trump donald trump
157:09
donald trump doesn't sound the same
157:16
ain't no joke
157:20
he's got jokers for that those jokers
157:22
are joker cards
157:26
those joker cards are coming to kick
157:28
some serious
157:30
uh gatekeeper ass
157:33
and uh the people are gonna be free
157:35
they're gonna be blown away at what
157:38
donald trump's got coming
157:43
and you you talk about uh cahones you
157:45
know you just remember remember what
157:47
trump did i tried to show this i tried
157:50
to to hint to this in the takedown of
157:53
the cabal from a to z but
157:54
when trump went to went to israel he
157:57
went to jerusalem and he went to the
158:00
wailing wall
158:02
and
158:03
he touched the wailing wall and then
158:05
just so many people in the truth
158:06
community just wrote trump off as you
158:09
know as as another zionist
158:12
zionist um
158:13
shill
158:14
and no no no no no he was pointing to
158:18
you as to what's on the other side of
158:20
the wall and i know what's on the other
158:23
side of that wall and it's a spider's
158:26
web and and it leads it leads to rome
158:29
and it leads to switzerland and it leads
158:32
to venice and all roads lead back
158:36
um you know essentially to rome and
158:38
venice i know it's on the other side of
158:40
the wall and that's what he was
158:41
foreshadowing and by the way
158:43
don't forget melania
158:45
um was was with president trump when
158:49
when this occurred no other no other
158:52
foreign dignitary in the history of of
158:54
israel was ever allowed to have that
158:56
occur and melania came to the wall as
158:59
well so that that is powerfully
159:02
um encoding for you in plain sight it's
159:05
right in your face truth is right
159:08
and further to that charlie um donald
159:10
trump in hebrew gematria equals 424
159:14
which is the same as mosaic ben david
159:18
which means messiah from the house of
159:20
david this certainly does not mean he
159:23
will be the messiah but it indicates he
159:25
will play a role in preparing the way
159:28
for the arrival of the messiah
159:31
and
159:32
in jamaica you get to take that apart
159:34
make it 24-42 which is 66 when you put
159:38
it back together and 66
159:40
spelled out 149 the anointed one because
159:42
he is the anointed one
159:44
to help
159:46
the arrival of the
159:49
anointed one
159:50
jfk's birthday is the 149th day of the
159:52
year 149 the annoying one
159:58
i don't care how you add it up
160:00
i don't care how you chop it up i don't
160:02
care how you look at it
160:04
it all tells you the same
160:06
thing
160:08
the story we were telling you
160:13
and you can
160:14
check in
160:15
to the uh
160:16
the re
160:18
done version of the far superior
160:22
uh
160:23
jesus strand one
160:26
far superior because we had fame tree
160:28
it's 107. fame tree you're fired 228
160:33
faking it
160:34
uh
160:35
patriot
160:37
and um
160:39
well
160:40
it's uh
160:42
it's gonna be a whole lot better than
160:43
it's gonna be followed up just within a
160:45
week
160:46
of uh jesus strand two
160:49
so you get ready for some
160:51
you know
160:53
married some straps to hold your head
160:54
down because you're gonna head he's
160:56
gonna get clean blown off
161:04
and this being a 44 magnum the most
161:07
powerful handgun in the world will blow
161:09
your head clean off you got to ask
161:11
yourself a question punk
161:13
do you feel lucky well do you punk
161:17
i feel very lucky
161:19
and 13 is my number
161:22
i like lucky 13.
161:25
so i'm so excited
161:28
[Music]
161:37
model is 49 which is yes
161:40
and 29 well 29 spells 149 the anointing
161:44
on his birthday but
161:46
model 29 49 29 comes 78 kennedy 78 so
161:50
get ready
161:53
there's some joker 78
161:55
coming to model 29
161:58
to pull your head clean off
162:04
and that's that's where you found all of
162:06
us when when we came on air
162:08
tonight and we're still all reeling from
162:11
it but colleen and i justin and eugene
162:13
we had our heads blown clean off in in
162:17
the in the pre-show in the pre-game show
162:20
and um wow so
162:23
what that's not easy to do but you know
162:25
when you
162:26
when you take a 44 model 29 you get the
162:29
122 the day of the play crashes i am
162:31
alive america 122. unforeseen
162:35
is 122. and there's an unforeseen
162:38
problem coming and it's going to blow
162:40
your head clean off
162:44
it was rigged 122.
162:47
yeah yeah
162:48
is alive 132. surrender 122. the end is
162:51
neither one
162:53
and it's all about safety but you have
162:55
to be in all pros so there there's a lot
162:57
that's coming
162:58
otherwise you're gonna have some serious
163:00
pain if you start messing with us
163:02
you ask
163:06
all this jfk again
163:13
104.
163:14
i got yeah jfk is alive 104. he's 104.
163:18
jfk is alive equals 104.
163:22
jfkgr alive 104.
163:25
10 times 4 is 40. 40 is gonna you know
163:27
23 is going to bring the pain
163:32
yeah
163:34
that was my dad's favorite gun too
163:36
that's why i know it's a model 29 it was
163:37
a that was the first gun i ever shot
163:39
first hand gun i ever shot
163:41
was eight inch
163:43
barrelled
163:44
uh
163:46
model
163:48
2944 magnum
163:50
and of course
163:52
it comes to 122. i'm alive america 122.
163:56
then model 29 is 78k 78.
164:01
go figure
164:05
because my life is just stupid coated
164:07
and of course the first shotgun was at 4
164:09
10 which is 41 which is king
164:11
there's 41 weeks out you know from my
164:13
birthday to his death because i was 287
164:16
days old that's 287s one side is
164:18
truthface on the other side is just a
164:20
787 a7 124. michael prossman stanford
164:23
trusted plan 174 i'm all in
164:31
to the qh174
164:36
welcome to the
164:37
qh1724 yep i'm the one that made it up
164:40
i'm the one that
164:43
posted it on geomatrix
164:46
some of them i didn't do like the
164:48
jfk d-day hat tipper 174.
164:52
you want to see him tip the hat
164:54
go to my page and
164:56
under media looking for chops at the
164:58
resolute desk
165:00
jfk's desk the one that junior used to
165:02
hide in trump's using the desk because
165:04
he's in junior
165:05
he'll say mr president can you hear me
165:08
270
165:09
jesus christ mary magdalene 270 27 jfk
165:13
two times seven is 140 potus yes
165:16
140 and 27 167 king of the world 167
165:20
he came down the estimate on the 167th
165:23
day of the year which left 198 days in
165:24
the future
165:27
that was uh six sixteen
165:30
fifteen
165:31
six and sixteen is twenty-two twenty-two
165:33
is fifteen is thirty-seven three and
165:35
seven spell that was one twenty-one
165:36
second coming
165:38
second coming jfk polish yes
165:42
elephant in the room 198.
165:44
if i think about the elephant in the
165:46
room 198
165:47
you just got to add them to the 800
165:49
pound gorilla who do you think
165:51
djt is he's 4 10 20. four times 10 is 40
165:55
40 times 20 is 800.
165:58
you can't make this [ __ ] up
166:08
wow and speaking about the the
166:09
revelations when these when all of these
166:12
start to drop and people see this for
166:14
the first time
166:16
it is going to be in your face and there
166:18
is going to be no denying it and and
166:20
that's that's where that true choice has
166:22
to be made you know and many of us have
166:24
made that made this choice prematurely
166:26
or not prematurely but ahead of time
166:28
we've said we're all in we're all in
166:30
with this plan we're all in with god's
166:31
plan
166:32
but once it's all revealed once this is
166:35
this is out there there's no there will
166:37
be no denying
166:38
how much our world was run by satan and
166:41
if you continue to stay in that path you
166:43
will perish and this is that 46 percent
166:46
that q says what will uh will not be
166:48
saved you know and i like how you put it
166:50
michael it's the the one percent
166:52
psychopaths and the three to five
166:53
percent you know demon worshipers
166:56
um those who are so far gone in it but
166:58
we will all be given that choice very
167:00
powerfully and and uh so yeah it's it's
167:04
amazing times amazing times to be
167:06
witnessing for sure
167:09
you know you had a elephant in the room
167:11
800 or elephant in the room 198
167:13
president j kennedy 188.
167:16
and then you got djt 4 10 20 and 4 times
167:18
10 is 40 times 20 is 800.
167:21
you have 198
167:23
and 800
167:25
and you get 998.
167:27
well nine eyes most high and eight's
167:29
infinite
167:30
and 998's 107 superman once that was 17q
167:34
[Music]
167:35
and everybody thinks i'm 153 for some
167:38
reason because my birthday my year
167:41
whatever
167:42
but um
167:44
9 which is 42 plus 9 which is 42 n-i-n-e
167:48
is 42. so 42 plus 42 plus 8 comes to 49
167:52
which is yes
167:54
so you got
167:56
42 and 42 is 84.
167:59
i am jfk grace yes but i'm not him
168:03
it's uh
168:05
42 plus 42 plus 49 is 133
168:09
48
168:10
is 133
168:13
and 1 plus 3 plus three is seven seven
168:15
is god's perfect number which is 191
168:18
which is negative forty-eight plus
168:19
negative four seven two
168:21
but one times thirty-three is
168:23
thirty-three and thirty-three primes
168:25
present in jfk 137.
168:28
it doesn't matter how you do it folks it
168:29
just works
168:30
and for some reason i have these names
168:34
these dates
168:36
my parents the dates the
168:39
bobcats the schedulists the storage
168:42
units the serial numbers the
168:44
price i paid for the bobcats the
168:47
show the bobcat serial number is 529
168:50
which is his birthday
168:52
91 potus 41 king 17q
168:58
paid 11 500 for it
169:03
115 the anointed 115.
169:05
trump jfk 115 you can't even make this
169:07
crap up
169:14
2304
169:15
negative 48 times negative 48 2 304 0
169:19
means nothing 234 kennedy kennedy
169:22
kennedy 234 23 and 4 is 27 jfk but
169:26
uranium-234 is in the earth at 0.0055
169:29
boss 55 everybody thinks i'm jfk jr55
169:34
because michael bryant probably 218 john
169:35
f kennedy jr 218.
169:38
it's just beyond stupid
169:42
that i even know this stuff
169:45
and remember
169:46
resolute 115.
169:48
[Music]
169:50
yeah
169:51
and ruby cute 115 tower one when you
169:53
spell it out 115 we are at war 115 are
169:56
the deal 115 key code of god 115.
169:59
twitter 150. it's right there in the
170:00
plane crash
170:02
7
170:02
1699 seven is six and one
170:06
sixteenth 11 5.
170:08
well six to one is red tie and 115 is
170:11
twitter or 61's google
170:14
and they're both fake because
170:16
seven is six and one six and one is fa
170:19
first half of fake in the alphabet and
170:22
16 is eleven five which is k-e f-a-k-e
170:26
fake junior didn't dine up plane crash
170:28
people
170:29
it was a plane crash p16 c3 make america
170:32
great again 163
170:35
c p16 that's 19. k a g is 19. k is 11. a
170:38
is one that's 12.
170:40
and uh g is seven
170:42
tara one two over two billion seven
170:44
twelve times eighty four i mean
170:46
people it's in your face it's just the
170:48
way god coded it's just the way it is
170:52
seven plus sixteen plus nine nine one
170:53
twenty two it was rigged one twenty two
170:55
i'm alive america one twenty two
170:57
american first one twenty two unforeseen
170:59
one twenty two jfk jr lives one twenty
171:02
two it's in your face
171:04
you just have to realize that god is
171:06
just that powerful and these guys are
171:09
that smart
171:10
[Music]
171:15
and and again when when you do the work
171:17
when you do the work um and and so you
171:20
you live the truth you encode that truth
171:24
in your blood it becomes your your genes
171:27
it's what you pass on so
171:29
um
171:30
you know the the greatest hope for all
171:32
of us is is this embracing of the truth
171:35
and then all future generations will be
171:38
born with with this readily available
171:40
truth of truth highest of high holiest
171:43
of holies um
171:45
uh as their essence and and
171:48
by the way that's what jesus christ is
171:50
he he is our essence he is the the
171:53
shepherd of the four rivers and the four
171:55
rivers of the garden of eden are within
171:57
you they're they're without they're on
172:00
earth as well but this is how god
172:01
encoded everything it's a hermetic
172:03
principle
172:04
as above so below as within so without
172:06
as universal with the soul
172:08
so whatever whatever exists out there
172:11
exists within you whatever exists within
172:13
you exists out there that's how perfect
172:16
all of this is that's how brilliant god
172:19
is and and we've been ruled over by
172:21
people that think they know better
172:25
that that think their small g god
172:28
and that they're trying to replace big g
172:31
god
172:33
wow
172:35
wow and you think the book of revelation
172:37
is about something else it's about right
172:40
now
172:41
it's about everything that happens about
172:43
everything we've allowed to happen and
172:44
it's about everything that's happening
172:46
right now
172:49
so this is a miracle and the miracles in
172:52
your life
172:53
um
172:54
never end the moment that you just cast
172:56
your net to the right and casting that
172:58
to the right simply means that you're
173:00
taking your nourishment from god
173:04
because the fowl of the air
173:06
they don't plant seeds they don't tend
173:09
to their crops
173:10
they don't harvest and they don't save
173:12
seeds for next year and yet god
173:15
feeds them in abundance you think you're
173:18
less than the fowl of the air
173:22
that's hubris
173:24
that's hubris before god
173:28
you have to be penitent before god
173:29
because it's easier to get a camel
173:31
through the eye of a needle than it is a
173:33
rich man into heaven
173:39
yeah i'd love to talk about the four
173:41
rivers which again come to the core
173:43
elements which is powerful in nature
173:46
because in the
173:47
alphabet to get from a to z you have to
173:50
pass through l m
173:51
and then you have to go to qrst which is
173:53
christ
173:54
and then in qrst there's rst which is
173:57
rest
173:58
and so the freak 74 pointed out that we
174:01
have to be all in god 74 which is the
174:03
key 74 which is the cross
174:06
74 which is the sacrifice 74
174:09
mailed it 74 and by the way the nail is
174:12
sagittarius which is the ninth sign most
174:15
high because sagittarius is to see
174:17
and of course we know that nine is the i
174:20
and so
174:21
heads up 74 it's the heavens as michael
174:24
pointed out 74 the real stars
174:27
so heaven 74 the core 74 jesus 74 the
174:31
king 74 the omega 74 pinnacle 74
174:36
simple 74 and just as justin pointed out
174:38
it's all allegory parables except comes
174:41
to 74.
174:42
and it's it's the fruit it's the fruit
174:44
of life not of the tree of the knowledge
174:47
of good and evil not the tree of pain
174:48
and pleasure
174:49
so
174:51
no game 74 it's tantra
174:53
or just tantra 74 energy 74 connect 74
174:57
melody 74 awakened 74 new life 74 it's
175:01
english
175:02
74. i'll just bust out a few more read
175:05
code 74 a number 74 gematria 74. god has
175:09
a code 7474
175:11
code of god 74. number a 74 would that
175:14
be one decoded 174
175:18
i'll uh be the one 74 allah decoded 74
175:22
el dorado 74. i am batman 74 i am
175:25
michael 74 what do you have to say to
175:26
that
175:30
q army 74.
175:32
q army did it 120 the truth 120.
175:35
jesus jesus
175:40
jumantria did it 120.
175:47
simple english democracy 74 74 74 222
175:52
we haven't finished yet 222 this number
175:54
ends 222. yeah make this up 222.
176:01
two two two 174 trust the plant once a
176:05
four this timer ends 222 it just circled
176:08
back 67 water sixty seven
176:12
sixty seven spelled out once you see the
176:14
invisible man because you're mainly
176:16
water
176:18
and when you die you're gonna evaporate
176:19
and go to heaven
176:22
and you're gonna go everywhere because
176:24
where we go when we go out because i'm
176:25
going to breathe in i'm going to
176:27
drink the water i'm going to eat the
176:29
tomato
176:33
so what are you going to put out
176:34
positive
176:36
115 the anointing 115 are negative 83
176:39
the dollar to 83 either way
176:41
[Music]
176:43
you get 198 positive negative 198
176:46
the anointed winner
176:49
anointed is 82 tower
176:52
is 81 plus 1
176:56
is 82 tower
176:58
81 plus 2 83
177:02
anointed
177:03
winner
177:05
tower 1 tower 2
177:07
110 110 220 military operation 220
177:11
operation warp speed 2
177:13
20 american badass president 220
177:20
nobody beats the military
177:23
the us military
177:24
operation when
177:26
they got american badass president i'm
177:28
not talking about trump
177:31
i
177:32
got the swamp
177:33
174 yes john kennedy 174
177:40
i am usa president 174 yes john kennedy
177:43
174
177:45
senior
177:46
john
177:47
kennedy
177:48
senior
177:49
jfk not jfkjr
177:57
jfk came back on one one two six
178:01
one nine six three
178:03
one twenty four new beginning one twenty
178:04
four let's have the time because it was
178:06
exactly four days ninety six hours
178:09
four dark days that's what the license
178:10
plate on lincoln says
178:12
gg 300 g7 g7 is 14 at the speed of 143
178:16
for dark days 143. jfk came back on one
178:19
one two six one nine six three one
178:21
twenty nine one thirty six
178:23
the great awakening won thirty six
178:25
at the pm jfk came back on one one two
178:29
write this down
178:30
jfk came back on one one two six
178:34
one nine six three 129 p.m 165 it's in
178:37
your face 165 jfk came back on one one
178:42
six
178:44
five yeah i got the six bottom of my
178:47
face
178:49
jfk came back on one one
178:52
two six
178:54
one nine
178:55
six three
178:56
129
178:58
p.m
178:59
est
179:00
209
179:01
jfk is the second coming 209 it's in
179:04
your face
179:07
i don't care how you dice and
179:09
slice it and dice it up
179:12
124 a new beginning make it 34 1-2 34 34
179:16
is grace three and four seven seven's
179:17
god's perfect number gospel number one
179:19
ninety-one all roads lead to key one
179:20
ninety-one one times i one post
179:22
ninety-one nine one is ten says
179:25
well t-n t is twenty one oh
179:27
he is five which is grace
179:29
n is 14 but see he could borrow the zero
179:32
from the 170 or 107 suit man just make
179:34
it 17q put it over there 140 potus yes
179:38
and test
179:40
zero's nothing one is
179:41
o and e o is
179:43
fifteen ends fourteen that's twenty nine
179:45
that's his birthday and he is five
179:46
that's his birthday wait ninety percent
179:48
of the world writes it we're just at one
179:50
twenty four
179:52
a new beginning
179:54
136 great awakening 136 it's their two
179:57
numbers 13 to 6. the 13 bloodline fans
180:00
might be six feet under six feet away
180:02
thirteen times six seventy eight kennedy
180:04
seventy eight
180:06
but thirteen and six as well 136 great
180:08
awakening 136 but see one and three is
180:10
four and forty six is who
180:12
which is hero
180:17
which is best
180:19
the best if you had to come to twenty
180:21
the best kennedy to come to twenty eight
180:23
136 well you can make three and six nine
180:26
now you've got nineteen and nineteen is
180:27
eighteen for surrender you're supposed
180:29
to earn one god nine most high
180:32
and one and nine make ten well we
180:34
already went over the ten then we
180:35
already went over the one so off we go
180:37
to the next number
180:39
jfk came back on one one two six one
180:42
nine six three one twenty nine pm one
180:44
sixty five and see your face one sixty
180:46
five resurrection one six five one six
180:48
seven seven five
180:50
magic wand
180:51
barack obama said we need a magic wand
180:53
to create manufacturing jobs
180:56
i guess we have a magic wand
180:58
magic wand 75
181:02
75 is 12 12 spell 1087 which is truth
181:05
he's the truth
181:07
what's up 12 is three father son only
181:09
goes 235 president john kennedy 235
181:12
let's go back to 165 where we started do
181:15
we really make need to make the six and
181:16
five eleven make it one one one
181:18
father-son only goes 235 we already did
181:20
that
181:21
23 as i am and 5 is great just like the
181:23
red tie says
181:24
let's move on to the 209 jfk came back
181:27
on write it down
181:29
jfk came back on
181:31
1-1
181:33
six
181:34
one nine
181:35
six three
181:37
basically four days later november 26
181:39
1963
181:41
129
181:43
pm
181:44
est 209
181:47
29 spell tells 149 the anointed one is
181:49
birthday
181:52
14 9 23 2 and 3 is five five is great
181:55
space thirty four thirty four is all i
181:57
need you go okay
182:00
29 209
182:01
20 times 9 is 180 we're talking about
182:03
serious ass 180
182:07
209 like i said jfk is is the second
182:10
coming 209
182:12
but 20 times 9 is 180 but you got a 2
182:14
and a 9. that's eleven
182:16
one eighty and eleven is one ninety one
182:17
all rows lead to q one ninety one one
182:19
times nine one okay we okay we're done
182:21
with that
182:22
you got a two and a nine
182:25
two oh nine two and nine is one eighty
182:27
got a two and a nine two times nine is
182:28
eighteen got eighteen to one eighty one
182:30
ninety eight here comes your man 198.
182:33
greatest comeback ever 198.
182:38
the anointed winner one night remember
182:41
the anointed and the winner taiwan
182:43
target the anointed winner 198.
182:47
elephant in the room 198.
182:52
the resurrection 198 president j kennedy
182:56
198 i love you jesus 198.
183:00
the tree of knowledge 198
183:02
coincidence theorists 198 we are the
183:05
news now 198 social media influencer 198
183:08
wwg one wga worldwide 198. we are the
183:12
newsdown 198 not the prostitutes 191
183:16
all roads lead to q osiris 17. osiris
183:19
you are fired 228 the best yet to come
183:22
228 and 22 is four for two and 2 is 4
183:25
and 48's evil
183:27
that's why i'm negative 48
183:29
negative evil
183:32
can i get a witness 136 great awakening
183:35
130 can i get a amen 107.
183:38
amen
183:40
superman great awakening
183:42
107 and 136 243 24 times 3 is 72 i am
183:47
alive 72 there'll be a reflection of 27
183:49
jfk mere reflection 198 president jfk
183:52
198 27 72
183:55
99 most high
184:01
scene 99 is 18 1 8 9 9 is most high
184:05
but see that's me myself and i
184:08
i most high
184:10
man 28 anointed 82 both come to 10 which
184:13
come to zero which come to one christ
184:15
within me
184:17
it's not christian
184:18
[Music]
184:19
among us
184:20
among us among us
184:22
he said obama's four times he said
184:24
anonymous perfectly the day before he
184:26
switches the m and the end switch the m
184:29
in the end in christian you have christ
184:31
i am
184:32
because christ within
184:34
me said he was bringing power back to
184:37
the people
184:38
power 77 christ 77
184:41
that's blasphemy get ready for your head
184:44
to be blown [ __ ] clean off your
184:46
shoulders
184:48
i'm out
184:54
and
184:55
wherever you go we'll be with you we
184:57
love you michael
184:59
we love you this is uh there's no
185:01
greater time
185:02
ever to be alive
185:05
this is that one moment
185:07
in time and uh
185:09
michael came at that the perfect time
185:12
sabrina gal
185:13
and bryce he really did leave didn't he
185:15
i'm like
185:19
you never know you know what i mean you
185:21
just
185:22
never know
185:24
it's just like that
185:25
that's wonderful
185:27
and that's wonderful and and um
185:30
and so yeah we're we're with we're with
185:32
you our this family our family we're
185:35
we're with you 100 because because this
185:38
this is the light this is the way and um
185:41
we thank um michael so much uh for being
185:45
here just genius brilliant sabrina gal
185:48
just genius brilliant all and and also
185:51
you know no note the way that that
185:53
sabrina gal bryce does the exact same
185:55
thing as well i'm sure toronto does as
185:58
well there always looking
186:00
they're always looking for others
186:03
um to do the work and others to take the
186:05
lead and to shine others in their in
186:09
their zest and their zeal
186:11
for the truth and um that that's a real
186:14
teacher that's a real leader sabrina and
186:18
um we thank you um so much for being all
186:20
of those that's very kind of you to say
186:23
we're all true to help each other so
186:25
yeah it's true train the train the
186:26
trainer right
186:28
get it from the corporate jobs
186:31
it's been a pleasure thank you for for
186:33
having us on behalf of michael i don't
186:35
know where he went
186:38
but we thank you for having
186:41
oh it's it's our pleasure and we're so
186:44
looking forward to the revamp
186:47
i i don't know necessarily how you prove
186:50
certainly the content of jesus strand
186:52
one but we're looking forward to the
186:55
revamp version of jesus strand one and
186:58
uh boy oh boy you can bet colleen and i
187:01
justin and eugene we will we will be
187:03
watching on on
187:06
10 31 we will be watching this
187:09
incredible presentation of jesus tran 2
187:11
which which michael um let the cat out
187:14
of the bag
187:15
that this is not just lord christ that
187:19
this is lord and lady christ and this is
187:22
boy you talk about the highest of
187:23
highest sabrina the highest divided holy
187:25
holy wow but i do think he may have been
187:28
a little confused about the subject
187:29
matter so we're actually going to focus
187:32
on
187:33
the jesus strand line that we discussed
187:36
of abraham lincoln and some of the other
187:39
descendants of abraham lincoln so it
187:41
does derive from jesus and mary
187:44
magdalene but as we learned william
187:46
wallace lincoln had siblings and so it's
187:49
very important to point out who those
187:51
siblings were and then we're doing a
187:53
deep dive into who are the jews
187:56
because i think that's very important in
187:57
the story and it's going to connect us
187:59
to who we are
188:01
so i think it's going to be um just
188:03
brilliant for everyone to listen in i
188:05
think toronto and bryce and michael are
188:08
just going to have such amazing
188:09
information that it will blow your mind
188:13
and drew 74 jesus 74 joshua 74. i mean
188:18
yeah exactly
188:20
74.
188:23
what's that eugene
188:25
i said real jew 74.
188:30
which is which is what
188:32
jesus wasn't is
188:34
it's what jesus was and is and this is
188:37
what bill donahue is referring to to
188:39
becoming the the real jew a perfect jew
188:43
is to read and then do
188:46
the teachings of jesus christ and then
188:48
through through bryce and and sabrina
188:51
and toronto what do we know
188:53
about the new testament of the bible
188:57
777 more books to come
189:00
888 more books potentially to come
189:04
yeah and more and more i mean you just
189:06
can't imagine the information that
189:08
everyone gathers and it's just so
189:10
exciting i mean
189:12
there are so much um
189:14
there's so much we didn't know and we're
189:16
just so blessed to have this team
189:18
because you're gonna find out every day
189:19
we'll add more and more
189:22
wow
189:23
wow wow sabrina wow thank you wow
189:28
yeah it's it's truly incredible um
189:31
and that's that's what happens when we
189:33
when we all align with the truth we
189:35
don't align with
189:37
with individuals we don't have idols to
189:39
to to prop up and say that i'm gonna
189:41
follow this this person or this this
189:44
individual we we align with the truth
189:46
and when that happens we all naturally
189:48
come together and we we find ourselves
189:51
um
189:51
joining in harmony on this path so it's
189:54
it's beautiful to to have you here um
189:57
yeah to be walking on this path to truth
189:59
that that jesus laid and we get to walk
190:01
and that's that's the whole point you
190:03
don't you you breathe breathe life into
190:05
these words written onto this page that
190:07
he he performed and and embodied this
190:10
truth because this is the truth this is
190:12
the way
190:13
yeah amazing indeed indeed and i have to
190:16
thank patrick bouvier kennedy where a
190:19
lot of his information is where we get
190:22
our nuggets you know to dig deeper so
190:24
he's been so instrumental
190:26
um unknowing to him i think that was his
190:29
goal when he was tweeting so that we
190:31
would take the time to do the research
190:33
on all of his tweets because he was
190:35
giving us the full story through his
190:37
tweets
190:38
and i'm just grateful we found him and
190:41
he's really contributed to the um
190:44
to the story
190:47
yeah amazing um i do want to to uh
190:51
deviate a little bit and bring up
190:53
something based on the truth so we've
190:55
got a lot of people listening in on
190:57
telegram right now and we wanted to try
191:00
this out and kind of see how this
191:02
platform worked and i think once we got
191:04
the sound figured out i think it did
191:05
work pretty well
191:07
but i did want to let everyone know that
191:09
there is
191:10
there is a fake charlie freak account
191:12
out there that is using his name
191:14
and um and and
191:17
it'd be one thing if if all this account
191:20
was doing was posting charlie freak's
191:22
work
191:23
but the problem that we're running into
191:25
is this account is posting ads for
191:28
various things that do not align with
191:30
with any of us and and trying to make
191:33
money off of uh you know charlie freak's
191:36
work
191:36
um and then also advocating for other
191:39
channels that we have no no clue
191:42
who they are and are most likely other
191:44
fake accounts out there
191:45
um so we're having the same the same
191:48
issues um at the tent
191:51
so you're certainly not a net alone it
191:53
might be just uh some bots some trolls
191:56
that are playing bots on various
191:57
channels that are getting you know a
191:59
high subscription rate so you're
192:01
certainly not alone in that yeah
192:03
but just wanted people to be aware of
192:05
that um and actually even when i made
192:08
the post tonight um they they changed up
192:11
because i i specified in that post uh
192:13
for the show that this is the one and
192:15
only account for charlie freak and
192:17
freaksense
192:18
and they changed the wording on that
192:21
post to say that their account was the
192:23
one and only account um
192:25
but i just wanted to get this on on the
192:27
record on video that that freaks a
192:30
freaksense world is the only official
192:32
account for freak sense and charlie
192:34
freak uh the other one is an imposter
192:37
and you know we've asked telegram to to
192:39
do something about it for months and
192:41
months now i know other accounts and
192:43
people like sabrina gal mentioned have
192:44
had the same issue
192:46
so it does give me pause on telegram in
192:49
and of itself i don't know if they're
192:51
just understaffed and having a hard time
192:53
dealing with this but
192:54
when we do
192:56
try and illustrate this over and over
192:58
again and they do nothing about it it
193:00
does give me pause so i just wanted to
193:02
throw that out there so people are aware
193:04
of it
193:05
and that there's no way for this this
193:07
character to to manipulate this because
193:10
it's on video
193:12
and it could be that they are trying to
193:15
catch these people you know what i mean
193:17
so they have to let them do what they're
193:18
doing and then slowly
193:20
uh find out who they are maybe a
193:22
possibility i'm not sure absolutely yeah
193:25
there's so many layers to this movie and
193:27
so many so many traps to lure the rats
193:29
out and we've seen that over and over
193:31
again so i certainly hope that's the
193:33
case um but for from where i stand i'm
193:36
i'm just going to continue speaking the
193:37
truth no matter no matter what it is
193:40
and yeah so didn't want to derail the
193:42
the conversation or leave it off ending
193:44
but i wanted to make sure we get that in
193:46
there before we ended the show tonight
193:47
um
193:48
so yeah
193:50
i think uh negative 48 made it very
193:52
clear that he was ready to be over with
193:53
we weren't gonna surpass the six hour
193:56
mark from last time um
193:58
but uh this was this has been such a
194:00
fantastic show it really has been just
194:03
um you know another mind-blowing uh so
194:06
so many truths drop so many bombs
194:08
dropped
194:09
and it's all it's all just
194:12
leading to a glorious finale you know
194:14
we're getting to that finish point where
194:17
everything is going to be revealed no
194:18
stone will be left unturned and we will
194:21
see
194:21
undeniable evidence that god is
194:23
absolutely real and he has always been
194:25
there we just forgot we forgot who we
194:29
were and we forgot uh where home was and
194:32
we're gonna learn
194:33
where home is and start heading back
194:35
that direction um
194:37
so yeah i'm really excited about it
194:39
right justin home tree avatar the tree
194:42
of life the tree of life within you
194:44
connect back in connect back with within
194:47
light that's right to god
194:49
so it's what it's all about it's
194:51
beautiful everything that that sabrina
194:54
is teaching you that that michael's
194:56
teaching you that we've been sharing
194:58
with you
194:58
we're we're not we're not taking
195:01
anything away from you we're just making
195:02
everything better there's a far better
195:05
reality and there's a far better story
195:08
that's out there and it's called the
195:10
truth and um
195:12
it it's it's not there
195:14
to to make you feel small and less it's
195:17
there to give you
195:18
the whole kingdom of god it's there to
195:21
give you the wholeness of god's love and
195:25
god's um
195:26
treasured creation for you there's
195:28
nothing to fear
195:30
there's nothing to fear but fear itself
195:37
[Music]
195:41
is yet to come um
195:43
day is yet to come that day is coming
195:49
okay so we're going to let sabrina get
195:52
get to sleep
195:54
oh that's kind or find out where
195:56
negative went right maybe he is
196:02
i thank you i think everyone has just
196:03
been another wonderful evening so thank
196:05
you again for having us
196:07
yeah it's been an absolute honor it's
196:09
been an absolute honor thank you for
196:10
being here and again let us know if
196:12
there's anything we can do to support
196:14
support you guys in any sort of way
196:16
we are here same same here same here
196:19
thank you thank you again and good night
196:20
everyone thank you bye guys


